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0^=' INDIA I 

The Egjpt Exploration Society 
(so ‘styled since 1919) was founded in i88z, and incorporated in i3S8 as the ‘Egypt 
Exploration Fund’. 

Ever since its foundation it has made surveys and conducted explorations and 
excavations in Eg^'pt, in accordance with the best methods of scientific invistigation, 
for the purpose of obtaining information about the ancient history, religion, arts, 
literature, and ethnology of that country. The Society's activities have recently been 
extended to the exploration of sites of the Pharaonic Period in the Sudan, 

Those of the antiquities discovered which are not retained, according to law, by 
the Antiquities Departments of Egypt and the Sudan are exhibited in London every 
year and are then distributed among pubUc museums in the United Kingdom, the 
British Dominions, the United States of America, and elsewhere, in strict propoirion 
to the contributions from each locality. 

AU persons interested in the promotion of the Society’s objects are eligible for 
election as Members. The entrance fee hitherto payable has been suspended until 
hirther notice. The annual subscription is £2. zs. to the London Ofiice, or Si0.00 to 
the American Office (see below), due on ist Jantlaly^ 

Members have the right of attendance and voting at all meetings, and may intro¬ 
duce friends to the Lectures and Exhibitions of the Society, They have access to the 
Library at the Society's Rooms in London, and may borrow' books. 

The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology or, alternatively, a Graeco-Roman 
Memoir, is presented gratis to all Members, and other publications may be purchased 
by them at a substantial discount. 

Subject to certain conditions, of which details may be had on application, all 
students between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five are eligible for election as Asso¬ 
ciate Members. Associate Members receive the JouRNAi,, gratis and post free, and 
enjoy all other privileges of membership except the right to vote at meetings. The 
annual subscription for Associate Members is lot, 6</. to tlic London Office, or 82.50 
to the American Office. 

Persons may also join the Society as Associates at an annual subscription of yr. fid. 
to the London Office. Associates are entitled to receive the Aimual Report and tickets 
for lectures and exhibitions, and to use the Library in London, but not to take out 
books. 

Full particulars may be obtained from the Secretary, 2 Hinde Street, Manchester 
Square, I^ndon, W, i, or from the Secretary of the American Branch, A. S. Ajinold, 
Esq., P.O. Box 71, Metuchen, New Jersey, U,S~A- 

Communications to the Journal of Egv'ptian .Archaeology should be sent to 
the Editor, Dr. Alan H. Gardiner, Upton House, Wonston, nr. \Vinchestcr. All 
books for rev'iew should be sent to the Secretary of the EtTVPT Exploration 

Society, 2 Hinde Street, Manchester Square, London, W. i. 

All subscriptions for the Journal of Egyptian Archaeology should be sent to 
the Honorary Treasurer of TiiE Egypt Exploration .Society, 2 Hinde Street, 
Manchester Square, London, W. i, or P.O. Box 71, Metuchen, New Jersey, U.SA. 
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(I) 

EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

The exigencies of the times, and the need to husband the nation's paper supplies, have 
compelled us to reduce this volume to half the size of its predecessor and conse-> 
quently to make certain changes in our usual arrangements. Thus the present page 
replaces Notes and News, and the Indexes are postponed to a later date. The past 
year has brought us three very grievous losses, the deaths of Mr. N. de G. Davies, 
of Mr. J. D, S. Pendlebuiy, and of Prof. Reisner. Memoirs of the first-named will 
be found further on, and we need now say no more than that we mourn in them the loss 
of two of our most accomplished and valued collaborators, besides two very lovable 
personalities. Only at the last minute has news reached us of the passing of the great 
Harvard excavator Prof. G. Reisner; lack of space makes it impossible to dwell further 
on this irreparable disaster, which many, like the present w'riter, will deplore as much 
on personal as on scientific grounds. 

The frontispiece with which we again seek to compensate in some measure for 
deficiencies due to the War reproduces the beautiful facsimile made by Mrs. Brunton 
of the iron dagger of Tuttankhamun—the counterpart of the gold dagger depicted in 
Vol. XXVIr. But little need be added to Dr, Carter’s own printed description.* The 
steel-like blade and the knob of rock ciy-stal are the most conspicuous of the materials 
used; the cioisonnd work employs green felspar and lapis lazuli, besides red and yellow 
glass. 

The inaccessibility of Museum objects and the absence of pictures from new excava¬ 
tions make it difiicult for us to provide plates that will appeal to the lover of Egyptian 
Art, but the collotj'pe (opposite p. 38) showing the Celestial Cow from the tomb of 
Sethos I at Thebes well illustrates both an exceptionally fine ancient relief and also 
the consummate draughtsmanship of the late Howard Carter. It was intended to 
accompany this with a new translation of, and commentarj' on, the famous mytho- 
]<^ca! text to which it serves as vignette, but at the last moment it w as learnt that a 
young Swiss Egyptologist^ has recently issued a new edition of the text and himself 
projects a new- rendering. It would be unfair to anticipate his work, to which students 
will look forward eagerly. 

Further items of news. It is with the utmost joy that w'e learn that the report of the 
death of M. Gol<inischeIf was a mistake, and that be is living and in good health at Nice. 
Of much interest also is the information received about the theft from the Cairo Museum 
and the subsequent recovery of all the gold objects from the tomb of Psusennes dis¬ 
covered by M. Montet not so long ago at Tan is. Comment is best withheld until the 
facts are better known, 

■ 77m Tomb of Tul ankh'Amrn, ll, 134-5; b; 8Sp c. 
^ Ch. Maj-strcp Le Uvrrdt ia vacht du det dam lef if la valld^ de$ roii m BuU. de /7iiff,/r. {tareheol. 

orUuL XLp 51-115- Interesting wimtncnf^ on this vignette, H. Schafei-p J^^pttsclie und keuiige Kumt] 
pp, 
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THE BATTLE OF MEGIDDO 
By R. O, FAULKNER 

The Battle of Megiddo, fought between the Egyptians led by King Tuthmosis III and 
the Syrian Confederacy headed by the ruler of Kadesh. is the first military campaign in 

history of which any kind of detailed account has survived. It was the custom in the 

EgjTJtian armies of the Empire to keep a regular diary of the course of a campaign, a task 
which was entrusted to the imy-r flifr ‘chief military scribe’;^ copies of these diaries 

were deposited in the archive of the temple of Amen-Re* at Thebes,* and Tuthmosis 1II 

caused extracts from the records of his campaigns to be inscribed on the temple walls. 

In the case of his first victory, that of Megiddo, more details were given than with his 

later wars, so that the course of the campaign can be discerned more cle^ly than usual. 
The general outline of events is very well known, but the only detailed discussion of the 

subject is Dr, Nelson’s admirable thesis The Battled/Megiddo; he was fortunate enough 

to be able to travel over and study the actual battle-field, and the excellent sketch-maps 
ivith which he illustrates his work are indispensable to the student. If, therefore, I 

venture to return to this topic again, it is not because of any difference of opinion on 
topographical questions, but because a study of the hieroglyphic te^* has led to some¬ 

what different conclusions on various points regarding the operations. 
It will suffice to summarize briefly the opening moves of the campaign. Leaving the 

frontier fortress of Tjel on the zsth day of the 4th month of the Winter season in year 

22* the Egyptian army covered the 125 miles to Gaza in 10 days,® arriving on the 4th 

day of the tst month of Summer in year 23.* That shows an average daily march of 

izj mil^, which is fair travelling over mostly desert roads for a force containing a con¬ 

siderable proportion of infantry, as was undoubtedly the case. Tuthmosis lay but one 

night in Gaza, and then set out for Ychem (probably modem Yemma),* some 80 miles 
or so distant. We are not told the date of arrival there, but assuming the same rate of 

march as before, it w'ill have been on the 11 th of the month.® Here the army apparently 

* Helck, Der Etnfluti dfr Militdrjshrwr in dtr xS, agyptwhen DyfUtitit, 14. * Urk. IV, 662, 5. 

i Op tai 647 ff * Acwnlbil! to Ndwn, Mtpdda, 6, this date correspondi to ifllh Apnl, 1479 h.C. 
I Not 9 days M NeUon (op. eii., 31, n. 66) : both the 2Sth and the 4^ must be included in the Riofching 

‘The change in the y'ear-numbef is due to the fact that Tuthmosis arrived at Goh smi the annivensty of his 

accession, i .e, on the first day of a new regtiaJ year, 
t Ndaon, c^. cit., 7. I accept his topographical identifications throughout. 

• Nelson, op. dt-, 6, make* Tuthmosis reach Ye)je« on the l6th. the day of the cpimcil of war, but it is 

highly improbable that he would have lingered fw twelve days on a journey which he coidd complete in seven; 

nor is it likely that a council of such importance would have been held until information had been gathered as Co 

the dispositions of the enemy. Actually the date of arrival at Yeh«n is not stated in the Egyptian teat, hut it 

seems reasonable to assume that Tuthmosis maintained his original rate of advance and arrived at Ychem on 

the ttth; his troops would then get a rest after 17 day*' contmuou* marching, while he sent out his spies to 

gather intelligence of the enemy. 
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halted for a few days to re$t while scouting operations were in progress, for on the i6th 

there was held a council of war to decide the best route for the advance on Megiddo. At 

this point we wilt let the Egyptian annalist take up the narrativeJ 

Year 23, ssl month of Summer, day 16, at the town of Yehem. [His Majesty] ordered a consulta¬ 

tion with his victorious armyT saying thust ^Yon [wretched] foe of Kadesh has come and entered into 
Megiddo, and he is [there] at tWs moment, for he has gathered to himself the chieftains of [all] the 

countries [which were] subject to Egypt, and (from) as far away as Naharin ^ ^ , Syrians, Kode^folk^ 
their horses^ their soldiers, [and their pieople],"* for he says—so it is reported—“1 will stand to [fight 

tvith His Majesty here] in Megiddo”. Tell ye me [what h in your liearfcs],' 
And they said unto Hk Majesty: 'How can one go [upon] this road which is $0 narrow?* It [is 

reported] that the enemy are standing yonder [outside^ and that they have] become numerouswill 

not horse have to go behind [horse^ and the soldiers] and the people^ likewise ? Shall our vanguard 

be fighting while the [rearguard] is standing yonder^ in ^Aruna unable to fight? Now here are two 
roads; behold, one road is * * ^ our pord],/and he will come out at Taanachj behold, the other is 

at the north aide of Djcfti, and we will come out at the north of Megiddo. Let our victorious lord 
proceed upon whichever of [them] seems best to him; but do not let us go upon yon difficult road.' 

Then [there were brought in (?)]^ dispatches [concerning yon wretched foe, and there was further 

discussion (f )]^ on the subject of [that] plan of which they had previously spoken. What was said in 
the ro)^l tent "[As] I pive], as lovc$ me, as my father Amun favou rs me^ as my nostrils are 

refreshed with life and strength, I will proceed on this ^Amna road. Let him of you who so desires 
go on these roads of which ye speak, and let him of you who so desires come in the irain of My 

Majesty, for behold, they \viU aay," namely the foes whom RB detests, ""Has His Majesty goneJ upon 

another road because he is afraid of us?” they^ will say\ And they said unto His Majesty: 'May thy 

father Amun, Lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands, who dwells in Kamak,* perform [thy desire] I 

Lo, we are in the train of Thy Majesty wheresoever fLhy Majesty] goest, for a servant ever follows 

[his] maater/ 
[And His Majesty caused a proclamation to be made]^ to the w^hole army: ^[Your victorious lord 

will lead your marches upon (?)]^ yon road which k $0 narrow'p [And behold, His Majesty' 

sware]^ an oath, saying: "1 wiU not [permit my victorious army (?)] to go forth in front of My Majesty 
[in this ptace% for His Majesty desired (?)]^ to go forth in person in front of his army. And [every 

man] was instructed as to his order of march,”' hor^ follow ing after horse, while [Hia Majesty] was 

at the head of his army. 
Year 23,, i st month of Summer, day 19^, One awoke in the royal tent at the town of ^Aruna.* My 

Majesty proceeded northward® under my father .Amen-Re^, Lord of the Thrones of the Two 

Lands,P [that he might open the wiays] before me, Ha^kbtj * . my father Am On strengthening 

[My Majesty^s] ann, and . . over My Majesty* 

[tits] Majesty went forth" [at the head of] his [army], which was oig[anized] into many battalions 

,. . one;* [their] southern wing w^ at Taanach, [while their] northern wing was at the south[em] 

bend [of the t'alley of ^Cina (?)/ And] His Majesty called out“ upon [this road (?)] . . . they fell, w'hiie 

yon [wretched] foe . . * [Praise (?)] ye [him and extol the might of {?)]■■ His Majesty, because his 

arm is stronger than (that of) [any king]" . .. His Majstyk army* in ^Aruna. Now while the rear¬ 

guard of His Majesty’s ’Victorious Army was (yet) in the town of *Aruna, the vanguard had come out 
at the valley of ina, and they filled the mouth of this valley. 

Then said they unto His Majesty: 'Behold, His Majesty has come forth with his victorious army 

and they have fiUed the valley; let our victorious lord hearken unto us this once, and let our lord 

guard for us the rear of his army and his people. When the rear of the army come$ out to us, then 

* Urk. iv, 649 ff. = M. tSff., of the original Ln^mphon. 
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will we fight against these foreigners, then shall we not have to worry about the rear of our army'. And 

His Majesty took post outside... guarding the rear of his victorious army.* Notv when the [leadingj 
detachments had finished coming forth upon this road,^ the shadow turned. 

His Majesty arrived at the south of Megiddo on the bank of the brook Rina in seven hours from 

the turning in the sun “ Camp was pitched there for His Majesty, and an order was given to the 
whole army, sa[ying]: ‘Prepare ye, make ready your weapons, for One will engage with yon WTetched 

foe in the morning, because One is. , .One went to rest™ in the royal camp. The officers were 

provided for, rations were released to the retainers,*' and the sentries of the army were posted," 
having been told: 'Be steadfast and vigilant.’// 

One woke in the royal tent, and they came to tell His Majesty: ‘The coast is clear, and the southern 
and northern troops (are safe) also.’w 

Year jj, ist month of Summer, day 21 the exact *" day of the festival of the New Moon, the 

King appeared in the morning. The entire army was ordered to deploy (?).. and His Majesty set 

forth in a chariot of fine gold, being adorned w'ith his panoply of war Like Horus the Strong-armed, 

Lord of Action, and like Mont of Thebes, his father .Amfin strengthening his hands. '1‘he southern 
wing of I lis Majesty’s army was at a hill south of,., Kindi dud the northern wing was on the north¬ 

west of Megtddo. .And His Majesty was in the midst of them, Amiin guarding his person (in) the 

mellaj'^ and the strength [of Seth pervading] his members. And His Majesty prevailed indeed" at 

the head of his aimy. And they saw- His Majesty pre\‘ailing/' and they fled headlong [towards] 

Megiddo with frightened faces. They abandoned their horses and their chariots of gold and silver, 

that they might be dragged up into this city by their garments,**" for the people had shut up this city 
against them, [but low'enedj garments to hoist them up into this city. Would that'’‘His Majesty’s 

soldiers had not dev'Oted themselves to looting the goods of the foe! They would have [captured] 
Megiddo then and there while the wretched foe of Kadesh and the wretched foe of this city were 

being dragged up scrambling (?)«* to get them into their city, for fear of His Majesty entered [into 

their bodies] and their arms were weakened, his uraeus having overpowered them. And their horses 
and their chariots of gold and silver were captured as easy [prey], their ranks lay prostrate like fish In 

the bight of a net,-'’^ and His Majesty’s victorious army counted up their goods, for there was 

captured the tent of [yon] w'retched [foe], which was WTOu[ght with silver],**... And the whole army 

fell to rejoicing and giving praise to Amun [because of the victory] which he had vouchsafed to bis 

Son [this day, .And they gave praise] to His Alajesty, extolling his victory, and they brought the 

booty which they had taken, even hands, prisoners, horses, chariots of gold and silver, and [fine 
linen]." 

Notes 

a. For the restoration [rwrf'jn] see note d. 

A. As Nelson has seen, the *Aruna project evidently had been mooted at an earlier 
council or at least had been discussed informally, for the mode of reference here 
assumes previous knowledge of the topic. Nelson’s ‘narrow'er’ seems to be due to a mis¬ 
understanding of the expression wi r tins, lit. ‘fallen into narrowness’; he has apparently 
taken the r as representing the comparative. 

c. Accepting Sethe's restoration, see Nelson, op, cit., at, n. 43, Wi r eSf should be 
translated ‘have become numerous’ rather than ‘are becoming’; wf here is old perfective. 
The reference is presumably to the marshalling of the Syrian northern wing in the 
Kina valley, see below. 

J. Jijnt, as distinct from tnSr, doubtless refers to the transport drivers and other camp- 
followers; for the contrast of these two words, confirming Sethe’s restoration of [mir] 
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here, see Urk. tv, 654-5 “ 77 original text. The same evidence confirms his 
restoration of above, sec note a. 

e. The translation of in this instance as ‘there’, ‘yonder’, rather than as ‘here’, 
is unavoidable in English, as ‘here’ at the moment of speaking was Yeheiti. To the 

Egjyitians the word probably signified simply that the rearguard would still be on the 
near side of the front; Nelson’s ‘is yet standing in Aruna’ evades the difficulty by 

ignoring On the other hand, in the following sentence r-ntt mtn 2 rt the word is 
better rendered with its normal translation ‘here’ ; the road ‘north of Djefti’ was that 

leading north through Yehem itself, while the fork for the Taanach road was but 
three miles from Yehem, see Map I. 

/. Sethe’s restoration [ntjtk n nb] n is certainly wrong, see Nelson, op. cit., ai, n. 44, 

Md it has been ignored here, apart from [«*]7i ‘our lord’, which receives some con¬ 

firmation from the suffix in the following/tr/; the next sentence suggests that an indica¬ 

tion of place may have stood in the lacuna. That the suffix inpr /does indeed refer to the 
king and not to the road as Nelton takes it is shown by pr-sn ‘we will come out’ below. 

g. Sethe’s restorations arc probably fairly correct in sense, if not in detail. Nelson's 

‘[Then was reported the information?] concerning [this] matter which they had men¬ 
tioned before’ (op. cit., 32) does not quite meet the case; there would have been no 

previous discussion without some information. I'he dispatches which had presumably 

just arrived must have contained/urtAer information, for Tuthmosis now finally decided 

for the ^Aruna route in a somewhat heated speech which has become almost a classic. 
Unfortunately the content of these dispatches is not made known to us. 

A. Lit. ‘in the Maj'esty of the Palace*. 

I. Reading mk A; sji, ‘Behold, they will say', with assimilation of successive A’s. 
Nelson reads m di h m and translates ‘do not let them think’, but one would then expect 
ki to ha^-e the determinative and the second h sn, following the speech, certainly 
m^s 'they will say ’, cf. Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., § 436. and on the verbal nature of A/ in 

this expression s^JEA xxi, 188; for the future construction mk Mm/see Gardiner, op. 
cit., § 334. For kf sn 'they will say’ to precede the speech to be quoted is unusual, bU it 

is clearly intended to reinforce the kfsft which appears in its normal place after the 
quotation, and for the use w ith m ‘namely’ compare i n f m ‘so said he, namely .for 
past time, JEA xxi, 185. 

j. Better tr^slated thus rather than as Nelson’s ‘Does His Majesty proceed’; teds is old 
perfective. The following /a,-/ tus r snd n n is probably to be taken ^ an adverbiafclause. 

k. So restored in Dyn. XIX, probably incorrectly, as the scribe of this text regularly 

uses simple Amun w'ithout epithet; it would therefore appear that more than just the 

name of the god was erased, and the restoration of the rest of the sentence is far from 
cert^a. 

/. These restorations may convey an approximately correct sense, but their details are 
quite uncertain; Sethe’s nhm (Urk. iv, 652, 3) is particularly doubtful. 

m. Lit. ‘his movements of going’. Nelson's ‘assigned his position’ does not quite 
convey the sense required; we are dealing here not with a deployment into line of 
battle but with the arrangements for marching. 
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« The distance from Yehem to ^Aruna was about 13 miles, one fair day’s imrch. 

Since the council of w^r was held on the i6th, the 17th was doubtl^ occupied 
making preparations and issuing instructions for the passage through the hills, whde the 

i8th will have been devoted to the march on «Aruna, which was left on the 19“ * 
Nelson has seen. <Aruna must have Iain well into the hills, for on the march from \ ehem 

already ‘horse behind horse’ was the order. Obviously Tuthmosis would not delay 
more than one night at ^Anina. where, according to Nelson, there was good camping 

ground, but where the presence of the Egyptian army might at any Ume be detected by 

enemy patrols working over the surrounding hills. _ , a, 
The correct translation of rs m [mA] {for the restoration cf. L rk. iv. 656,13 ^ 1- 84 or 

the original) is a difficult problem. Nelson, in common with previous commentators, 

regards^this expression as referring to the posting of the royal bodygu^d at the king s 

tent when he retired to rest, and this view can at first sight be supported by the 1^8^ 

from Ramesses II’s account of the Kadesh campaign which is discussed below. Onth 

other hand, a better sense can be obtained by interpreting rr m rnh here and below. 1. S41 
as ‘awoke’, and there is some evidence in support of this rendering. In the first place, 

not onlv may m rnfi be compared with rr htp ‘awake in peace of the well-known 

morning hymn, but it has an exact counterpart in htp m nth go to rest, used so often m 

religioi; texts of the setting sun. Secondly, the fact that in the present passage 1 is 

immediately preceded by a date (the 19th) points to rs m mk bcing>c first event of the 

day, and ii^seems impossible to separate these words from what follows; no ^nbased 

reader would do otherwise than place Tuthmosis’ march fromJAmna on the 19^, the 

date which heads the paragraph, even though, as we shall see felow* (note /lA). this in¬ 

volves us in a difficulty regarding the date of the actual battle. Thirdly, m I. 84 it seems 

clear that rs m rnh refers to the awakening of Tuthmosis to receive a report on the 

situation (see not^'gg); it is an event well subsequent to htp ‘go to rest at ffie beginmng 

of the line, and immediately before it we see the order to the sentnes be watchf^ 

WTitten with the compound ) % rs-tp. which we should therefore have expected m the 

present instance also if it had been intended to mention the guard 

Against these arguments it might be urged that — 

(K Jntz. Qaded,. 3^) can only be translated ‘a good rvatch in H.M s tent on the 

Uuthem ridge of Kadesh' on account of the following m-A( n» hr tr n Arryt hn hm j 

‘Aflcrthis, at time of morning, H.M. arose ..which points to n n/r betng an event of 
the night before. But here too it follows directly on a date and a description of the 

circumstances, as if it were the first event of the day; as a matter of common practice it 

is more usual under a given date in a diary or chronicle to enter the first act of the new 

day rather than the last of the night before, and rs in all the examples under review is 

certainly a narrative infinitive commencing the relation of a series of events. Furffier- 

more, the words m-ht . .. dtufyt are absent from three out of the five parallel versions, 

which suggests that they are an interpolation. If they be omitted, then rs nfr in rnh wdi 
snb can be translated as ‘awoke’ without any difficulty, the whole passage then reading: 

‘Year 5, 3rd month of Summer, day 9, under the Majesty of,.. King Ramesses, H.M. 

being in Phoenicia on his second campaign of victory. One awoke quietly in the royal 
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tent on the southern ridge of Kadesh, and H-M, arose like the shining of the sun,’ It 
seems, therefore, that the Berlin Dictionary was on the right track when it gave to this 

expression the sense of referring to the beginning of a new day {Wb. ii, 44^, 10). 

o. The direction ‘northward’ at first sight strikes one as curious, for a modem com¬ 
mentator would probably describe it as ‘eastward’, though the road has a definite north¬ 

ward trend; doubtless the WTiter was thinking of it as a continuation of the northbound 
road from Yehem. The expression m kd used here means literally ‘dow'n-stream’ w'ith 

reference to the flow of the Nile, without regard to the points of the compass, and as 

such is a true description of the general direction of the march. 
p. I.e, the king was preceded on the march by a standard of Amun, see Nelson, op. 

cit., 33 ff., though he is undoubtedly wrong in assuming that the allusion is to a portable 

shrine borne by priests; in his fig. r (see now his Medinet Habu, pi, 17) we see a ram’s- 

head of Amun on a tall pole mounted in a chariot, obviously a much more suitable 
arrangement for leading an army into battle than a shrine on the shoulders of walking 

priests. See, too, my remarks xxvn, 17. The words ‘Amen-Ret, Lord of the 
Thronesof the Two Lands' are a restoration of Dyn. XIX; the original text probably had 

simply ‘Amun’, see note k above. 
Hr here is a little difficult to translate. It may perhaps mean ‘under’ in a literal sense, 

since the ram’s-head of Amun on its pole wdll have towered over the following Pharaoh; 

we too speak of marching to battle ‘under the banner of freedom’ and so forth, and 1 

have taken the word in that sense here. But it is possible that the nuance is one of 
possession, though the king did not actually bear the standard, which preceded him in 

its own chariot. The whole of this passage is exceptionally w ritten in the first person, as 

if it were a literal transcript of an actual piece of dictation by the king. 
Sethe’s restorations are not improbable, but there is no real evidence for them, 

and, following Nelson, they are omitted here. 
T. Nelson rightly takes prt here as referring to the ‘going forth’ from the pass. 
s. Sethe restores [« hr] wr ‘he could find no foe’, but it is a pure guess, and I 

follow Nelson in rejecting it. Nevertheless, the enemy must have been mentioned 
somew'here in the lacuna, for the follorving words obviously describe the disposition of 

his forces. In the next two sentences the restoration [py sn] seems certain. 

f. So restored by Sethe and tentatively accepted by Nelson, Megiddo, 36-7, where 

is rendered ‘comer’ instead of ‘bend’. If the restoration be adopted the wings (lit, 

‘horns’) of the Syrian army, as Nelson has seen, must be understood as detached forces 

holding Taanach and the Kina valley respectively, while between them will have been 

a strong central reserve which could be rushed to whichever point was threatened (see 

Map 1); it is. not to be credited that the Syrian army was strung out in a continuous line 

along four miles of road and mostly fronting on to impassable hills. That the Kina valley 

should be held by the Syrians would be a most obvious military precaution, but if the 

restoration be correct—and it is hard to conceive any reasonable altemadvc—it is 

impossible to understand why the Kina force supinely allowed the Eg)'ptian army to 

emerge virtually unopposed from the ‘^Aruna pass, or why an adequate detachment was 

not posted in the mouth of the pass itself. It is true that in the broken lines which 
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foUow there is a hint of a skirmish in the mouth of the pass, as if a small body of the 

enemy had been found (see note tf), but clearly there was no serious attempt to dispute 

the exit of the Egj'ptian army. If the restoration ‘the valley of Kina’ be wrong, then the 

dispositions of the Syrian High Command must have been incredibly inept; if it be 

Ma? L The Roads to M^ddo (adapteid from Kelson^ MtgiddQ, Map 1)^ 
A* Syrian north wing un the B- Syrian central reaen’e sonTcwhere along 

this road. C. Syrian south wing. 

right, then the refusal of the commander of the Kina force to act can have been due only 

to either utter incompetence, cowardice, or treachery. We have no evidence for choos¬ 

ing between them, though incompetence is perhaps the most likely explanation. 

In choosing the 'Aruna route, Tuthmosis was incurring grave risks, for he could 
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hardly have expected the inactivity of the Kina force, but he clearly considered that the 
risks were justified. If he had chosen the Taanach route, he would have had to hght his 
way up the Megiddo road against the full force of an enemy standing on his own chosen 
ground; if he had decided to travel by the road ‘north of Djefti’, the enemy would have 
had ample time to make fresh dispositions when they discovered that he was not using 
either of the more direct routes. By taking the ^Aruna road, he not only chose the 
shortest way to his objective, but also came out on hts enemy's right flank. If the Syrians 
failed to block his egress from the hills, as W'as indeed the case, they were left with no 
choice but to conform to the Egj^ptian movements—in other words, the initiative passed 
completely into the hands of Tuthmosis. In fact, they were defeated not by hard hitting 
but by being outmanmuvred, a result that was partly due to reluctance to engage, and 
probably partly due to a defective Intelligence sen'ice; they apparently had no Inkling 
of Tuthmosis’ route until he actually appeared in the Kina valley. If they had known 
the night before that he was camped at ‘^Anina they would have had plenty of time to 
alter their dispositions—probably originally quite sound—to meet the Egyptian thrust 
with their full force. 

tt. R’S is probably the particle of Gardiner, Eg, Gramm,^ § z$2, 4 (so, too, after in 
1. 86), but the damaged context makes interpretation uncertain. 

V. These broken sentences suggest that the Pharaoh at the head of tlic column espied 
a small body of the foe in the mouth of the pass, but that after a brief skirmish the enemy 
w‘ere dispersed. Nelson, op. cit,, 35-6, makes them refer to the Pharaoh's first view of 
the Syrian northern w'ing as he emerged into the open, apparently interpreting the 
wwds ko'Sti hr in a figurative sense 'they are fallen 1', as who should say ‘I’ve got them !*. 
But attractive as is this suggestion, to me it seems more likely that these w'ords are to be 
understood in a more matter-of-fact sense as referring to an actual amied clash w'ith a 
small body of the enemy; it b hard to believe that the Syrians had not established even 
a small guard-post in the mouth of the pass. If indeed there were r^btance, it could 
not have been serious and was easily brushed aside; it b abundantly clear that at no time 
on the 19th was any part of the main Syrian force engaged. 

(p. So restored by Sethe with some plausibility, though Nelson omits. The troops 
are rejoicing over their safe passage out of the defile. 

X. Restoring instead of Sethe’s [nfrw nbw\^ which is not convincing; the 
living king is not usually exalted above the gods. 

y. Sethe restores '[He will guard the rear of] His Majesty’s army', probably on the 
basb of Urk. iv, 654, 17, but the restoration seems very doubtful, and, following 
Nelson, it is omitted. 

2. At the suggestion of hb officers, Tuthmosis remained at the mouth of the pass, 
doubtless with a sufficient force, to guard against any attempt to interfere with the 
passage of his army while the main body continued to advance into the valley, and he 
held this position until the last of the rearguard was clear of the hills. His officers 
appear to have been apprehensive lest he should make a sudden onslaught on the 
enemy before all his force had come up. 

aa. Lit. ‘Now when the [lead]ers reached the going forth upon this road’; {mf\rw 
c 

V 
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'leadere' (so restored by Sethe, probably correctly, compare mtr used of heading’ an 
army Urk. i, 102, 17; 104, 6) here clearly refers not to the commanding officers but to 
the advance-guard who led the way. Nelson, Mepddo^ 30, has mistranslated this 
passage as ‘Now the rear of the expedition was going out upon this road*. He has 
mistaken phn ‘reached' for phvay n ‘rear of, has wrongly rendered [rnyw as ‘expedi¬ 
tion', and has apparently t^en prt as the old perfective, predicate of phtvy\ w hich is 
grammatically impossible, as phwy is masculine; on the basis of his translation prt, if 
infinitive, would require tn or hr before it. Actually prt is infinitive, but object of ph-n 

‘reached’ {i.e. finished, cf. Peasmi R 59r-6o), the expression referring to arrival at the 
point where the road entered the hills into the plain. We learn here that the head of the 
Egyptian column won clear of the hills at noon. 

bb. This passage shows that w'hile the Egyptian vanguard reached the mouth of the 
pass at noon, it was seven hours later before the rear reached open country and could 
go into camp w ith the Pharaoh. We can thus sec clearly the reason for the fears of the 
council of war lest the van should be engaged before the rear had even begun to march. 
Assuming an average pace of z miles an hour—-this allow's for an occasional halt, as well 
as for the slight delay caused by the skirmish en route—it is clear that the Egyptian 
army was sufficiently numerous to have covered between tw'elve and fourteen miles of 
road in the lengthy formation imposed by the narrowness of the pass, w hich according 
to Nelson is only 30 feet wide at its narrow'est point. As the distance from 'Aruna to 
the ^^na vallev was roughly nine miles, there must have been nearly one-third of the 
army still in 'Aruna w'aitirig to march when the head of the column w'as already emerg¬ 
ing from the hills. If we accept the mean rate of march as 2 miles an hour, it is 
possible to construct an approximate time-table for the day. The movement began 
about 7.30 a.m.; the vanguard reached the mouth of the pass at noon; the rearguard left 
^Aruna at about 2.30 p.m., and by 7 p.m. the whole army had debouched into the plain. 

Nelson's attempt at reconstructing the time-table (op. cit., 4®"^) vitiated by the 
mistranslation discussed in the preceding note. In any case, it is highly improbable 
that the army could havegot underw'ayasearlyas 53.01..asNelson thinks. Assuming that 
reveille w'as sounded at 5 a.m.—it is not likely to have been much earlier the horses 
and transport animals (presumably donkeys) would have to be fed, watered, and har¬ 
nessed or loaded. The men themselves would have to prepare and eat their morning 
meal, strike camp, presumably have their weapons inspected, and be marshalled into 
brigades so that the whole force could steadily and continuously take up order of 
march. Even with disciplined troops, such as the Egyptians undoubtedly were, all 
this would require quite a considerable period of time before the actual march began, 
and 2j hours does not seem loo much to allow for these preliminaries. 

cc. A lacuna of 16 cm., w'hich Sethe does not restore, precedes htp'. Nelson has 
‘was proceeding to rest’, without sign of restomtion, but this seems a pure conjecture. 
.\ctu^ly htp is probably a narrative infinitive introducing a new topic, like the follow'ing 
Irtf tpA*", and jf. 

dd. W'Vtr is difficult, as the group 3“ occurs only here. Ii'&. i, 350, 10 renders 
'Provianf, but a verb is urgently needed, though whether “ is to be understood as a 
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determinative of iffkr or as an abbreviation of a word for ‘rations' is not clear. Since 
the basic meaning of wkc is ‘to loose*, ‘release', the sense here may be ‘rations were 
released to the retainers', doubtless for distribution to the troops. These latter are 
not specifically named, but it would be pointless in a military diary to mention the 
rationing of the Staff and to ignore the issue of supplies to the rank and file. Nelson, 
op, cit., 42, has glimpsed the difficulty, but in his translation 'Provisions for the court 
were secured* (p. 31) a^umes that only the high officers were mentioned. To me this 
seems contraty to the spirit of the text; 1 cannot but feel that in some way the rationing 
of the common soldiers is here alluded to. 

ee. Lit. 'were spread abroad', referring to their distribution to their various stations. 
Nelson’s 'made the rounds' does not convey quite the correct sense of this verb, 

ff. Nelson (p. 31) renders ‘They {sdL the sentries) said “Steadfast! Steadfast! 
Watchful! Watchful!” But surely it was not the sentries who spoke these words, 
but the officers who posted them and gave them their orders to be steady and vigilant. 
I take dd n-sti to be passive idm^ + dative, with the quoted words acting as subject, 
lit. ‘ “Be steadfast and vigilant” was said to them’; compare Urk, /K, 66r, 8 (ddw). 

gg. This passage appears to tell us that when the king awoke on the morning of 
the day of battle he received a report to the effect that the extension of the army 
northwards across the Kina stream towards the north-west of Megiddo and south- 
eashvards to Hill C (see Map II) was safely completed, and that the country to their 
immediate front was clear of the enemy, see note jj below. Mne stib, lit. ‘the desert 
is weir may be a fixed expression meaning something like 'the coast is clear’; compare 
the very similar sense in the sentence ‘Act as a shelter, snb mrypk that thy coast may 
be clear’, Peasant B 129-30. 

M. At this point we meet a serious difficult}' regarding the date of the battle. All 
previous commentators have assumed that the Egyptian army spent the night of the 
19th at 'Aruna and marched on Megiddo on the 20th, but from 11. 56 ff. {Urk. iv, 
652-3) it is clear that the Egyptians left ^Amna on the 19th (see, too, note h) and went 
into camp in the Kina valley the same evening. They were then informed that battle 
would be joined next day, yet according to the annalist, the clash did not take place 
till the 21st. What happened on the 20th? It is impossible to believe that for a whole 
day the two aimics sat and looked at one another, and it is equally hard to credit that 
the whole of the 20th was taken up with preliminary manceuvring. Besides, there is 
the clear order given on the evening of the 19th, ‘Prepare ye, make ready your weapons, 
for One will engage with yon wretched foe in the morning’. In view of these considera¬ 
tions, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that cither the scribe who wrote up the narrative 
from his rough field notes, or the sculptor who transferred it to the temple wall, made 
a mistake in the date, and that for ‘day 2i’ w'e should read ‘day 2o'. Obviously either 
the igth or the 21st is wrong in the original, and a corruption of „ into would be 
much more probable than a corruption of " into n'l,'". 

iV. Nelson’s rendering of r mty as ‘as usual' makes but poor sense; for the translation 
‘exact’ see \Vb. 11, 174, 1, 

/)'. Nelson restores 'cross [the valley of the Kina]'. This restoration is decidedly 
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suspect, for it suggests that the whole army was still within the Kina valley. This is 
very' doubtful, for a little farther on we read that the Egyptian northern wing was to 
the north-west of Megiddo, while their southern wing rested on a htll somewhere near 

Map II. The Battle of Megiddo (adapted from Nelson, Megiddo, Map I\'7. 
A. Probable yte of Egyptian camp. B. Probable site of Syrian camp. 

Aptian position on morning of battle. 
Syrian force caught while still deploying. 

the Kina, doubtless the hill marlted C on Map II (Nelson’s Knoll F). The crucial 
question is, when did the Egyptian army take up this position? If the move were 
sidiseguent to the appearance of the Pharaoh, then Nelson’s restoration vrill doubtless 
be correct; but if the army were already holding the line between Hill C and the north- 
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west of Megiddo, then this broken order must have been the signal to ‘deploy’ (lit. 
‘spread out’) into line of battle, and not an order to 'the entire army’ to pass the Kina, 
for the troops were already extended far beyond it, As a matter of fact, there is good 
reason to believe that the army was already in position before the Pharaoh appeared on 
the morning of the battle, for we have readjust previously that he woke in his tent to 
receive a report that the southern and northern troops were safe; these tvords have 
significance only if w e take them as implying that the extension of the army on roughly 
a north-south line w'as now complete. Such a report wrould be quite meaningless if the 
whole army w'ere still massed in the Kina camp, as there would be no ‘southern’ or 
‘northern’ troops, and the Pharaoh would know without need of reports if all were well, 
as he W'as in camp w'ith them. The only Egy'ptian force to cross the Kina during the 
action will have been the right wing. 

The rejection of Nelson’s restoration, however, does not affect his view regarding 
the final positions taken up by the Egyptians, which is almost certainly correct within 
narrow limits, though it is very improbable that the Syrians ever occupied all the line 
he allots to them. It seems likely that the extension of the Egyptian line took place in 
the small hours under cover of darkness, as the Pharaoh received the report of its com¬ 
pletion early in the morning. If the enemy failed to counter this manoeuvre, it w'ould 
enable Tuthmosis to cut off the Syrian camp in the Kina valley (see below) from 
Megiddo itself and so have the opposing army in a hopeless position. The Egy'ptian 
right wing, with its flank resting on Hill C, will have covered the Syrian camp itself, 
thus blocking any attempt to break into the open across the stream. If the terrain 
were indeed clear of the enemy when the manoeuvre w'as complete, as seems to have 
been the case, it is clear that this move took the Syrians by surprise. When they learnt 
what had happened, they probably made an attempt to cover the Egj'ptian line, but 
this would require a hasty deployment over difficult ground in the face of a foe already 
in position, and it is highly probable that the Egyptian charge caught them w'hile their 
counter-move was in progress, while they were all unprepared to meet an attack. 
That would help to account for the panic w'hich evidently infected the Syrian army, 
for they broke and fled at the first onset; it would also account for the fugitives being 
able to make for Megiddo at all, as enough of the Syrian force must have got on to the 
high ground between the valley and Megiddo to save their whole army from being 
completely cut off. 

This view is borne out by the Gebel Barkal stela quoted below, w'here Tuthmosis 
claims to have trapped the enemy in the Kina valley. This shows at any rate that the 
Syrians had not succeeded in covering the Egj'ptian line, and supports the view pro¬ 
pounded above that the north-south extension of the Egyptian army was effected by 
night, unobseived of the Syrians, 

kk. Probably another reference to the standard of Amun which accompanied Tuth- 
mosis into action. M should doubtless be supplied before see Gardiner, 
Simhe, 34. 

//. R-s is probably the enclitic particle of Gardiner, Eg. Gramm., § 25a, 4, 
mm. Lit. ‘that one might drag them by hoisting with their garments into this city’. 
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nn. The particle fu prescribes this translation rather than Nelson’s conditional ‘Had 

not . . / (= if they had not). 
DO. Hfs only here; the determinative and the preceding m indicate that this is the 

Infinitive of a verb of motion. 
pp. For hj ‘net’ cf. itti sdri m stiit hoc ‘I slept in a hammock of net’ Urk, rv, a, i6; 

‘Walk not here; itik sy <m> inw behold, it is a net’ Admonitions^ 2, kcfi ‘bend’ 

refers obviously to the bight of the net sagging with its load of fish. The failure to 

recognize the meaning of hi here {d.JEA v, 49. n. 5; x, 195) has caused this picturesque 

simile to escape previous translators. 
qq. For Sethe’s restoration ‘silver’ see Urk. iv, 664, 7. 
rr. The restoration of the damaged word as n<'r seems certain. For this w'ord, w'hose 

literal meaning is ‘smooth’, see Gardiner, Hierat, Pop. Brit. Mur., ill. Text, 49, n. 1. 

Tuthmosis III was desenTdly proud of his victory, and several other inscriptions 

of his reign make mention of it. The allusions thereto on Pylon Vll at Kamak [Urk. 

IV, 184-6) and on a stela from the Kamak temple of Ptah (op. cit. iv, 766-7) do not 

tell us much, but the account on a stela from Gebel BarkaJ published by the 

Reisners [ZAS txix, 31) is more informative, and I here quote the most important 
passage from their translation. After stating that 330 chiefs had rebelled, the inscrip¬ 

tion runs; 

Now they were in the valley of Kina encamped indeed in a trap (f), (and) I had a great success 

among them. My Majesty attacked them and they fled at once, falling down in heaps of slain. They 

entered Megiddo, and My Majesty be$iegied it for a period of seven months mthout their coming 

forth (i.e. until they came forth) beseeching My Majesty, saying: ‘Give us thy breath, O our lord, 

for the foreigners of Retenuw will never again be rebellious’. 

Another reference to this campaign is found on a stela from Armant, see Mond and 

Myers, Temples of Armont, pi. 103, 11. 10 ff.; 

[Departure] from Memphis to slay the foreigners of wttiched Retenu on the first occasion of 

victory. It was His Majesty who threw open its roads and forced every passage for his army, after 

what [.. did ,.. [Megidjdo. His Majesty entered upon that road which is so very narrow at the 

head of his whole army, while all countries were mustered, standing ready at its mouth ... the enemy 

became faint and fled headlong to their city with the chieftain who was in... . 

Both these quotations agree with the narrative of the Annals, even if they do not 
offer us any aid towards restoring the lacunae in the latter. The first of these passages 

confirms the opinion already reached that the Syrians were taken by surprise—inci¬ 

dentally showing that following on Tuthmosis’ passage of the hills the Syrian force 

concentrated in the I^na valley and that Nelson in his Map III placed the Syrian 

camp too near Megiddo—while the second agrees in a general way with the account 

of the famous march. But the words ‘standing ready at its mouth* should not be taken 

too literally; although the Syrian northern wing in the ^na valley w*as supposed to 

guard the mouth of the pass, it Is clear that in point of fact the Egyptian march was 

virtually unopposed; certainly there was no strong Syrian force In the actual opening 

of the defile. 
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In order to sum up the results of this study, it will be well to recapitulate briefly 
the moves in the campaign as they now appear. At the council of war at Yehem on 
the 16th it was decided to adopt the *Aruna route to Megiddo. The 17th was doubt¬ 
less devoted to preparations, and on the i8th the army marched to *Aruna, where one 
night was spent. On the 19th the advance on Megiddo was resumed, the Pharaoh 
himself leading the Egyptian army through the narrow defile. The passage was un¬ 
eventful, except possibly for one minor skirmish, and as soon as the vanguard was clear 
of the hills, Tuthmosis, on the advice of his officers, took station at the mouth of the 
pass to guard against flank attacks on the long column as it filed into the open. The 
move was complete by 7 p.m., and the army encamped in the Kina valley. Meanw'hile, 
the Syrians had one force doubtless in the valley nearer M^ddo and another at 
Taanach, in order to block an advance by either route, with probably a central reserve 
somewhere between those ttvo places. But the Kina force unaccountably failed tooppose 
the Egyptian advance, upon which the Syrians apparently concentrated their whole 
army in the Kina valley. But again they were out-manoeuvred. In the small hours of 
the 20th the Egyptian army extended northwards across the Kina stream to the north¬ 
west of Megiddo and south-eastwards to Hill C, threatening to cut the enemy off from 
Megiddo, and again took them by surprise. When they discovered the Egyptian move, 
the Syrians, now- fairly bottled up in the Kina valley, probably attempted a hasty 
counter-move, but if so they were given little chance to execute it, and at the first 
Egyptian charge they broke and fled. Seeing what was happening, the citizens of 
Megiddo promptly shut their gates and hauled up the fugitives over the walls with 
improvised ropes made of clothes. The panic in the Syrian army gave the Egyptians 
a golden opportunity of carrying the city by assault in the confusion of the flight, but 
they were unable to resist the temptation to loot the rich Syrian camp, and the chance 
was lost, with the result that the city had to be formally besieged. After seven months 
Megiddo surrendered, but the King of Kadesh, the head and front of the opposition 
to Tuthmosis, escaped to fight again and to trouble the Pharaoh for many a year. 

To us the importance of this narrative lies not only in the events it describes, but 
also in the fact that for the first time in recorded history w-e meet a commander who 
was not only a brave soldier but also an able general, who not only had the courage to 
accept a calculated risk in order the more readily to achieve his purpose, but who dis¬ 
played a tactical skill in the face of the enemy the merit of which is not diminished by 
the fact that the enemy played into his hands. It is possible too that the episode in 
ancient military history' here discussed may have had an influence on a modem cam¬ 
paign, for when in 191S General Allenby finally defeated the 'lurks, it was through 
the pass of ^Aruna that he flung his cavalry on to the rear of the beaten foe. One 
wonders tvheiher it was Col. Lawrence, w'ith his knowledge of ancient history, who 
first made the suggestion which prompted .A.Ilenby’s move. 



AN OLD KINGDOM LETTER CONCERNING THE 
CRIMES OF COUNT SABNI 

By PAUL C, SMITHER 

Private letters reveal to os everyday interests and events—and human failings—the 

existence of which we should hardly have guessed from inscriptions and books written 

with an eye to posterity. A remote era like the Pyramid Age would doubtless appear 

less austere, did we possess some contemporary correspondence. Few papyri,‘ how¬ 

ever, have come down to us from the Old Kingdom, and only one letter has been com¬ 

pletely translated.^ It is all the more unfortunate, therefore, that the archive, mostly 

letters, of the powerful counts of Elephantine of the Vlth dynasty should have been 

broken up by native diggers at the end of last century.3 Fragments subsequently found 

their way to Berlin, Strassburg, and elsewhere, only one of the letters being intact. 
This latter, Berlin P. 8869, has been published in a good facsimile by MdUer in HieraL 

Pap. BerltUy iii, 2-3. It seems an interesting human document, now about fortj-three 

centuries old, and I have therefore attempted a rendering hereA Moller’s transcription 
is rather unsatisfactorj', and a revised version is given opposite. 

TranslatioiW 

1 <To) the Count, the treasurer of the King, sole companion and treasurer of the God, Irew. 

2 The overseer of the army Merrc^nakh te (f),“ son of Kahotpe, son of the sole compMiqn and 
lector-priest Sebekhotpe, 

3 1, your brother,' have given my [careful attention'^ to the business about which you sent the 
+ sole companion and steward I^otpe, so that I might not do anything which you would not like. 

5 Now, if you have written [to] me in order that you might expose the robbery which has been 

6 committed against me, well and good.® But if, on the other hand, you have done this in order to 
break up the 6ghting, because you sec the two foreign countries..,1. 

7 then I shall see whether' iit fact you love the Count, treasurer of the King [sole companion and 

a Dvetmr of prophets*] Sabni more than me. But it is better to love the justified rather than 

9 continual crookedness*, and this is certainly an occasion for attending to* every transgression of this 
10 Count. He* is not one who fives by his own property. But you gave me a dear character* in 

j I the Court of Horus," even as you and I will act together* so that this count shall not brush aside® 
the robber]' which he has committed. 

13 Furthermore, the sole companion and stetvard Hotpe has seen that I did not wait for the troops 
13 of Medja and VVawat, so that I might [not] do what you do not like. 

(Address) 

The Count, sole companion and overseer of the prophets of Ret, Irew. 

’ Most of these m li^tied by MC^llcn HteraL Pal. f, 9 K 

* By Gardiner, JEA xiii, 75 « (An Admrijtrativ^ Utter of and by Gunn, Atm. Strv. xxv. 242 ff 
There of «ur«. funei^ msenprions containing roy^l commendation*, and the ktttrs m the dead but 
noM of there have survived on pipyru*. Moreover, they natunilly differ conaiderebly fiom ordinary private 

"TilpL 1 ' ^ Mailer, op. cit., ro, 
* The only prevtoin treatment appear to be the brief sketch in Erman & Krebs Aut den Paitvrui der 

hon^luhen Mmetn, 91, when the study of Old Egi-ptwo wo* still in its infancy. ' ^ Papynu der 
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Commentary 

a. The reading of this name is very doubtful, as it is improbable that could be 

a writing of (©ViO* names of the grandfather and father precede in honorific 

inversion, as in Anthes, Die Felsinschriften von Halnub, Graffiti 14, i; 16, i; 19, 1. 

b. dd may have been omitted at the end of the line through lack of space. At all 

events, the 'overseer of the army’ is the writer, for the count Irew named in 1. i is the 

one to whom the letter is addressed on the verso. 
c. The writer of the letter refers to himself throughout as in k showing that he is 

on terms of equality with his correspondent.' The latter is always addressed as 

'your scribe’. This is nothing but a polite circumlocution, as Prof. Gunn pointed out 

to me some years ago, when discussing the examples of this expression in the He^- 

nakhte Letters. Indeed, to interpret arf A quite literally as ‘your scribe’ would make 

nonsense of the whole letter. In my translation I have therefore rendered in^k hn by 

'me’, and sik by ‘you’,^ ^ 
d. Perhaps lit. ‘thy brother there placed his tw-o hands at the bidding of the business’, 

but my restoration <^y) ia merely a suggestion. The general sense is certainly 'pay 

careful heed to’, or the like. 
e. ht m si, lit. ‘the thing is in place’. 
/. it is unfortunate that a lacuna has robbed us of most of the crucial verb. The ‘two 

foreign countries’ are doubtless Medja and VVa^vat mentioned in 1. ra. Dr. Gardiner 

has suggested to me in a letter that sd rAy may possibly mean ‘break up the fighting’ with 

the two foreign countries, as the writer says in I. iz that he has not waited for the two 

Nubian companies. Sd rhf certainly means ‘to stop the fighting’, as is pro^d by Pyr. 

319 a, ‘King N. has broken up the fighting, and has cut short the strife’. Sethe has 

pointed out (UA. A'omwj. i^r.) that the King is here acting as peacemaker. 
g, I can quote no other instances of this interesting use of m introducing a subordinate 

noun clause, but it is a natural extension of m as a conjunction, meaning ‘if’ (Wb, n, a). 

h. Two signs have been added between U. 7"8 opposite 'overseer of prophets , but 1 

cannot interpret them. 
«. The masc. noun hib, 'crookedness’, is not recorded by Wb. (which knows only the 

fem. kibt, op. cit. m, 36a). Another example of A/A is Coffin Texts, i, 173, d; also, as an 

adverb ‘crookedly’, op. cit. 11, zzq, Z] 242, a.^ All these have the reversed > for deter¬ 

minative, as in our papyrus. For /w ‘long’, in the temporal sense, see Wb. i, 4? Coffin 

Texts, I, 233, d {i«/r 'long affliction’). 
j. For rAf hr ‘to attend to’ se&JEA xvri, 59. The idiom was first noticed by Goleni- 

scheff, Le Conte du Naufrage (1912), 48, n. i. 
k, 1 have taken het here to be the indep. pron. 3rd masc. The enclitic particle vrould 

necessitate the translation, ‘but without living on his property’, wrhich would make less 
sense here. At this period it was a common boast of the soi^isant righteous man that 

‘he lived on his ovm property', e.g. ‘I did not rob (rm;) another of his property {Ht f)*, 

1 Cf, JEA xni, 76, n. 
* Fallowing St. Jermnei ‘Nan vcrbitm t ^■erbop *ed semnm de 3«isu"| 

> An example of tht varijint wntio^ tib is quoted below under note L Cf. Coffin T^xfip 14^, c. 
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Anthes, op. cit., Gr. 22, 7; ‘I made this with my owti rightful property 

1 never took atvay a thing belonging to any man for it’, Urk. 1, 71-2. For the expression 

tctim {St cf. Gardiner and Sethe, Egn. Letters to the Deodt pi, tv, 3; Coffin Texts, i, 165, e. 

/. ibi^ occurs again in a Vlth dynasty letter, Gardiner and Sethe, Egn. Letters to the 

Dead, pi. I, 3 which I would 

translate ‘when they caused Irti's son ly to be summoned in order to be commended' 
(r Sbfkk) to the representative of Behezti’. To Gardiner’s examples^ of the simplex 

btk, *to have a clear character’, I can now add ^ {Crk. 1, 77, 14), 

‘O y€ who desire that the man in it (the nome) should have a clear character* (note 

the det. 'jj), and vmn hr 

Tip' hr rmt dtt ‘I never said anything evil, sinful (la?), cruel (?),^ or crooked against 

anybody, for 1 desired to be happy and to have a clear character,* and that my honour 
should exist with the god and with men for ever’ {Urk, i, 204, 9-10). 

m. Officials who failed to comply wdth the Royal Charters of Immunity were punished 
in the Court of Horus,* see op. cit., 283, 13; 287, 16; 292, 5. 

n. Lit. ‘be as one thing’. As Dr, Gardiner points out, nmn makes better sense if it is 
taken as future rather than past. 

o. wfh r tt, lit. 'put to the ground’, cf, Wb, i, 253, 7-9. 

The opening and closing sentences of this letter are most deferential, but they cannot 

hide the WTriter's indignation and distrust. He is a general engaged on military service 

in Nubia in connexion with the troops of Medja and Wawat, and he has just received 

a letter from a colleague. Count Irew', claiming to have discovered serious crimes com¬ 

mitted against the general by a certain Count Sabni, He views this letter with mixed 
feelings, and in his reply discloses his; suspicions. Is Count Irew really his supporter, 

or is he trying to make him the victim of some plot ? Finally, he decides to seek justice 

against Count Sabni, but he is careful to point out that in the past I rew was his advocate 

in a High Court, He can hardly desert him now. We are able for a moment to catch a 
glimpse of a long-forgotten political Intrigue, 

It is tempting to identify this Count Sabni with the welLknown Count of Elephantine 
of the same name, w ho brought back to Egy pt the body of his father Mekhew w'^ho had 

died leading an expedition into Nubia.* Some support is given to this by the occur¬ 

rence, on a fragment of another letter from the same archive,^ of , the steward® 

Mekhewi’s son, the sole companion Sabni’. It is just possible that fresh fragments of 
the Elephantine letters may be discovered, to shed light on this and other problems. 

Count Sabni may even have had a complete answer to all the chaiges, 

* I think the sense of '{giving ^ gDod chanseter* is present here also. 

^ Op, cit.p p. 15. J "swrt (?), ^ ^ fern, infmirivc! 

* Written btir hardly likely' to be a diflfcreilt pl^iCe from tpihl at Ifr. 

• UrJi, 1, jjs ff. For his titles see Dc Morgan, Cai, Moa, l, 146, 148. A Coynt Sabni, good name ^Ankhni- 
pepip is also inentioncd in an inscriptiDn in the tomb of Khewefhfl4', De Morgan, op. ett^ 173, 

^ HirraL Fap. Brtlin, iii, 6, Sir. Cb va, 5. 

• [t is w-orth pointing out th^tp in Sabni^s autobTognaphical inscriptioti^ his father Mekhew only reiceivea ihe 
titles 'Count, ireasurer of the king, sok eomponlon and lector-priest' as a pasthiimoua honour (t/Vfr. l, ijj-S). 
During his life he will \ibvc held some lus exalted rank* 
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AN EGYPTIAN TEXT IN GREEK CHARACTERS 
By W. E. CRUM 

Found by E, Lobe! among the Oxyrhynchus papyri, in Parcel 21, marked *38 (? 3rd 

Behnesa season), 39 F.’ in. FibresOther side blank. From a roll, 

of which one complete column and a fragment of another are preserved. 

This papyrus was handed to me in April, 1941* after other scholars had seen it, but 
had not had leisure to study it adequately. I have spent much time over it, but tvith 
the poorest results.’ It is, 1 believe, the first manuscript to present us with an attempt, 
made in the demotic period, to reproduce a hieroglyphic text, phonetically transcribed 
into Greek characters, and in that respect its successful interpretation would be of no 
little interest. That an ancient text lies at the back of what we have here—or at least 
of parts of it—can hardly be doubtful, after Gardiner's convincing identification of the 

phrases in ii, 18, 19. Beyond that, however, progress seems at present to be blocked; 

scarcely a word is certainly intelligible. Indeed, for my part, I have failed to make the 

initial step towartb interpretation—for the most part I cannot separate the words. 

The sole guide to word'diidsion is the supcrlined ii, which may be relied upon to 

begin a word; elsewhere it remains as uncertain as in the 'magical’ phrases of the 
Greek papyri. A further obstacle to the interpreter is the constant intrusion of the sign 

< (v. at 3), whereof no explanation has so far been proposed. In such a text one sus¬ 

pects a plentiful element of scribal inaccuracy, due perhaps to dictation, more probably 

to ignorant transcription of imperfectly understood models and betraying itself in the 

variously spelt words in parallel passages.^ 
The script should be contemporary with that of O-'cyrh. Papyri vi, pJ. iv (= Schubart, 

Gr. PaLi Abb. 86), datable about, or some^vhat before, 150 a.d.^ It is a wholly Greek 

hand, with certain Eg^^Dtian—^not yet positively ‘Coptic’—additions, stylized to suit the 

general ductus (tJ. Table opposite)."* Of these ancient letters nine still cling here to the 

new alphabet, but by the time the Coptic character had once, through its use for 

biblical purposes, been standardized, three of them—all aspirates—had been discarded; 

two indeed k) are no longer in use in the Old Coptic {O) texts,^ The Table on the 

opposite page shows the forms of the nine Egy^ptian letters in two nearly related 

^ A. Gamditwr, B. Gimn, and P- C. Smlther have ttad my copy and made im-almible duly 

noted as they occur. I am eUo grateful fur the of Sir H. Thompson's copies of demotic teits and of his 

MSa dictionary; also for the readinf^ of a notable word. 

* One may company tlic frequently dive rsmt spelling of the same word or phrase in the *£^dta ypo^/jUZTa. 
* ft. L Bell concurs in this estimate. 

* Besides thfose in the Table the MSS. Sch. and Mich, um other two oM letters; Hon (\\ 31, vi^ 30) 

has one not yet identified. 

* On the other hand, the syllabic seems to have been deviaed in the Coptic periodp whether it be a monO" 

gram of t and i* or dem. it at>'Iized; hence added last to alpbabcr+ Fotttid in no O text; even omJt^ 

Occasionally from the Coptic alphabet (Hallp pL igh 
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demotic and in the five Old Coptic MSS.* besides our papyrus; abbreviations as fol- 
lo^vs: DM (Demotic Magical Papyrus) ed. Griffith and Thompson, from Hess*s photo“ 
graphic plates; Mytbus {vom Sonnenafige) ed. Spiegelberg, from those of the edition; 
Hor(oscope) ed* Griffith ZASmoLmUy 71; Sch(midt)* unpublished papyrus acquired by 

Car! S** 19371 who gave me a photogTaph^ Mich(igan) P. 6131, ed. Worrell, AJSL 

Lviii, 84, who kindly sent photographs; Mim{aut) papyrus* ed. MoHer in PGAf 1, 
photograph thanks to Ch. Boreux; Paris, 574, ed. Erman ZAS XXE* Moller, l.c* 

UM. 
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demotic characters in the KEW OX\TUi\T\-CHUS AND COGNATE PAPYRI 

1. A reminiscence of this form in two 4th-oeiiU papyri: Budge, B^L pi. ix^ and & Chr,^ 
no. £g22 (pi. Jii}, the latter litewise in a mixed dialect, A different development in BM Cat. 711 (pi. 11). 
In Sch, the simple slmke recalls that used in place of a cumbrona sign in hjeToglyphic (Erman, Of.* § 52). 

3^ No longer rnuch resembling its dem. original. In DM represents spintus asprr^ yet there (Index 113* 
ii7t 604, Gloss 430)^ aa here (13 = 44), it varies with 

4 In h, air 3^ has dmost reached the Coptic form f. CL Mich,, whose f, it may be noted, also resembles 
OUTS. The A inyftps & ut sup,, is also nnade thus; it is not (as I there described it) a reversed 

5, In no O text Once in a Greek gloss (Spiegtlherg* DritfOTHTd 11, pi. 10 a). 
7. Most likely = A>l| throughout our text. I cannot recognize it anywhere as d, which it represents a 

few^ times in Paris (ZA$ XXI, 107 w/.). In Mbn. used as here; in Hor. tnice only, and jDtAu 
Sch. seems to have it in and fc'spHii; but there it should be o'p the more so since normal te often 
occurs. Can it be intended for no. 9P 

3. Again our form is most like that of Mich, The younger AISS., Paris (77) and Miin^ (^7u)i betray a 
knowledge of Coptic evidence perhaps that the scribes are oonsckjosty archaking. 

9, Not used in any O MS. Whether it represents ^ or k it is hard to say. 

I Not among his MSS- bought by Michigan Umv* (so VVoncU); othcra he had sold to Lou^-ain, 1936 
Lk 5). Its present whereabouta 1 know not. 

* Tw'ice In PGM,, no. vii (346, sn). In neither place is script different from that of Greek context. 
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Besides these demattc signs, adopted and converted into letters, this papyrus 
makes use of others: those for mn (lo), eipn, or pn (5a), hnr (10), and two unread 
signs; also of the group vehm (3). No O text offers so much evidence of having 
been written while demotic was still intelligible, if not familiar.^ The only other 
non-Greek feature in the script is the superlineation. This, compared with sub¬ 

sequent Coptic practice and even with that of the younger O MSS., is strictly 

limited, being used only on initial n~ before consonants and not consistently there.^ 

Further and quite arbitrarily, to superlined 71 is now and then added a line below 

(23, 24, 32, 33, 34, 48, 51), a peculiarity not found, to my knowledge, elsewhere. 
Diaeresis is frequent on «, less so on m, oi, never on the oft-recurring On i (32) it 

seems uncalled for.^ Except Paris, the O texts use it rarely; Hor. not at all An accent 

seems to occur twice (14, 46), for what purpose I know not.+ Finally it may be noted 

that the combinations 9, x are unknown here, save in the name Thaut (3).* Nor are 
they in use in the earlier O texts (Hor., Sch., Mich.), but in Mim, and yet more in 

Paris, they arc freely, if still unskilfully, used. 
The idiom of this text could not be termed Coptic; it too often shows words and forms 

no longer current in the Christian period. Nevertheless it has grammatical features 

and some words that have survived in one or other Coptic dialect. Indubitable examples 

of these are: verbs, moute 41, jjea (11^,1’) i z, pirr g, ptrei 41, stm 12, htp(e) 49, hmam 50; 
nouns and adjectives, beri 51, (cjje/ 22, iam 20, mate 38, noufe 49, iiitn 10, rami, mi^ 

32, 11, TinpQ(siV) 13, ri'ii*^ 12, snaj6, tEr* 10, ounm r 2, t^St 15, iitE^ 11; article,/>- often, 

f- 14,25,39,47,51, perhaps 24, 36, n- perhaps 6 end, but m- apparently 22; pronouns, 
pe 30, archaic eipn often, 12, 13,38, tei- 9 ?, nef- 21 ?, 29; relat., et- 13, 15 ?, 18, 

20, 30, perhaps 5, 12 = 37, also nt- 10, 19, 20; pr^ess. and obj. suff. as in Coptic; 

prepositions, e- 4?, 10, 22, 49, €ra<f 12,17, 20, 38, 48, ero^ 18 ? (cf. 41), n- often, net 42, 

Tie 47?, nef 49, mmas 5, mmafri 21, ffi- 6, 9, iz, 16, 47, mn- 8, 46, nm- (= mn- ?) 5, 14, 

41, 43?, (ntn-) ntot^ 33, 36, tib- {oYh-^-?} 10, 31, Ao- 7, also? 14, 15, 44 (Acr-), fit- 41, 
An- 27; tensepref,: 1st. pres.,/- 6 (but cf. 52); 2nd pres., eA-11; 1st pi., af-24,1211- 20, 

ftaf- 14?; rel., eiak- 13; 3rd, fut., eie- 17, ebe- 7, its neg. ?, ttrteln- 5, its rel., n{e)teue- 12 
(superline error);* subj. ntetn- 7, niou- 25?, 41, perhaps tou- 22, with la- 53, nia- 21 

(vbal. ?, cf. Diet. 5730); neg. consuet., mf- 45 ?, mue- 9 ? (cf. mA- 15); uncertain ar- 

16, 34, 45. On the negative side it is remarkable that common, one would say almost 
inevitable, Coptic words are absent, e.g. iviiou, and o'co^, fituiu, vi (?), 

tuf, ciwe (? 5), uo-yTc (tJ. at 4), cmh, ujuinc (?47)t -xu 

* The Gr«k book on verio of the Mylhus has three demode rubrics [PGM IJ^ 71 ^ 76^^ S:?). 1 recall 

no other instance, 
^ F$ns likewise fiupcriincs « before consonants^ bvtt not elsewhere; MIm- atsOp but less often; Hor., Sch,p 

Mich, never. One may a^k whether dem. — ffor h)i so frequent in Hor^ (though there before vowels ton 
aometLrTiiCs)^ did not eventually become the fiuperiine^ instead of figuring as a letter; indeed thci% in 15 
ue it aecitij to have clipped up Bbo\'e the letter. 

J Cf. M. Schw'axtze^ Craw. $ 43. 
* The accents in PariSp especially in its latter partp are more or less *>'?:tematic (Ennanp ZAS xxJp 109); 

Hor. uses f after final iip but it is not an accent (cf. ?CO. Ad. 39, ST, 14)* and ^ after other final consononta. 
Mim. marka word-ends with what looks like ^; no acilxnts are discernible. Sch. and Mich, show no such marks. 

* Whether | (14 is such a cOTTtbinacion+ or whether the firsi occurrence is in a Greek word is uncertain^ 
^ Giuin concuis. 
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Among features which belong to a pre^Coptic age are not only the words still written 

in dem. script (3, 46^, 5, 10 52), but the tw'O or three instances {as recognized by 
Gardiner) of an attempt to reproduce Egj'ptian clic/m in Greek characters (sj, at 11, 18, 

19). Moreover, w’e meet with various words and locutions: ^ipn, ttirf, nrinj47, w6, 
ubf, bta, Ate, ham* and probably other prepositions, snaf* with sufF., nbt, hu 41, 

constructs net- 4, mt- 10, fallen into disuse by the time the Greek alphabet had been 
adapted to Christian purposes, that is, by the time the need was realized for Egyi^tian 
versions of the scriptures.' Of the other early specimens of an accommodation of 

the Greek alphabet, with the help of certain native letters {v. Table above), to the 

ngj-ptian language, only five have so far come to light. What is the relation of this 
*6ld Coptic' (O) material to our papyrus? The O texts are by no means homogeneous; 

they differ in date and provenance, as well as in idiom. Hor. is composed in a mixed 
dialect {t representing^).^ Sch.J show^ an archaic S, \rith F vowels here and there. 

Mich, again a mixture, with F (or Bf) predominating.* Mim. is already S, with a few 
abnormalities.^ Paris was divided by Erman into two groups, each showing a form of 

5, with varying aberration from the normal.^ This last, the longest text, is also the 
oftenest intelligible, since it approaches nearest to Christian Coptic.^ To none of 
these texts can it be said that ours is closely related, though as in all of them, the dialect, 

judged by later Coptic standards, would be termed hybrid: a kind of with 
Middle-Egy ptian forms (be it S% A, or F) in a majority’.® As for the general obscurity 

which hinders the comprehension of our text, the earlier O texts are scarcely less 

difficult. Of Hor. it would be hard to find a phrase of which the meaning is not 
doubtful;’ what remains of Mich, looks equally unpromising. 

An attempt must now* be made to describe the contents of the new text. That it is 
or opens with—an incantation or prayer is evident from the first w'ord. But who is 

addressed? Gardiner, Gunn and Smither, on the stren^ of the words seb and hft 

(v. at i), answ’er that it is an ‘enemy' of Onnophris-Osiris, but bej'ood that they do 
not proceed. Neither have 1 any solution for this initial problem. There are clearly' two 
or three key-words, the understanding of which would go far to enlighten us: besides 

■ 11 ifl only wth U»c emtrEcncc of the Bible versions that wc become aware of independent dialeca. No 

biblical MS. usei Uneiuge compareble to those of this or of the O papyri. 
^ TiTijy- V, 20, 22, jSptJT V, 7 maj* :i^ow 2 B fcudency', 
» PresumflWy frmn Middle sbicc Oairii both of Abydos end of Hasrt {Wh. nr. 168) art invoked. 

* WofTcU* op. cit. 87, A OCCUR Several tirMS- 
f 3^9 hhi da-t.n 406 oY-HT ‘alone * 670 ^nighl" I Tliough the condilion of tJie papyrus 19 deplorAble ^ 

Trading could be improved. He did not obaeni'e diot the text ii divided into sections: TTmT|dii(9>1 ^ 
^59^ ^ ? 679 ate legible- ^hich ht reod in 6&1 etc,, should be ksji = (cf- phot-^ DcissiiMOfti 
Liiht*, Abb. 47,1+ 3013)^ Possibly kwh^ hux ^ ^ graphic deformation of this word. 

Emum, ZAS xxi, 106, Criffithp op. cit. Jtxxix, . 
^ Scholars hsve dtsa^reed fts ro whether i^ooy 3020 indicates Christian influence. Cf. flifttru 2410. But 

there is no doubt about the Chrisrianity of 1232-3t where the idiom, moreover, ia considerably different from 
the remaining O of ihiA MS. (cf. PSBA XX, 102). And Mim. 410 imcoyc nticTo is Likewise signihamt. 

* O texts from Thebes (Parts and } Hor,) might show connexions with Theban Coptic—ihc dialect of the 

local documeneSh ostraca^ etc.—wherein many an arcLiaic feature has survived. Theban dem^ texts, DAt and 
Afvf/r«r» almost contemponary with earlier O* might give similar results. If the former's glossy are to be a 

guidcp ihc ratio between S and A will be found all but equal. 
* Gri^th regarded it as ‘hopelealy obscure' {ZAS xxxviu, 76)* 
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A/i, the recurrent verb and noun sokm (v. al 5, 30) and the phrase afdait etc., in 24 ff. 
To judge from the 2nd plur. pronouns 2, 3, 5?, 6, 7, 16, 21, more than one 
person is sometimes addressed; but this feature is absent from the latter part of the 

text. On the other hand 2nd sing, appears as pref. 10, i r, 13, 14(6/?), 38, 50, and as 

sufF, 8, 14, 17, 19 (6w). A grammatical dilemma is involved in the frequent sequence 

-^isn 15, 16 (fr£f), 31, 41,42 (ter), 46, with their parallels. I had at first thought this a 

survival of the ancient 3rd plur. sufF. -m; but it might = 3rd sing, fern., with the n 

joining the following word (esp. in, 41, 42), though this seems less plausible* {so 

Gardiner), The phrase in iz, repeated, with changed object suff. in 37, and those in 

16 = 44, j8 = 41, clearly have magical implications; but context in all cases is obscure. 

At other points too the phraseology is that of the dem. magical texts, as for Instance 

mhau eipTt and mn (as here WTitten, w. at loj and the occurrence of the 'scarab* in 23, 

26.- Where so little is intelligible one hesitates to say that the familiar ‘abracadabra’— 

the mysterious names and words to be read in every magical text, dem., Greek, or 
Coptic—is absent here. I have recognized nothing of the kind, except of course in 

the remnants of Col. II, which, so far as preser\'ed, consists of nothing else.^ 
Gardiner wishes to state that, before the papyrus could be photographed, it had 

to be further flattened. This task, he undertook, but thinks it possible that, in course 

of so doing, a letter or two may have become obliterated, or less legible. On this 
account my earlier readings may, in a few cases, be the only trustworthy record. 

* In that case n in should by rights be superlInM. Elstwhcnt it precedes a and our dilcmnta h not 
affected. Perhaps the y in DM 2^ might be compared; cf. Griffith’s note. 

^ Much of Coptic magic remained completely pagan, or all but so^ mvoking ancieni gods and demonat 
Kropp noa. i“3d> Uviii, Lange's in Griffith Studies and notably WorrelPs in Orient^ia iv, 17^ with its 
quetadona from the DM* 

^ A goad propomcm of these 'nanues* are obviously not nonsense^ but so far neither their Egyptian nor 
Semitic elementa have been syslematicalJy studied. The former perhaps gave a general term for such no 
longer intelligible jargon: (Lucian, Phihps. 31, quoted by Dieterieh, Abrax€u 1550.). 

TEXT 

Figures above a word refer to the lines in which that word recurs. Where a longer 
phrase is repeated a-?- shows that that phrase extends until a star * is reached. Dots on 

the line indicate quite illegible letters; dots below tetters show that they are doubtful; 
letters below the line are suggestions or possible alternatives. 

COLlj’TilN 1 

CJ C^a ckS ^.iVw Jlf 

c+"f>4 . tiyr 

AA*f pM^-r TH<i-r f 

T'tk.mt* -TH^H n>C6K» ik£y-r 4hc ft*.. 



4 U 

S' AcHhA ayV^<i~r Sfcjk^A^ p-Tit 1 

i»? j* * _ 
K(^-r tJ,*jtav’r ^cn'^C + -rfe-r»J-r#t<. Wi4-r, . 

J ) i^iiWJi 
At- fepcSa eE^cftJ rtO)-<3p-rJsM- t-B<- Hp^ KH® 

HJ*. «i 1 4f 
oB uu6-r fti'rirf 4»4^£+rJBifl >*t4 i 

j- ■*■ 

tiyirTt: CUB ^T-A€«^ ^T-XTI T^IJI . . ? 

¥*< Hfrr 
lo ^ft- r^i>4. u-i-MfTTt-^ 4’rtw -r^ 

I# i 
e<Ki jj^fT h*^ 

F-4- ^ ^ * BW 
ft6f«-rft^p»^ AA,pA,r 4-1^rt K 

3t—*• * 
£rrjL^^Mc 

af loH^ 41" ► 
Mft -rn^D K-fj-X Vnp K.nrH '^-^t' 

I? }^y^c-r i^AApAr ^p^pK^r Mf oi A^A-puJC tJ 

j * 
^ wA AAM^pKiS A-JP-r£^ll^c*^*rKlC^M. 

- V 
^JK-r x.pjL'^r ^rw rLr^»J4-*- Ai 

4J—► 
fi^rcf §Y€^f^^y9^ Sn>A0r-r R>Ae-t*r^pN^ 

^ jrtf r A 14 
Sfe^f him A^t niff 

aOfJ^ rcf^rtrjL** Cf^^.-r^ ftrMft^K-r Mnj ^rK 

jj ^ 
ju^^-r>J tf-TVKrtitOt&ki. ^Ktfy wftpp>tA,yft ftT>t,M.i SrjifA.'TtorA.^^ 

NH>4Jo-n--M " -raywAJi ^Ch.-^ ftp^KM-l 

ir^ ^ - "* 
B/Ur H'crt|or ^S^rr Wn-KyCiCtf 

^ ^ jwiJ 
ftrt<-a-4‘ ►mor^-rS ftiniACil'A-r_rt 

Jk.i.rrHi'r ^j^~r\ i h-tjas U-ronrao ^»n, 

yjJ'i'L'Jf^f ^i.JLT*i % ftr-r,(-ue*"-/j^ Tyroir<S«^ P'A [m] 

rt ift* a# •♦ 
CJL^M- AJ' tfy^” of. .2b>^i?rC^MART'S? Mfl"o^ ft. , ftyA*. 

fD^j? AAiV-rje<. ^rtH Pit. • .[ 

^ ^ O-T ** 4 Ti 
Jf*ft f'/ft^g-pj/'rjA'yA ift-rjM.itArr Nfr-J ! ry 



30ca4j-^ 1^j5J 

xr*i- 
"c^AuV yfe C^i cp^u} nii4ir 

^ if 
rt-jiff>*-V 

9 
nji^/^r F^SiC cih£& >*~rr^ * * p"njytfw 

- ^ *H 
Wf^i^<>rlTA.Tr£“ p^-m jyM.T£^ 

91 
35"M.^*— -f^ «'* « * T 

M ir j 

Coy hiCT4€- J^rTTSTt £aJJM **f+' * * " *" 

jffl (t—^ 

jf NN-r^Y*N^ Uhi-rzytc-rii. [* * 

* « «—► 
e-TfttJ SiMZ-Te ^umk-i* jlkki «c«CK^c 

* I :s$^ 

fJLX(Scy ii-TAl,^ -TT^fTt 1 fir CK& Nt 

* JJ—^ ir 
Ao^r^A^) N'flYC^ 4h*-r^=>ij4-r SSri fi-r^rj^ 

If—^ ifr ** 
iaYoTiJ-i>Y’T^ JlXflTT fljUOirf*# tJCrf k^M 

t4 if 43 |7 ^ 
^O^T^IAlC lJMA^F*rC KO,^^ ^^HlC A*_oV»lC-r^ 

tt—+ , 
Jol W^vtAp-f ^i^^^OirCY h£ft*T>J^*F^ 

S>4.p>-y ^'aM 6fi^-r>*i^ >4^^VrLi^i 

IT—I- 
A^Aprtic rJirt e ^>M^-r oyi ^^Ki 

it / & S' 
MMKIC WN-* MM pAM. CHfl 

t7 
C'^orti >tM:erK:i nir fi-hitf ^ 'T>tA-r ^ 

Ss? 
I<1^I /M ty4r<- p>4* aM4.^ e|A4:- ft 

y-rrxfi- ^pAy ^TnH ^<a4c 

$"0 ^dY TAYC >4-€^<iAyC AiAiOYApT" 

IS M 

KH-fc ft^y - ;;[jy Jt*AJ * iJftf 1 

4# /? , 
*J33^ JJjTtfr^ NA[* , .] ^■|^<- ^apl AHCpl ^pAY *] 

^ jij 
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Column II 

• n-ff 

I 

5 

(J y-r« Cfl 

n/f 

blank 

COMMENTARY 

Col I. t. O', with the exception perhaps of/>rijjf(ijs) 14, the only Greek word in the 
text.’ Rare[y thus in PGA/(i, rro, 160; 11, 178), though iti similarly used, but hitherto 
mistaken for a magical name.^ In parallel ty ai, Sro ‘ram’ elsewhere {DM i, ran.)* 
Sib (cf. 5, 9, 46), epithet of preceding word, or = sbi ‘rebel’ (Gardiner, Gunn). The 
word after Ouenafr recurs thus, with following n~, in 2, 4, 6, 18, 23 (Air), 24, 25, 

40, while in 4, 6, 24, 25 it has preceding n- as well. Recalls kfty ‘enemy’, but also 
hft 'in front of, before’. In 22 hftth is similarly used; cf. preposition A/Wir. A pre¬ 

position appears to me probable—especially in 23 (J®), 25—although Gardiner and Gunn 

prefer the noun, comparing A gt^T; Gunn notes that hft n- is not known in hiero¬ 
glyphic.^ Oust- construct as in PGM i, 74; n, 20, etc. Cf, Outpxfi^tfiiveti op. cit. ii, 124 
(cf. ZAS, SLiv, 95), also (? misread) Oucrf/weT^^Mi^ op. cit, 20, 

2. Psokti, read ? sohm (cf, 5). Ator{€) ‘Hathor’, followed by ‘Tentyra’, or by TCtiTpo 
‘the great goddess’ (cf. 4) ? 

3. laf for iaif though hardly likely, Till his eye with salt’. Dem. n-whm (so H. 

Thompson) as a rubric; '(Say) again {what precedes)’. Cf. tnhm in iVoc. Brit, Acad. 
XVII, 241 (vii, i i). ‘Until (so that) Thaut (Thoth) sei^e him* seems impossible. 

• Yet cf. ro DM xvji, 11, Greek nucneral J in ^ IT, <cf. DM xxiv, vetso niv^. How pronounced ^ 
3 Exception^ op. dt ti^ 31, 

^ Griffith, St&rws 120 Jr fifiti rwrnbLcs our phrase in 22. Gnffiih queries the meaning; cf. RyL ill, 
235p 41Q. For Ag o. ZAS xLn\ 1x3, 
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dialectal or archaic, PGM ii, loi; v. DicL 462^. Memt = moml 16, cf. also 45. The 
sign f: occurs many times (3 6k, 4, 6,8 bis, 9, 14 = 39, 15, 16 = 46,17, 23, 24 bis, 28 bis, 
31, 48 ter, 49, 50, 52 bis). Omitted in 43, though used in 15; similarly? in 35 and 48. 
Corresponds to no dem, sign, though somewhat resembles <> ra^^in. If not a letter, 
mav be punctuation, accent (emphasis), or other modification in declamation. In my 
attempts at interpretation I have ignored it, 

4. if hie is preposition, cf. ?K?Mi, 50(419) 60(635) 74(^28) 
The dem, sign recurs in 5. If preceding space intentional, the e may join it (but cf. 5), 
Has several values in dem., both phonetic and determinative. Sign in 52, 53 different. 
Keki, cf. 47,48 = ? 35, 23 keke ‘darkness* or ‘child’. Nets (reading group as intended 
for dem. ro ‘great'), constr. of noute, not recorded in Diet, Cf. PGM i, 50, 60(672) 
nii£To, £t. de Fapyrol. n, 230 (Lacau) nNOTQ\ also perhaps 2 above.' 

5. SahmJ, thus as vb. trans. 19, 29(?); as noun z7(?), 30, 31, 32, 46. In Coptic the 
only trans. is S, ca.£cu P ‘crush’j cuiyiu is intrans. only. In hierogl. ihtti 

'be able' and iM ‘lead* (IVb, iv, 246, 285).^ 1 fail to recognize a connexion herewith 
either. Pher (cf, 23) might be ‘enchant’, but cf. ?4i. 

6. Mout, goddess Moud} Fohe ‘he stands’. Snafs ‘her (its) blood’. The cross 
suggests dem. st ‘amulet’, or may be mere punctuation.^ T[mse]at (cf. 24) cannot be 

read. 
7. Ntetenhrbrf ‘and ye overturn him (it)’, cf. But /j makes this quite im¬ 

probable and in 8 at any rate this meaning would not fit. Hatetn = ? Ubs — 

} e-i'&Hc; cf. k6/ 10, 51, w6 31, 35; 06 8 may belong to these. 
8. Omission after net? Or is this a noun? Cf. 5, ir. Eipn recurs 7 times, mostly 

after mhau'. ‘this day’, as Spiegelberg, Deni, Gr. § 12 7^ hru' tpn, (cf, DM xi, ii 
mhw fm, PGM ii, 22 « Tf Proc. Brit, Acad, xvii, 240 (v, 15) grk ipn. 

This pron. is no longer plur. only (Gardiner, Eg, Gr. § no). Mour {er)ak ‘bind on 

thyself’. 
9. Sikf, cf, ciHjtj 'flake’. Muiti = mhtd 15, 44. Perhaps mui-ti, mii-tei, where mh 

would be neg. ju-fuj-; in 27 6-positive. Piri altered from pm’ (cf, 15); ‘go forth from his 
mouth’. Ti vb. forming causative? (Spiegelb. Dem. Gr, § 113)* 

10. First dem. sign is tan as in DM Ind. 365 (cf. 435), Maspero, MM. 

X. q.pap. du Loavre, pis. iii 17, v 18, 28, Prot, Bnt. Acad, xvii, 241, vi 15, viii 8, 9, 
iz, all magical texts. Second dem. sign is knr*: 'with every^ man that is in all this land’ 
(Gardiner, though admitting tae ^ to scarcely possible). M ubf seems parall, to ni 

ktef 11; vb, of motion ? 
11. Net/, cf. 8. ‘With every man, every every r^yt, every hnmmt, and so forth’ 

(hm^ = Amt-r Gardiner, citing P. Leyd. 347, 3, 9, 13, and often; also e.g. Budge, 

Bk, of D., 113). 
12. 'Who shall (= }ntUw- Gardiner) see me, wnth them that (or fand who, cf. 

^ Ni for B/r ZAS xixvtllp 129 (Dyo. XXX) i* not construct. 

■ V. Ru^t2 in BidL Soc. *93 *9®- 
J CrosA in Hor. iv, v, 31 hoA in originiJ no rcfiernbknc?? to one, nor h its meaning known. 
* Looks as ihoasth tht Lnida] & cscpressed in thk fomu 
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"^EA XIV, 86 8F.) shall hear my name, on this day and in this {etn, or ? tn, cf. 38) hour 
and this year’ (ff. at 8). ParalL 37 has mtau-. For dem. v. Ort-Geuthner § 474. 

13. Rmpo, emend ?rmp etn (Gunn). Ens seems to = Sis 38. Kouki (or }koukim, 

V. next word), only iio^nuu. ‘drum’ {DjcL toga) seems comparable, but improbable. 
14. Efir or flt.eAr?, preposition, though hardly in 28, Prax ‘(magical) 

procedure’, or ‘recipe * (PGM l, 77). Pro for pr6 ‘winter’, or tpro ‘mouth’ (Gunn, 
though Coptic forms all tap-), with 2nd sing. {e)k- following. Mhahii ‘before me'.^ 
Not eisji. Haf- cf. ? (Spiegelb. Dem, Gr, §§ 188 ff.), assuming / to belong to following 
word, 

15. Mhau after w- thus only in paral. 44. After it supply eipn (t?, at 8) and a verb 
(cf. 44). ‘Her body beneath my body’. Note different aspirate in 44. Mhtei (cf. 9) 
must include subject of piri (Gunn). With pri for piri cf, 36 stte for sine, Ar^ here and 
16 2nd sing. fern, prefix? 

16. Alomi, cf. 3. Makiis = miis 46. Cf. prep, nimafi (Gunn, but what would 
follow?) cf. 44. just possible. ‘Do ye incline her heart beneath. . . 

17. ‘my magic’? (Gardiner). ‘I will say the ... to thee’. Ai (recurs 27), cf. 
dem. interj. *y (though that is glossed ki, DM Index 20) or ky (ib. 545) and Coptic 
k€!, tkie {BM 1224), *>.1 (Ryl. 104, 4) = But it might, if vb. followed, 
be merely tst sing, peif, (Gunn), 

18. Does circle indicate deletion (cf. parail. i, 40), or is it the cartouche, which often 
encloses this name? A'f- for MA-(r^-) or ntou- (cf. 41). ‘And thou (they) pronounce 
for me every word’ (but Tvith nbt cf. nim 10, ii, 19 Gardiner), With mout{e) eroi cf. 
? moitr {er)ak 8. Note moute, not mtau, as might be expected {Diet, igba), 

19. ‘In every place {bet — ^ix?) where So-and-so is’ (amou = Gardiner). 
Menk ?neg. fut. (DM Ind. 256bnnkt cf, }menf 48}, but in 25,35 this looks improbable; 
mnk (Griffith, Stories, 1760.) equally so. 

20. ‘He (it) that ts in the sea,’ Alit ‘ten’, rather than ‘depth of water’ (Manieh. Psalmh. 

86n.). MtQT ‘Bear witness’? (Gunn). 'They have requited (?)him for you through? 
Kebk.’ 

21. Either god’s name, Kt^kis (Rfiind Gloss. 5^^)* Kib with 2nd k prefixed to 
nioii'i (but ni quite uncertain, so too pi). Same dilemma in 33. Mmatn (so in Rom. 12, 
I F) possibly accusative (Diet. 399a). Nefnaite niemi ‘his spears for wounding’ (cf. 
tm t DM Ind. 1018, Wb. v, 450). If so, teuton ‘for slaying them’. But if ahoj were 
vb. (cf. 6), nsalou- might be its prefix: ‘so that, until they’. 

22. Ni-mhau^ or nm fiau} If former, not ‘day’ (cf. 8), Hftek o, at i, Nt^utai 

in form = Naboth (i Kings xx); probably a coincidence, not implying 
acquaintance with LXX. Cf, PGM 11, 83 among magical names 
OvpwTTf, iTfjQvs etc. recalls many masc. proper names (e.g. 
Namenb, 314); if so, difficult to explain here, but would show' iV, a deity or demon. 
Others in -thaii Sappatkai, Betkai (in Kropp), perhaps on Hebrew model. Egyptian 
names in Neb- not comparable, e.g. (PGM ii, 128), nor those compounded 
with Nabu-Nebo. R vb., as 23 ?, 53 ‘Make that they (cf. A To-y-, Hor. v, 32 ntou-) 

go down to Egypt’ (cf. ?? B 
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23. Nsp/wu, n ? superlioed. Read ?s/ijl>QU. MpuArerdem, ‘scarab’, written mtvArr in 

AJyt/iHs Gioss. 348, where (despite A = A) umopHpe is proposed as identical. But this 
is properly 704^, yet cf. Perhaps emend -gottpr 
‘dung-eater’, a more suitable designation. A’pAer as epithet, ‘magical’ (cf, B 

etc, Gunn doubts this). 
24. 5e[i], cf. ? 19 ‘place’, or ‘rod’ (Dief. 276) for mL\ing, stirring? Cf. 

With omet cf. f 31,35, 43. With dati cf. 'aLUJTC ‘pierce’, or d/d ‘till’ li, 114)- 
Tmseat seems = tmo 25. If r were article, mo might be ‘mother’ and mse related to 
Mice (cf, Pat 15 rwe 5= Jiw, pri = pin)\ but at {at^l}) is diBicult, as is ^ ‘four’ with 
either of these. 

25. Mpftk, cf. ig. Teit ‘give’ seems impossible, otherwise ‘we have given (made) 
his name to stand’ (cf, oAe, ohi 6, 52). Tottho, whether the towm (properly 7bu/io) or 
vb. ‘add’ (is this causative likely in so old a text?), remains unintelligible (cf. 26, 32, 

33). For ^ could = x(‘')- 
26. L'ien quite doubtful. 
27. Ait cf. 17, Is serirat, or ~uat parall, to Amutmseat 29? If so, next vrord should 

be enitor (cf. 20). Slight trace of ^ before nim. 

28. Deitre noun, ‘this , . 
29. Shams for sak?ns? Cf. 5, 19, Ouitaae plur. of wyt ‘embalmer’ (JRAwd Gloss. 76, 

cf. Stem § 215), or o'yeviT ‘stele, pillar’. Again 34. Next words much blotted. 
30. SoAm noon, cf. 5. Comparable are sAm ‘shrine’, s'Api ‘(dirine) power’, iAtn 

‘sistrum’, also ifm etc. {Wh, iv, 289 ff.). Which is its progenitor? Stm precluded if 
following is mehr (cf. 14) and constr. unlikely if this is a preposition. 

31. ‘She weeps to* (?cpi*±€ o'yfee-). Nom noun with suffix? Cf, 3S> 4^’ 
should perhaps be seif. In shho the /; shows that s is not intended. Cf. hAahha, sabahha 

{PGM I, 66) with (ib I75)» "oAiX® (itt, 1^4), Pieisn- ‘their’? 
32. 33. ‘Hawk-man', is this probable? Gunn compares bik rmto} (Lacau, Textes 

Rei. Lxxxiii, 12), 
33. Mehne for mesie} {Diet. 185A; for intrusive h before r, op, cit. 632^*), ‘whom 

Kebk begat’. Promi nheik would thus be a divinity (Osiris?). Sine (or ? ksine, cf. zi) 
with ntn- not found in Coptic: ‘pass away from him’. Cf. 36. 

34. .4r, ‘do, make’, as ? 3 — 16, 15 = 45, more probable than 2nd fern, prefix. In 
Hor. V, 7, 9, VI, 3 *.p vb. and i-p ‘to do’ hard to distinguish, lb. v, 30 it seems the vb.; 
‘To keep watch (and) to be at rest alone’. Not toif. 

35. Keeki altered. After it not mi (cf. 4S), 
36. Sne = sine, cf. 3^3. 
37. 38. Cf. 12. ‘Who shall see him and who shall hear his name . . on day this 

and in this right (true) form (? Thou didst come to her, thou didst....’ Gunn 
suggests a difference between nnt- here and nt-12, To me former seems error for latter. 

39. AP/mt/incomplete? Cf. 19 S?&etc. v. i, 17. 
40. Nheinim. Cf, 19. 
41. Cf. 18. Coptic would be ?)Xfc^y uMOYre ium. PhriiSt aifeis 

perhaps 3rd fern, suffixes, but cf, remarks in Introduction above, p, 24. 
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42. After nomf i or 2 erased. Mot, cf. ? i[ik probably cancelled. 

44. Behteis with 4/ in 16. Doubtful if ifafiitj paral. to 

45. Nes; this word-division compelled by 3, 16. So goddess Sachoe^i) = Taxm* 
PGM 1, 1430., with fi£ ‘to thee', impossible. 

46. Mn, is this var. of nm 14, 41,^ 43, or neg, vb,? 

47. ‘Ever to become dark', or ‘become a child for thee (fern., cf. nio 46), as one like 

him (lit, of his name)*. I do not know how to place or explain the hieroglyph {= 
at end of line. Dem. ’y, ky ‘hoT are so written (DM Ind, zo, 545). 

48. Mmf neg. fut. (cf. 19), if eit were a vb. Could m{ ere = me era} Rttie 'thy 
name*, fern. 

49. ‘Satisfy him(?} with good food this day’, though this should be Are, 
50. 51. laus just possibly iats. ‘Thou art hot (lustful?) for him??, for So-and-so.’ 

Not mn (Diet, 1S3A), as half-letter after m is not m, but straight-backed, 
possibly n, Mme (38 same?), ‘the new form’. 

52. Datoua ‘blasphemer’? ‘This day’, c, Spiegelb. Dem. Gr. § 12 for pn similarly 
written (Canopus). 

53. ‘So that (until) he make (do) ten , , . this day.* 

Col. II gives the ends of 12 lines, showing well-known magical names. 

II, 6. Dialectal for Maskelli Maskelio, on which Eitrem, P,Os. i, 72. In Pisiis 

(Schmidt 365) Maskelli is the name of ‘a mighty archon*. Rest of line probably Phrumke 
ntabadtk, as usually after M.M. 

II, 7. Should be Oreo-, but looks like Areo- (cf. above Mes- for Mas-), 
II, 8. Not yet explained. Though A^ebou = Nebo (AnjSei>, Ne^vs) is suggested 

(Wiinsch, Ant, Flucbt. r9n., PGM ii, 65^, Hopfner, Areh. Or, ill, 333}, Egyptian 
neb seems as likely. A^eboutos: oaert ^PGM ll, 23) perhaps shows right word-division; 
yet cf, ib. 39 soire, 

II, 9. H.Thompson reads only syh in middle of this. Perhaps it transcribed 
8 (cf. 12). 

II, 10. Hit lahei . ., Cf, DM xii, 20 for similar names; also v, 11 iahy. 

II, 11. Pakeptoth pa[. Same in PGM 11, 70 {-rttfS), JEA xv, 234, latter suggesting 
pa[kebraSth, 

II, 12. H. Thompson reads perhaps... tkr T^'t (cf. ii), which recalls the frequent 
Pakerbeth, 

P.S. L. 10, comparable signs for tttn: Stegemann, Paldogr., Taf. 22 (Zaubcrt.) and 

? Leyd. MSS. Copies 435.—L. 22, JVflAow/Ani is angel of loth hour: MS. P. Morgan 

23. 71 ff* 
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THE MYTH OF HORUS AT EDFU—11' 
By A, M. BLACKMAN mtd H. W. FAIRMAN 

C. THE TRIUMPH OF HORUS OVER HIS ENEMIES; 

A SACRED DRAMA 

That there were annual dramatic performances at Edfu, in w’hich the victory' of 

Horns of Behdet over his foes, his coronation as king of Upper and Lower Egypt, 

and his marriage with the goddess Ilathor of Dcnderah were enacted, is beyond dis¬ 

pute.^ Having this fact in mind we have come to the conclusion, after a long and 

careful study of the texts to be translated and discussed, that large portions of the 

inscriptions fonming that section of the ‘MjTh of Horus at Edfu designated are 

derived from the text of a religious drama performed annually at Eldfu in comntemora- 

tion of Horus* wars with Seth, his final victory, his coronation as king of a united 
Egypt, the dismemberment of the body of his foe, and his ‘triumph or justification 

before the tribunal of gods in the ‘Broad Hall** 
Junker* has expressed the opinion, not wdthout reason, that the god of Edfu, Hoi^ 

of Behdet, was in his original form a warrior-god as well as a divine king, the stories 

of w'hose exploits rest ultimately on an historical basis. That basis, if we accept the 

theory propounded by Sethe in his Urgesckichte,^ is to be found in the wars waged 

in pre-dynastic times by the Horus-kings of Heliopolis, whose frontier town was 

Edfu,* against the Seth-kings of Ombos and southern Egypt. Under the influence 

of the Heliopolitan sun-cult Horus, the warrior-god of Edfu, was equated with Re* or, 
more commonly, was assigned the position of that god's son. Accordingly, the legends 

describing the conflicts of Horus with his enemies were solarized, and these enemies 
became the enemies of Re* or Re*-Harakhti, and Horus of Behdet was represented 
as destroying them in order to protect the sun-god and uphold his authority. Finally, 

under the equally powerful influence of the Osiris-Horus Myth, Horus of Behdet 

was identified with Horus son of Osiris and Isis, and the battles, once supposed to 

have been fought against his own personal foes or against those of the sun-god, now 

became the war of revenge waged against the murderer of (^iris, and his victory 
resulted not only in his wreaking vengeance on the slayer of his sire and in his winning, 

as rightful heir, the sovereignty of Upper and Lower Egy'pt, but in his being pro¬ 
claimed ‘triumphant’ or ‘justified’ by a body of divine judges. This is the version 

of the legend which forms the subject of our play. 
As Junker has pointed out,^ despite the influence of the sun-cult, Honis of Behdet, 

* S« JEA fF. NqU! that RjodierntHitfiiX'Chaifiinat, Le Tfmpi^ Cliasslnatr Tfmpir de 
and Chawinat, Mammisi (TEdJifU, arc in this articli? rtfcmd to respectively a4 E., and M. 

* See Junker. ii6 ff.; Blaclcmaji'i essay in Hooke^ AfytA and 33 ff. 
5 Sec JEj*! 3C3ti^ • Onwiiifgmk, 18 ff. ^ 139 ff. * Op. dt* 5 151^ 7 Op. ciL, 21 ff. 
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the old warrior “god, still preserved his identity in the Edfu reliefs and inscriptions, 
and he and Re^, or R^-Harakhti, though constantly confused, are even more fre¬ 
quently differentiated. Again, though Horus of Rebdet and Horus son of Osiris and 
Isis are from time to time merged in one another, they appear more often than not 
as different gods. So much is this so that in Myth D' Isis is described as appealing 

to Horus of Behdet to assist her son, the youthful Homs, in his unequal struggle with 
Seth,* It is not altogether surprising, therefore, that in the reliefs illustrating Myth C 

the representations of Homs, in accordance with the usual consen^atism and incon¬ 

sequence of the Egyptians, are always labelled TIorus of Behdet’ or ‘Horus, lord of 

Mesen’, though often in the short speeches attached to the figures of other divinities 
in those reliefs, and always in the text of the play itself, Horus appears in the role 
of son of Osiris and Isis. 

It can hardly be doubted that what is certainly a single literary composition, or 
at least a considerable portion of such a work, cut up into sections by the eleven 

reliefs which illustrate it, forms the text, or the main part of the text, of a religious 
drama. This text is inscribed in vertical columns to the left of each relief, except in 

the cases of Scenes ii and iii of Act III. In the former instance there are no such 

columns, and in the latter the text is continued above the relief in four horizontal 
lines, 

How does the Edfu dramatic text compare with the Memphite Creation Play, 

published and discussed by Sethe in his Dramaliiche Texte}^ That play comprises 
a narrative text, short dialogues—introduced by headings stating who are the speakers— 
and what may be termed stage directions. The Ramesseum Coronation Drama* 

presents the same features with this addition, that the stage directions make mention 
of the various theatrical properties required for the due performance of each scene.® 
Sethe has suggested, with great probability, that the Eg>'ptian religious plays, like 
those of medieval Europe, consisted of a narrative, recited by a reader, linking to¬ 

gether a number of dramatic performances in w'hich the players, by short set speeches, 
gestures, and aaions, gave life and reality to the reader’s story" Sethe aptly likens 

this narrative to the captions on a silent film,* In the Edfu play there are only a few 

scraps of text that might possibly be excerpts from a narrative of this character,'^ there 

are scarcely any headings,® and there are no stage directions except in Act 1, Scene iv, 
and Act III, Scene iii. The probable explanation for these deficiencies is, we venture 

to think, as follows. The Late-Egy-ptian uses scattered about the dramatic text* suggest 
that a partially modernized version of the ‘Triumph of Horus over his Enemies* was 

compiled by an Edfu scribe at some time or other during the late New Kingdom, and 

deposited in the temple library. In this version, apart from the two instances just 

' -5®^ _ * E. VI, 115, 2. 
" Seths. Dratnatiifk* Ttxtt, pp. t-So. 4 Op_ 

* Op, cit., 91 r. and ff. t Op. cit., 16 ff. 
T See £: VI, 6t, 2-3{A/( m-4d-f}-,yo. 9-71,1 73,4-5 Itodsgh-?i/uy; 73,9-74. i 

t i 84,15 (iar Sg, 6—7 [ffr m ptny/si-tX 
* See (/d mifta In fim-f and 4d mdtn in ItmK-njrt etc,, E. VI, 60, 11; 83, 3. 

j ** 1'”'“ = 71,4 (oMf 77, 7 (definite Art. with vocative); 84,15 (p-ft); 74, i 
Slid b3, 1 

F 
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cited, the conventional headings,' i^hich introduce the utterances of divinities, kinp, 

and other persons, in all religious and formal texts, and which are regularly employed 
in the Memphite and Ramesseum dramatic texts, were replaced by such phrases as 

‘Isis said to Homs’, ‘Thoth said*, and the like, these phrases being incorporated m 

the narrative." The view that our dramatic text is based on a late New' Kingdom 

recension of this character finds support in the fact that the archetypes of Myths D 

and E, tales of much the same class as the ‘Contcndmgs of Horus and Seth , were 
clearly manuscripts of that period.^ Furthermore, a text on the inner face of the great 

girdle wall at Edfu, upon which all the inscriptions and reliefs composing the 'Myth 

of Horus* are to be found, informs us that 'this wall is inscribed conformably with the 

Emanations of Re^’, that is, with material derived from old books.* It is highly probable, 

therefore, that not only Myths D and E. but Myth C, and possibly the other two 

sections of the Mvth as well, were copied from texts written on papyrus rolls, which 

had been preserved in Edfu temple-library' from what to the priests of the Ptolemaic 

period must have seemed time immemorial. 
When this version of our play was inscribed on the girdle wall, some curtailment 

was found to be necessary, in order to make room for the accompanying reliefs, which 

were thought to give the written words greater magical and prophylactic power.* 

This curtailment was effected with little discrimination, the scribe who drew up the 

text for the engraver ruthlessly discarding all the narrative, apart from a few disjointed 
fragments, and so depriving us of most of the substitutes for the older headings. 

Thus a large number of the speeches and all the choruses are left wthout any indica¬ 

tions as to the characters, or groups of characters, by whom they were to be declmmed 
or chanted, and the required information can be gained only from inters! evidence, 

which is often decidedly indefinite, and occasionally from the reliefs. Finally— 
no doubt to economize in wall-space—all the stage directions except three, which 

are to be found in Act I, Scene iv, and Act III. Scene iii, were omitted. 
It must not be forgotten, however, that the loss occasioned in our version of the Edtu 

play bv the omissions above mentioned is to a large extent repaire y t e presence o 
the reliefs. These not only in some degree replace the headings and stage directions, 

but at the same time, pictorially enumerate the properties, which in our play, as the 

rdirfs show, included bc«de boats, tveapona. clothes, inaaka.> crowns and other otna- 

ments, models of hippopotami, and at least one model of an enemy in human form.t 
Such figures were usually, no doubt, made of day. like those r«ently desenbrf by 

Posener,* but one, that of a hippopotamus, employed in Act III, Scene m, of our 
plav was made of bread or similar substance. Thus the dismemberment of the vtctm, 

enjoined in a stage direction and aapeech by Isia,« and Ulustrated in the accompanying 

relief,could be easily carried out, , , . a- 
With regard to the subsidiary’ texts accompanying the sculptured figures, our \iew 

> lx., Dii 
* See JBA xxi, 27. 
* p. 37 f. 
T Set E. Xfii, pi. DXiii. 
* E. vj. S8, I-*; S9, &ff. 

* E.g,, E. VI. di, 3173. 9; 74. 1- 
* S«e Gardiner, JEahl !Otiv, 168; 173: E. VI, 14, 12-13. 

* Setbe, op. cit., pp. ^5, 220,1*7. 
* CAron. iTig,. Mo. 27, 1939, pp. 35 ff. 

"* E. XIII, pi. Dxiv. 
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is that though they appear to represent a divinity, demon, king, or other person, as 

actually speaking, they are mainly intended, particularly in the case of non-speaking 

players, to indicate the actions and functions of those characters. Thus, for instance, 
though it might appear that a demon is saying ‘I gore with my hums him who plotteth 

against thy palace*,* this does not necessarily imply that the actor playing the part of 
the demon actually uttered those words, but that this was the actiun he had to simulate. 

It must also be remembered that the names and short speeches attached to the figures 

helped to render them alive and so increase their magical efficacy 
It will be noticed that there are differences and discrepancies between the reliefs 

and their subsidiary- texts and the main dramatic text, characters sometimes appearing 
in the former who do not appear in the latter, and conversely. The explanation for 

this may be that the play included many actors who, though they had no speaking 
parts, were essential features of it, and who w'ould have disappeared from a purely 
textual version so much curtailed as ours seems to be. Furthermore, it is possible 

that the considerations of space and economy, which seem to have led to the abridge¬ 
ment of the dramatic text, may also have caused the occasional omission from the 
reliefs of the representations of players with speaking parts, the very- fact that their 

words were recorded in w riting being considered sufficient "guarantee of their escaping 

oblivion. But here it should be pointed out that apart from such discrepancies as 
these there is almost complete agreement between the dramatic text and the reliefs. 

Thus, the descriptions in the former of the wounds inflicted on the hippopotamus 

tally exactly with what is depicted in the latter. The main disagreement is that while 

in the reliefs the hero of the play appears in the guise of Homs of Behdet, lord of 

Mesen, the w-arrior-god of Edfu, in the dramatic text he is the youthful Homs, the 

son of Osiris and Isis.^ 
formed the company of players who acted in the drama, and where was the 

drama itself staged? In addition to the actors and actresses w-ith speaking and non¬ 

speaking parts, who are likely to have been members of the temple-priesthood or their 

relatives, and the Reader, who may have been the Chief Lector of the temple,* the 
king was supposed to participate in the performance, though naturally his place would 

nearly always have been taken by a substitute. It is highly probable that there was 
also a chorus. This would, no doubt, have comprised in any scene those players 

present on the stage w-ho filled the roles of friends and supporters of Horus, and it 

may have contained as well a number of temple-singers and temple-musicians.* 
Furthermore, we may presume that the crowd of spectators, w-ho must have been 

worked up to a high pitch of excitement and religious emotion by the scenes enacted 

before them, joined in the cry ‘Hold fast, Homs, hold fast!’ 
The observation in one of the few surviving stage directions that ‘this book*— 

■ E. vi, 63. 5. 
^ See below, p, 3S with n. 3. 
^ Some pf the siibfildiiry texts, howeverp as oJrc-Ad;^ staled ftbove^ speak of hinrt, like the dritnaiic text, m 

son of and Isk. 
^ Set bclowp p. 36. 
5 See Blackman, V II+ S ff.; WorMp lEgyplian)^ t, in HasdngSp ERE Xll, 780. 
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possibly the narrative portions of our play’—is to be ‘recited by the Chief Lector’, 
gives us some ground for supposing that it was this important priestly officiant who 
acted as ‘Reader’, when the annual performance of the ‘Triumph of Horus over his 
Enemies’ took place at Edfu. Accordingly it would probably be quite permissible to 
substitute [chief lecttor] for [reader] wherever in our translation of the dramatic 
text that heading has been inserted by us at the beginning of passages which we think 
it was some such functionary’s business to recite. 

The fact that it is Imhotep who figures as ‘Chief Lector’ in the relief which illustrates 
the last scene of Act III prompts the suggestion that he was impersonated by the 
'Reader’ or ‘Chief Lector’ all through the play. On the other hand it must be remem¬ 
bered that Imhotep is not mentioned in the dramatic text itself and that his appearance 
in the role of Chief Lector in this Ptolemaic relief may be due to the deep veneration 
in which he was held in the late period, when he regularly bore the title in question.* 
However, it must also not be forgotten that the Ptolemaic temple at Edfu replaced 
a much older structure, and, furthermore, that there seems to have been some local 
tradition which associated the original building with Memphis and therefore with 
the period of the Old Kingdom. Thus the great girdle wall is said to be a similar 
construction to that first begun by them of old time (mi i/c-n tpyte-f), ‘like what was 
on the great ground plan in the book w'hich fell from heaven north of MemphisV while 
another text states that the pattern w'hich the Ptolemaic builders followed, w'hen erecting 
this same wall, was derived from the 'Book on Designing a Temple’ (Sfdt n shn liwt-ntr), 
which Imhotep himself was supposed to have w^ritteri.'* Since tradition apparently 
associated Imhotep with the early history of Edfu temple, it may also have connected 
him in some way with the play which was performed annually within that temple’s 
precincts, may even have ascribed to him the authorship of it. This would account for 
his appearance in the role of Chief Lector in the relief illustrating a very important 
and significant scene. Seeing hou' ancient the above-mentioned Creation Play and 
Corottalion Drama are, it is not altogether impossible that our dramatic text may 
ultimately be derived from a Third Dynasty archetype, a composition that may 
actually have been the work of Imhotep or put together under his supert'ision. IF 
both these traditions were current at Edfu in Ptolemaic times, the priests would have 
considered it most appropriate to place a version of the play, of which Imhotep was 
thought to be the author, on the face of a wall of which he was, so to speak, the archi¬ 
tect. In connexion wSth the claim that the girdle wall at Edfu was built in accordance 
with a design ascribed to Imhotep, it is interesting to recall the fact that this famous 
sage almost certainly planned the vast girdle w'all which encloses the sacred precincts 
of King Djoser’s pyramid at Sakkarah. At the least, therefore, the words of £. vi, 
lo, lo indicate that some memory of this or of a similar great structure designed by 
Imhotep still survived among the priests of Ptolemaic Egy pt, even if only in the 
form of half-legendary, literary allusions. 

'■ We mmi not, however. disteflarU the possibilit],' that by 'this book’ ia metmt a serieg of denunciations 
and curses, not reproduced in our abridged version of the ptay. to be pronounced against Seth during the 
dismembcmicrii, such as those preserved in the ’Book of Cherthrowing 'Apep' = Pap. Brrmarr^Rttind, 23, 1 fT. 

^ Sec, e.E., £. vi, 10, 10. > R vt, (t, 4. ♦ £. vt, jo, 10. 
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The vivid reliefs which illustrate the dramatic text clearly show that the play was 
performed on and beside a stretch of water^ those players who impersonated Horus 

and the divinities and demons accompanying him being generally in a boat, while 
the king and other characters such as the queen, the princesses, and the women of 

Busiris, Pe. and Dep^ remained by the water’s edge, The Reader, too, would have 

been stationed on land, somewhere, we may imagine, in the foreground, between the 
players and the crowd of spectators. Only the scenes in Act HI and the Epilogue 
appear to have been performed entirely on land.' As is pointed out in a note in the 

forthcoming Commentaiy-, there is good reason for supposing that the above-men¬ 
tioned stretch of water is the Pool of Horus, the sacred lake of the temple, which bv 
to the east of that building, but within the temenos. 

We can not only state with some certainty that the play was intended to be per¬ 
formed annually,^ but we actually know the date on which the performance was fixed 
to take place, for in a stage direction in Act III, Scene iii w-c are told that the dis¬ 

memberment of Beth, almost the last episode in the drama, is to be carried out 
on the tw'ent>'-fitst day of the second month of Proyet, that is on Mechir atst.^ 

As has been already remarked, the play w'as a commemoration of the victory of 
Horus, son of Osiris and Isis, over his enemies, of his coronation as king of Upper 

and Lower Egypt, and of his ‘triumph’ or ’justification’ before a divine tribunal. It 

was also, of course, a means of perpetuating, as it were, those events, of making their 

beneficial effects lasting.* But it was something more than that; indeed, it is quite 

^ident that one of the chief reasons for the performance of the play, in the reliefs 

illustrating which the king, wearing the head-dress of Onuris,^ three times assists in 
the slaying of the enemies of Honis, was to make the former, who was himself Homs, 

virtoiious over his foes, secure him a prosperous reign, and obtain for him the same 
■triumph’ as was won by his divine prototype. Full support for this view is to be 
found in \^rious parts of the play. The Prologue opens with a panegyric on the king, 

which designates him ‘son of the victorious Horus’, likens him to the lord of Mesen' 
and acclaims him as a warrior and a hunter. In Act HI. Scene lit the king is clearly 

equat^ with Horus, and is proclaimed ‘triumphant in the Broad Hall' and conqueror 
of Asia. Moreover, in the same scene the king la stated to be 'triumphant over his 

enemies’ along with Horus of Be^det, Hathor, and Thoth. Finally in the Epilogue 

his name comes last in the list of divinities and cities whose foes have been over¬ 

thrown, The king is thus, so to speak, the Alpha and Omega of the whole performance. 

Accordingly,our dramatic text may, in certain respects, be compared with the 'Achtungs- 
texte’, for the play, whether actually staged, or produced only in the form of inscrip¬ 

tions and reliefs on a temple wll, served much the same purpose as the ceremonies 

Fflirman hu iuggested to Blicknuin iH»t thoM ptrfomicrt who were not in « bout on the wiiter ulayed 
their paro m one of the anuiJI wlimmcd paviUon» with low amen w»lh (called /vyt or, pcrhopi, occasionallv 

which wc fcn&w wetn: to be found, (imonj; other places, besidt^ the uiarrcl lakes of temslca ■ of. Marietta 
Drttdrra, t. 6j, j. j Sm sborc, p. 31; also E. vi. 61, 6-7, j vr.'ss a. ’ 

finds confiriMtim in the word^, uslAned by u® 10 the Header, m aectton {c> of' the Prologue, 

bcEinoeth the bringing to pass of the triumph of Horua (lit. “the 
H. to be triuiTtphant'') aver hia E. Vl, 6s, i. 

causing 
* Sec Junker, Ontirtsitgettdr^ a 
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performed with the 'red vases' and the clay figures of captives covered with written 
threats and denunciations'—^that purpose being the overthrow and destruction of 

Pharaoh's enemies. 
Reference should here be made to the belief prevalent among the Egyptians that not 

only statues, but the figures carved and painted on the temple- and tomb-walls, pos¬ 

sessed the qualities and powers of the persons or things represented.^ Thus, it may well 
be that one of the reasons for having the dramatic text with its accompanying illustra¬ 

tions engraved on a wall of Edfu temple was to ensure that the god and king would 

continue to receive all the benefits that the annual performances were supposed to 

confer on them, if by some unlucky chance these performances were to lapse.* , 
As Sethe has obseWed,+ the speeches pronounced by the actors in the Memphite 

Creation Play and the Ramesseum Coronation l>rafna are very short. The Edfu play, 

ho’ivever, contains many of considerable length, of which quite a few attain some degree 

of literary merit. In these respects, then, it is much less primitive and elementary* 

than any other Egyptian dramatic work so far published. 
Our play clearly consists of five distinct sections, forming a prologue, three acts 

subdivided into scenes, and an epilogue. To make the translation of the dramatic text 

more intelligible to the reader we have placed before each speech in square brackets 

[ ] the name of the character who was intended, or who we think was intended, to 

recite it. We have similarly indicated those passages which, in our opinion, it was 

the function of the chorus and Reader* to chant or declaim. 
In the section following the letters above w'ords refer to the footnotes, and the 

similarly placed numerals to the notes in the Commentary. The numerals in the transla¬ 

tion placed in square brackets denote the pages and lines in Chassinat s text, i.e., 

[63, i] = E. VI, p. 63, 1. I. 

{To be continued.) 

t s« Sethe, Df* Aehtung ffindluJter FmtM, VSlker W Dittge vu/ altagyptiichen ToTtgef^stherbrn dfi 
Mittieren Rekkts = Abltamit. jSer/w. 1926, Nr, s; Posener, iWwvtUei tistes dt pmaipt^n {AfkiungtUxte) 
iataat du Mvyen Empirt in Ckroit. d'£g.. No. 27, 1939. pp. 3* ff* Cf- t*ap. Brfrninr-Rhtnd, 25. '9. and 28, 

6 and 17 - Faulkner, 7^,4 mil. 171; 174 f-l-E-'fit =35^4^' ^ . 
* See ‘Ctmclusiona' with footnoie 127 in Blaekman and Faiiman'a jomt article in Mttceumea Grtgonana. 

Raccolta diftritii pubiicait nA I Cmtemrio dalla/ondazio^e det Egisio “nd n. 9 of the Com- 
mentari in the same ankle. Ev-idendy to ensuie the figntca in the nsliefa po^mg this mjuterious life tbt 
ccrtmoruM performed at the cnnsecnition of a temple included the rile of Opening the Mouth, ET. tv. 331. 10. 

J The Icjcta and illustcaiions of Myth A were evidently suppiMed to be as magically efficacious on the 
king’s behalf as those of Mt-rii C. for the concluding sectioiw of the former are all concerned with the pro¬ 
tection of the Pharaoh and the overthrow of his enemies, the last of them deecribing a very powerful phylactery 

which could be employed for these purposes; see jfEA xxt, 36. 

* j>dm. Texit, pp. 95. *20. 2*7- , ^ ^ ^ . . , 
* As has been stated above, only fragments of the narrative which the Reader would have recikd at an 

actual performance of the play surt'ive in the etciating version of it. 
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P, GISS. 40 AND THE CONSTITUTIO ANTOmMANA 
By H. L BELL 

Since the publication of Dr, Heichdheim's article, The Text of ike Constitutio 
Antoniniana and the three other Decrees of the Emperor Caracalla emtained in 

Papyrus Gissensis 40 (JEA 30tvi, 10-22) yet another addition haa been made to the 

voluminous literature which has clustered round this perplexing document. It is by 
A. Segr^ and appeared, under the title Note suit' edit to di Caracalla^ in Rend, d, Pontif. 

Accad. Rom. di Arch, xvt (1940), 181-214, As the pan which contains it is probably 
inaccessible to many scholars under war conditions, I think it worth while to call 

attention to Prof. Segre's anicle, all the more since, while impressed by the novelty and 
suggestivcncss of his views, I feel considerable doubt as to the correctness of most of 
them. 

Segre’s treatment of the subject is a little desultoty and, to me at least, confusing; 
and It will be useful to present his conclusions in a more compact form than that In 

which he formulates them. He begins by setting forth the questions which he is 
attempting to clear up, as follows: {a) Who were the dediitdi at the time of the C.A, 

and what was their legal position? (h) What does the word dediticii mean in the C,A.} 

(c) What was the position of the Aurclii, the new cithjens? (d) What were the effects 
of the C.^.? 

The actual treatment does not, however, exactly follow this fourfold scheme; it is 
complicated by a long discussion of the legal position of the Egyptians and the legal 

sense of the name 'EgTp’ptian', 1 will, therefore, set down his conclusions in a somewhat 
different arrangement, as follows: 

(1) Dediticii were originally, as defined by Gatua 1. 4, 'hi qui quondam adversus 

populum Romanum armis susceptis pugnaverunt, deinde vied se dediderunt', but in 
the lime of Caracalla were simply cives nultius ceriae civitatis, 

(a) The only dediticii left in the Empire at the time of the C,A. were the Egyptians 

the dediticH ex lege Aelia Sentia^ and such barbarians as surrendered 
at discretion. 

(3) 'The Egj'ptians in this sense were the rural population; the privileged inhabitants 
of the metropoleis cannot, as Bickermann maintained, be classed along wnth the 

of the nomes, as, in the legal sense, ‘Egyptians'. Hence the privileged metropolites 
were not dediticii. 

(4) ^^e^'Cr s restoration of 11.of P» Oiss, 4^1 aiTa[<ni' toTs 
QutovtiiifViv 'Pu>}iauu» \ji\hKiyns [ttojtos y^tfs miAmv^Ja'mnr 

[licJSctTiwtov is in substance correct. 

(5) Meyer was, however, mistaken in supposing that the subsidiary clause excluded 
the dediticii (i.e, the Egyptians) from the citizenship: the words rCtv SeS. go with 
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not with -ctA., and the aA. gave the citizeiiship to all the 

inhabitants of the Empire. 
(6) I’he word m.Atrtup» means status thdtatis. This was to remain unaffected by the 

C.A, except in the case of the deditidii that caiegor)' was abolished. 
(7) The reason for this exception was that, as appears from Gaius i. 26, dedlticii 

could acquire Roman cithtenship neither alia lege nor senatus eousalto nor constihitioae 

prindpali. Hence the status must be abolished before Egyptians could enjoy the 

benefits of the C.A. ^ ... , 
(8) The reason for maintaining (with this one exception) the status civitatis was that 

'sc Caracal la avesse dato a tutti gli abitanti dell’ Impero la cittadinanza romana abolendo 
i avrebbc abbassato le condizioni di tutti i romani senza innalzare di molto 

quella del provincial!’. The effect of the subsidiarv’ clause was to maintain the existing 
Status emtaiis of the various classes; and the rural Egyptians continued, as before, to 

be Xttoypcu^iJfitvot and inferior to the metropohtes. ^ ^ 
(9) The new* citizens under the C.A. were Romans sui generis. They retained their 

existing status ewtiaiis, and, unlike the older Romans and the few Aurelii granted Roman 

citizenship tituh sitigulari after the C.A.^ they had no tribus. 
In the second part of his article Segre goes on to discuss the application of Roman 

private law to natives of Egypt both before and after the C.A.f showung how (to 
quote his conclusion) ‘nel penodo antcriore alia CA. le leggi applicate at romani nelle 

pro^incie erano in parte romane e mezze romane ed in parte leggi indigene che di 

solito subivano una evoluzione per la aitivita dei legislatori romani. Dopo la C.A. 

tutti i romani e gli Aurelii delle stesse provincic hanno le stesse leggi. Ma queste 

Bono diverse da proiinda a provincia, perche le leggi ed i costumi indigeni non sono 

del tutto aboliti, anzi essi di regola vivono come nel periodo antertore alia C.A. 
This second part is a valuable contribution to the study of Roman law in the pro- 

dnees, but because it presupposes in any critic a legal kno^vledgew hich I do not possess, 

and b^use the earlier theses are the more novel and historically the more important, 

I w'ill confine myself to the latter. t r 
They are, as will have been seen, ingenious; but most readers will, 1 tancy^ feel that 

some of Segre’s conclusions are less plausible than others and that certain of his 

arguments are far from convincing. 
His theory' as a whole seems to rest on his view that ‘Egy'ptians’^ in the legal sense, 

as distinct from Romans or Greeks, were the inhabitants of the nomes only, not the 
privileged metropohtes. As he says (p. 186) ‘sarebbe strano che i sirii, i misii e magari i 

germani non fossero dediticii mentre lo erano i greci imbastarditi abitanti deQ’ Egitto'. 

it is necessary*, therefore, to examine first this repudiation of Bickermann’s view that 
metropolites and nome dwellers alike were ‘Egyptians’; but before doing that 1 must 

clear aivay some misconceptions of which Segre is guilty. 
He appears to think that all metropolites were dwd (‘i metropoliti, come e 

noto, sono figU di di™ ’/vnrauiov che hanno la loro origo nelle metropoli’). This is 

t As ihe name is ambiKuou* I shall in future insert inverted commas whenever I use it in the technical 
,ens^ above defined l and so. too. I shaU write ‘Greeks’ when i um the word techniedijr. 
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certainly incorrect. Applications for epj'crisis may ground the claim on the fact either 
that the applicant is a metropolite paying poll-tax at the reduced rate or that he is ani 

yuftvaaiott; and the same distinction of grading is seen in registrations of birth and the 
like. A few examples may be given, (i) *Airi P. Oxy. ll, p. 208 (census 
declaration, A,D, I45~^)i HTP'P^ dujvucriof 'ItpaKos diro yvfivatriov^ P, Ryl. IJ, 10i 
(< Hennopolis, A.D, 63)} ytp^i'a[cr]ioi; ^pav rijs si’s Tojils 

c«r«>M<7f<os; P. Amh. 75 (epicrisis application, Hermopolis, a.d. 161-8), <i7to 
y(vifiraffMv} throughout; P.S.1.164 (return of birth, Oxyrhynchus, a.d. aSy), TOi»dS<A^SoiJ(i^) 
fiou ... {S((i3«Ka$paxfc<;v) awo yv/ivaoiov, where both the privileged status (12-drachma 
poll-tax) and membership of the special grade are indicated; &c. (2) MeiropoUte only: 
P. Oxy. 478 (epikmiV application, A.d. 132), wfp(l) Twr (r/>i(r»ea(Sc«^€niSi') 

fti}Tp0fl-oAcir£v -rorTovrov TTQTCpa 
. . .fi7fTpo'fro\€iri)» {ScuSc^aSpaypa)') Si' of^oADyoi; Aaoypa^ia; . . , wai toi> . . . im-r-dpa . , , 

(StuS^naSpciypp)') S(’ tjrtffpifff(u{s); SB. 7440 (epicrisis application, IlermopoHs, 
A.D, 13^)1 ap^ffKptxtSf ylp^veatv p.TjTpoTroAciTiui' JirTaSpd;^[pJa«i'. This last 
example is the more notable because the preceding applicati{m (the two formed part of 
a -rAfiof ovyjciiM^p«;) was for a boy whose father describes himself as dTrd yivftvafrtov} 

dK[Ta]8pdy^u. With this may be compared P. Oxy. 984, a census list, the names in w'hicb, 
since it comes from Oxyrhynchus, may no doubt be taken as those of pijTpomjAi™! 
SwScKoSpaypot, though the phrase docs not seem to occur. Now' a few of these are described 
as dwp obviously marking them off as a special class. 

It is unnecessary' to multiply instances. That the difference in phraseology is not 
optional nor due to carelessness is made certain by a Strassburg papyrus quoted by 
Bickermann in Archk, \x, 35, the relevant portion of which reads as follows; o£ nwd 
T^s pyrpiMTiuA«i>s rmis Tfotrapcfrtttit&iKa^Ttif wpoa^vm-rts d(^ir}Au(«r ^ [.i^icdijf (m) 

dird TuyfWTtJs ToC y\^vaaiov f [..] litittpivta^ax,« apu^iptuv yoi'i«M[v to pifrpowjoAtTt^eiJi- 
ytvos awlpvatt 01 S’ ck To? yvfi\yiunsv, ti] dif’ aOro? to? TdypArd$ (lot,. Could there be a clearer 
demonstration that o£ dms yw^imaisif were not all the privileged metropolites but a special 
class, a riyfto, within the general body? 

It is to be noted that the gy'mnasium class was not exempt from poll-tax but paid it 
at the same rate as other metropolites. The fact is perhaps relevant to the present 
discussion. Liability to poll-tax has been regarded by many as a mark of inferior 
status. Segre would modify this view, remarking that ‘il pagamento di un tributum 

capitis puo essere il segno di una condi2jone dediticia transcunte, ma mentre di regola 
la condiaione dediticia scompare prestissimo it /ri6u/iffn capitis tende a restare’. This 
may well be true, though I cannot help w'ondering whether the Egv'ptian poll-tax was 
not merely a Roman adaptation of a tax inherited from the Ptolemies.' I should 
myself be inclined to say not so much that poll-tax was a mark of inferior, as that 
exemption from it was a mark of superior, status; I mean that a jiister statement of the 
facts would perhaps be to say not that liability to poll-tax was a stigma but that exemp¬ 
tion from it was a privilege. At all events, in so far as liability to the tax had any 

■ Cf. my rctmria in 7EA Xxin (1937). ,36, sgaingt Mile Pt?aux (see, tw>, what she says, in teference m 
this, tn her L'Etonamf nyale Ugidts, p. 381'), and Wallace’* view. Taxation in J^pt, p. 116, 
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significance, we can hardly discount the payment of it by metropoUtes, as the young 
lady in Midshipman Easy excused her unfathered baby, on the ground that it was ‘only 
a little one’. Poll-tax is poll-tax whether the rate be high or low; and all we are entitled 
to say is that within the poll-tax-paying class there were the grades of rural and 
metropolitan tax-payers, just as. within the latter grade, there were the grades of 

and o*' a™ though in this case both paid at the 

same rate, i - r 
There is probably a further misconception on p. 184, where Se^e, speaking of 

Alexandria, says that young Alexandrines of the Imperial age, on reaching the age of 14, 
were enrolled In a tribe and dcme and became ani and that ‘riscrizione al 
ginnasio implica it riconoscimento della qualita di utiAinj?. Since the ephebes w'ere 
closely connected with the gjinnasium, it is perhaps quibbling to object that it was the 
ephebate, not inscription in the gymnasium, which made a man a citizen (P. Lond, 1912, 
53“7) 5 more serious that Segre appears to imply the existence at Alexandria 
of a class known as o* <1™ yvftvftmav analogous to that in the metropoleis. I know of 
no cogent evidence for this. Segrfe may be thinking of P. Flor, 3®^ (a,d* 222/3), & 
papyrus from Hermopolis. in 1. 81 of which, in a quotation from a document referring 
to Alexandria, occur the words Kafmpifou -nw wd 'Hptttmf Much of this 
phrase is doubtfully read, though there seems no strong reason to question it; but it 
does not appear to me to furnish any evidence for the existence of a 'gj mnasium class’. 
All it need mean is that Cornelius Heron was connected with the gytMasium. The 
class of ot aw ytitimaUiti in the metropoleis was created as part of the semi-municipaliza¬ 
tion of the nome-capitals carried out by Augustus and was presumably designed to 
provide an elite from whom the magistrates could be drawn, Augustus may have 
taken the idea from Alexandria, but since the ephebate, which involved a connexion 
with the gymnasium, was the essential qualification for citizenship there, it is difficult 

to see what place there was for ot 
I come now to Segrfe’s case for the view* that only the rural population were Egyptians 

and that the metropolites were ‘Greeks’. 1 will take his arguments in order, so far as 

I can disentangle them from their context, 
(1) In O.G.LS. 659 {from Denderah, a.d. i) is a dedication to Augustus by 01' ava 

T^r nothing: nobody disputes that there was 
an administrative and fiscal distinction betw-cen metropolites and p^antry; the 
inscription throws no light on the question whether the former were Greeks, the 

latter ‘Egyptians’. _ 
(2) That o* dfli TOW rofi^s were 'Egyptians’ is showm by the correspondence of 

Trajan and Pliny about the physician Harpocras. This is going much too far, in the 
form in which it is put. Pliny writes of Harpocras (x. 5) ‘est enim perepnae con- 
ditionis manumissus a peregrina. Vocatur ipse Harpocras: patronam habuit Thermu- 
thin Theonb, quae iam pridem defuncta est’, and (x. 6) ‘admonitus sum a peritioribus 
debuisse me ante el Alexandrinam civitatem impetrare, deinde Romanam, quoniam 

I In view of wh*i i* said above, note the boy's qualifications for s ttrK/xmr: 6*’ St[wc]ivr«i d 

Tuv ym-fotv 
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esset Aegypdus’, and finally (x. 10) ‘esse autem Harpncian w/iaC Indico 
tibi'. This proves that Harpocras was an ‘Egyptian*, like other inhabitants of the 
nomes, but it does not prove that 01' i™ nD vofioS were in a different political category 
from metropolites. It does not even prove that Harpocras was not himself a metro- 
polite. Segre aigucs that it does, because Trajan asks ‘ex quo nomo sit* and Pliny 
replies But what else could Trajan ask or Pliny reply? The nome- 
capitals were not technically dvitatest so that Trajan could hardly ask ex qua 
civitote sit. Administratively, for fiscal and some other purposes, there was a difference, 
within Egypt ^ but Trajan in Rome was not interested in that: all he wished to know' was 
which nome was Harpocras’ or^o. 

(3) Bickermann’s argument that the metropolites were subject ‘al diritto territonale 
greco-egizio come gli indigent' has no weight because, *a parte alatni privilegi degli 
alessandrini e degU abitanti delle dtta gree/te, tutti gli egiziani, atidie gli an-o yufiva.(rtou 

della meiropoli sono soggetti al diritto greco-egizio che nell' eta imperiale ha un 
caratterc essenzialmentc territoriale’ (the itaiics are mine). Surely this is going a long 
way to meet Bickermann. It does not seem to me to controvert his thesis. 

(4) The d™ YVfuraatou Constitute a rayfia (P. Oxy. 1202, iS), as do the Eg}'ptians 
(Gnomon, § 55). Tdypa merely means a class or categoiy' of any kind; dm yv/u<ti0u>tr 
were a as dbtinct from the ordinary metropolites, the exegetae (e.g.) were a 
rdyfia as distinct from the other magistrates (P. Oxy. 891, 15), the ‘Egyptians’(w'hat- 
ever classes of the population the term included) were a ‘mytai as distinct from Romans 
and Alexandrines. Hence the argument is quite ineffective, 

(5) As already said above (p, 40) it is strange that Mysians, etc,, should have had a 
higher political status than the semi-Greek metropolites. This aigument has force 
only if it has been proved that ‘Egy'ptians’ were dedUim. It can be neglected for the 
moment, 

(6) The term "fiWijnes is found referring to the Greeks of the O.G.LS, 709 
(.\.D. 149^54) ® dedication by (o) 4 "dAts rtHv 'AXe^avSfdwv (A) ’Epiiovmt^ts 4 
««« (f) 4 ij 'AvTivottav tdunf 'EXX^vmv wed (</) oi €v twi dcAra j4(yiJriTti}u jnu (^) at Tov 

0r)fiaMatf 0iteo{hrrf9 '£AAijK?, Segre classes (d) and (e) tvith the 6475 ‘Greek men’ 
of the Arsinoite nome as an ethnic group, but it seems more likely that by (e) was 
meant, as Dittenberger suggests, prirnarily Ptolemais and by (d) primarily Naucratis, 
but (possibly) that other Greeks living in the Thebaid and the Delta were associated 
w'ith them. We do not know that these Greeks were natives of Egypt, not just Greeks 
W'ho had settled there for trade or other purposes. It is to be noted, too, that no mention 
is made of the ‘Seven Nomes and the Arsinoite nome’ where, according to Segre, 
‘Greeks’ were to be found. 

The ‘6475 Greek men* of the Arsinoite nome are perhaps the best support for Segre’s 
thesis, but the nature of this group is still very obscure. Were they identical with the 
(ccItou®!? Presumably, but this is an inference, not a demonstrated fact. Did they 

* writo that 'i erect delU che non eranp nc cittadini di cittii srechc, ni metropoliti, costituisconD 
il Rnippo det KarDurot'. It may be poinml out that the term wiTwnK docatiot occur in the Oxyrhynchiie nmne, 
and ind«d u Arsinoite. ' 
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correspoad to the gjinnasium cl^ of other nomes? Probably, but this, too, is not 
securely proved. If they did they should, like oi am yvfiviuriavt have paid poll-taTC at 
the reduced rate {34 drachmae at Arsinoc); but their liability to poll-tax cannot be 
established. They were presumably an old ethnic group which lingered on dem Namen 
nach into the Roman period, but ihcir position is too uncertain to form a secure basis tor 

aigument.' 
In the second part of his article Segre has at one point to deal with the famous 

petition of Dionysia (P. Oxy. 237). Dioaysia was the daughter of a gj'mnasiarch of 
Oxyrhynchus, hence a metropolite auo yvfivaaiov. Yet she was apparently subject to 
the Egyptian law which permitted a father to separate his daughter from her husband 
even against her will. Segre considers that she tvas an ‘Egyptian*,* His reason is that 
her mother was an *Eg>'ptian*, but it is not clear on what e\ndence he relies for this 
statement; I cannot find in P. Oxy, 237 anything to justify it except that the daughter 
was subject to an Eg^^itian law*. Even if the mother was in fact an ‘Egyptian*, docs 
that necessarily affect the status of the daughter? As is well known, Hadrian gave the 
Aniinoites cumiHum with the ‘EgyptiansV and the natural assumption is that this was 
because many of his colonists were metropolites, who already intermarried with 
'Egyptians* but ^vunld find such marriages debarred when, on becoming citizens of 
Aniinoopolis, they acquired the status of ‘Greeks’, unless some special provision 
made. If yJJyvnrwuff includes metropolites Segre’s contention goes by the board* if it 
does not, at least Antinoopolites, and presumably a fortiori metropolites could inter¬ 
marry with ‘Eg}T>tians’ without aflFecting the status of their children; yet Dionysia, 
daughter of an ex-gymnasiarch, was apparently subject to the Egj'ptian law. 

It is true that Dionysia was the offspring of an ydpa^. Now in P. Flor. 382 
referred to above, an application for epicrisis, reference is made to the boy’s aifapxn> Si’ 

d twv yotffttiv ydfioSf as if this were a relevant factor; but this hardly 
proves that an eyypa^os ydfios was essential to Alexandrian citizenship, and in any case 
we cannot safely argue from Alexandria to the metropoleis. 

I do not feel then that Segre has at all invalidated the arguments by which Bicker- 
mann convinced many scholars (but not all) that all native-born inhabitants of Egypt, 
except Romans, the citizens of the Greek cities, and (just possibly) the ^475 Greek 
men* of the Arsinoite nome were ‘Egj'ptians’. I have deferred consideration of his fifth 
argument because it depends for any force it has on the view that Egyptians were 

and to this question I now turn. 

I The Arsinoite nome was in many ways pecuHar. It w-as Jarjter than the average nome, being divided 
into three each at one time with h Ecparate strategus; it was in large port reclaimed by Plolemy tl, 
who. in cemnesion with his sehcmc. settled there an unusually large number of 'Greek' milimy clentcbs; it 
was probably more prosperous than other nomes, for its rates of poU-tait (geneial rate 4S dr., privileged rate 
24 dr.) arc ihe highest known to us. Hence it w'ould not be very surprising to find that its katoikoi enjoyed 
nn Mempiifiii from poll-tux di^nied m their *oppoaiit number\ the diFO ytr^vamotf, in other nomes. 

^ He writes SO se Le leggi egiziane^ i^ecoite in un periodo piu antico e confemiatc ds te^tzmoni, si 
potesscTO ppplitare uichc ai mclropoliti*. This seems mi.-onfiistcrit with what he said midcr argument 3 ftbove ■ 
but probably he distinguisbes between ERyplmn and Gmeoo-£g>'ptian Jaws. 

» Wilcken, Chrefi.2j, iS-zO, 1} myixpua war' i(a(p€rov ^ toQ Bcqv 
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His view IS supponed by a combination of four pieces of evidence* which had better 
be quoted in full: 

(1) Ulp. XX. 14-15. Talinus lunianus, item k qui dediticiomm numero est. testamentuTn facere 
non potest; Latinus quidem^ quoniam nominatim lege lunia prohihitus eat; is autem qui dediti' 

ciorum numere est, quoniam me quasi civis Roman us LC^taii potest^ cum sit percgrinus^ nec 
quaai peregrinus^ quoniam nullius certae cidtatis ems est ut secundum leges civjtatis suae testetur.' 

(a) Gaius 1. 26^ Tesaima Itaque lihcrus eorum [freedmtn €x AAiiJ est qui dediti- 
ciorum numcro sunt; nec ulla lege aut senatus consulto aut conslitutionc principali aditus illis ad 
civitatem Romanam datur.^ 

(3) The correspondence of Trajan and PJiny about Harpocras. 

(4) Jos.j Uf 41* et toGtoi' dt^ip^irat tqv TToXir^la^ iT(UHjacr0<y Myet^ir 
auToy 'AXx^avSpea- yevnjlfdff ytip, irpocimjy^ iv r^ff oi' *A^f^m^p€VS cijj 

Kara iroAirtm^^ astrus dvatpov^Lanf^t^ j4iytmTpbiF ot 

tfvv Tw^atot i5frri.»wo0v iroAtnfta^ dirccpi^K-acrn' (ch too 2^ 72). 
The argument In a nutshell is: Deditidi were tiuiltm certtie dviiutis dves; 'Egj'ptians' 

were ntdlius tertac dvhatts dves\ ergo^ the ‘Egj’piians' were deditidi. They may indeed 
have been so, but this cannot be proved by so faulty a syllogism. It may be pointed 
out that Ulpian is dealing not with deditidi as such but with freedmen ex lege Aeliti 

Sentia; die reference to the deditidi is incidental. But as a matter of fact, as is pointed 
out to me by Mr. Last, to whom 1 am greatly indebted for his kindness in reading 
through this article and making some valuable comments, Segrt completely mis¬ 
understands Gaius. What Gaius means is not that any law, setiaUts constdium^ or co«- 
stitutio which purported to give the Roman citizenship to deditidi would be ‘in the legal 
sense bad' but simply that at the time when Gaius wrote there was in fact no law, etc,, 
w'hich provided to the freedmen Sentia an avenue to the citizenship; as Poste 
puts it in his rendering {Cat Institutiones, 4th ed,, rev. E. .4. Whittuck, O.xford, 1904, 
p. 23), ‘nor does any statute, senatusconsult, or constitution open to them a way of 
obtaining Roman citizenship'. Josephus’ statement occurs in a controversial tract; and 
even as an historian Josephus was not always painfully accurate. What exactly does 
Josephus mean here? That ‘Egj'ptians' could not acquire any citizenship? But .4pion 
/Mdacquired that of Alexandria, and Josephus does not seriously question his right to it; 
his statement here is a mere argnmentum ad hominem. That the Egyptian metropoieis 
were not m>A«5 in the technical sense is true; but the suggestion that the Romans had 
deprived them of what they had never had, or had refused their desire to acquire it, is 
tjTjically loose and misleading; Augustus’ innovations had in fact brought the metro¬ 
poieis nearer to municipal status than they had ever been.' 

The case for the status of deditidi is much more convincingly put by A. H, M. Jones 
in his admirable article, Anotker Interpretation of the 'Ccfrufitu/fo Antoniniana' in Jaum, 

Honi. Stud, xxM ^193^}, 223“3S‘” admits that this cannot be deduced from 
* Mr, Loaf refqta me to Mommsen. Tfit Ptwitifts af tht Romati Einpire, ri, 14 r, ‘Even the afquiring of 

better burffcss-rJghts waa forbidden to the Egypmni', with the footnote, quoting the two Josephus pMsigM 
md adding, ‘indh-iduii] exceptions are mil thereby excluded'. 1 am not convinced that thc« is anvihiiiB 
more in Josephut' ststements than the fact that ’Egyptians’ were not talicn as Such {individuaJ Mceptions apart) 
into the citizen body of Alexandria and that the metropoieis were not formed into irfAtte on the Greelt model. 

. **“* ‘Jones ... segue i'opinione generale errata the gli egixiant non erano 
dcdiUeii perthfe neetono tft cittadiiianza mmaiw'. This is completely to misunderstand Jones’s atEument. 
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Ulpian’s words, but he nevertheless thinks that nullius certae civitath civem esse was 'a 
general mark of dediiidV. The ‘Egj'ptians’ were mdlms certae civitatis cives; they could 
not, as such, acquire Roman citizenship, so that Harpocras had first to become an 
Alexandrian; and he suggests, following Stroux, that ‘assigning freedmen with a 
criminal record to the class of deditidi was a means of debarring them from the citizen* 
ship, and that therefore it was a general rule applicable to all deditkii that they could 
not obtain the Roman citizenship’, 

Jones’s argument has impressed but not really convinced me. T am by no means sure 
that Ulpian’s nuUius certae dvitatis dvis is strictly applicable to an ‘Egyptian’ metro- 
polite. Granted, the metropolis was not technically a dvitas', but it enjoyed, since 
Augustus, a kind of shadow-constitution, with dp)(pms and even, later at least, some 
sort of assembly. And metropolites most certainly did make legal wills, Jones suggests 
(p. 230*^) that they did so ‘under administrative rules enacted by the Roman govern¬ 
ment for particular categories of deditidP. That is possible, but it is a pure hypothesis 
framed to account for the fact that these supposed deditkii did make wills, and that 
fact may well give us pause before we accept Jones’s view.* We are left, too, with the 
difficulty of supposing that the metropolites, hellenized in culture and many of them 
partly Greek in blood, the upper class passing through the ephebaie and the education 
of the gy’mnasium, educated sometimes at the university' of Alexandria,* and reading the 
Greek epic, lyric, and dramatic poets, Plato and Aristotle, the historians and the 
orators, and occuppng such magistracies as those of gjinnasiarch, exegete, eutheniarch, 
and the like, were in a worse status legally and politically than the country folk of more 
backward provinces. Segre feels this so strongly that he attempts, in my opinion un¬ 
successfully as I have shown, to distinguish between metropolites and 'Egyptians’; 
Jones su^ests that the reforms of Severus had caused a change in the position of the 
metropolites, who ceased to be deditkii. Again this is possible; but again it is quite 
unproved. In any case, the hypothesis merely restricts the difficult}' to the period 
before the Severan reforms: till then the metropolites, with their Hellenic culture, 
KoiTOv of ipxQvnst and demos, were, on this view, merely deditidi. 

Jones’s view does not depend on, but it ts connected with, his theory' as to the meaning 
of P. Giss. 40, 8-9, and to this point 1 now come. 

From the first publication of the papyrus 1 could never feel happy about the inter¬ 
pretation pul on these lines by Meyer, which supposed a quite extraordinary clumsiness 
of drafting either in the Latin original or in the Greek translation. It is now generally 
accepted that the edict gave the citizenship to all inhabitants of the Empire and that the 

< 1 am agflin indebted tq Mr. for a ^-aluable note. Jones (ivho does not fall into Segrfe's error as regards 

Gains 1. 26, remarking n^btl^- that W avenun were provided for them [the Ubfrtr dsStuii} . ., to acquire 

the Mm {p. 131) from the niJes for frrurit pr^tw (Gaius i. 67^; Ulpian vn. 4}, with the 

special provision as regards peraons who ware ddilititiomm riufttfro, that dfditkii in general, not merely freed¬ 

men, were excluded from the citizenship. I-ast writes that Jone* 'quite right to mention mark probafio; 

but alJ that is implied by Gaiua u 67and USp. vii- 4 i* ihac were denied benefit of a rule which 

otherwise in certain dmimatanceft would have had the effect of more or leas automatically making them 

nt'ef Hamanr; a natural safeguard, he adda, if we retnember that the elass of drJitiai contained tnimy people 

with a eriminal record. These passages, then, do not prove tlial dtJUkii rt'etc exdutded from citizenship in the 

sense that no mcani existed for making them citlzerLs. ^ Sec P, Oxy. xvi!i, 21^. 
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limiting clause refers not to the grant but to the provision, whatever it be, w-hich 
follows it. Segr^ continues to accept, in substance, Meyer’s [/iJAevrus [twtoj 
iTQ^T€i}[i.\a.Tbtv', Jones accepts Wilhelm’s [^Jwovrwf iroAi-neD^JaTiinj. The fact 
that two such different supplements can be proposed, with such good arguments, should 
warn us a^inst over-confidence. A restoration of a clause so unperfect can be rendered 
more or less plausible by arguments drawn from other evidence or from general 
probability, but it cannot safely be used, as has sometimes been done, to support further 
constructions. 

Segre’s explanation is that this clause w'as necessary E>ecause even by imperial edict 
{comtitutioneprincipali) ^dilicii could not receive the citizenship, This point has been 
met above; but it may be worth while to point out besides that if that was the intention 
of the clause, it was very clumsy draftsmanship to word the grant in this w'ay: ‘1 give 
the citizenship to ail the inhabitants of the empire, maintaining everj' kind of status 
except that of deditidi* Surely the abolition of the deditieius status should have come 
first. It might be suggested that this had been done in a preceding edict, but in that 
case it seems a Httle otiose to insert the exception here. And in fact, though existing 
dediticii might cease to be deditidi^ the status itself was not abolished until Justinian. 
Yet, if we take the words literally, their intention certainly seems to be not merely to 
remove a disability of existing dedUkii but to abolish the status as such. 

Jones’s view of the alternative restoration, which gives it a relevance lacking before, 
is that the clause was intended to enact that ‘persons hitherto excluded from local 
citizenship be enrolled in the local citizen registers'; but, in Egypt, it was thought 
desirable ‘to prevent cities from claiming as their citizens dediticii who were gc?o- 
graphically their neighbours or administratively in some sense subject to them’. He 
cites the important lawsuit published in JBA xxi (1935), 334-47, concerning an 
attempt to conscribe villagers for municipal offices. The metropolites had now {on 
Jones’s theory) ceased to be dediticii^ the rural population retained its old status, and 
there was a danger that the C.A. might be made an e.xcU5e for forcing upon them 
municipal tlabilitics. 

This is an ingenious and plausible theory, but it is not wholly convincing, i have 
already pointed out the difficulty of believing that ‘Egyptians' were dediticii^ the change 
of status effected for metropolites by the Severan reforms is a pure hypothesis ; and the 
attempts of the mctmpoleis to force villagers into municipal magistracies and liturgies 
are amply explained by the economic crisis, as Severus* prohibitive constitution, cited 
on the side of the villagers, by a knowledge that exemptions from liturgical liabilities 
were continually infringed by hard-pressed metropoleis (witness the complaints of 
Antinottes on this score), and that villagers w'ere already quite sufficiently burdened fay 
their local obligations. It may, loo, well be asked how far the nome-inhabitants were 
during the third century turroy tum miAiTiRr/ianttii' (in Jones’s sense). They were by the 
constitution of Severus exempt from municipal magistracies and liturgies, and it was 
not till the beginning of the fourth century that the metropolis became in the proper 
serise a citntm or the nome territory its but nome and metropolis were ‘con¬ 
siderably mixed up’, the metropolites being responsible for much of the nome finance 
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and administration. Nor did the advocate of the villagers cite the C.A,: hi$ trump card 
was the constitution of Severus, fortified not by any enactment of Caracalla but by 
decisions of all subsequent prefects. 

The linguistic factor does not help in a decision. The word (on which see 
especially W. Ruppel in PMolo^Jts, utxxii, 1937, 268-313, 433-54: summary of con¬ 
clusions on pp. 453 f.) may well have either of the rival senses proposed by Jones and 
Segre. In the papyri it normally means the military or semi-military groups, or the 
Jewish community at Alexandria, but the sense ‘Stadtgemeinde’ which Jones’s view 
requires is seen in several inscriptions from various parts of the Hellenistic world cited 

by Ruppel on pp. 433 ff. 
In the matter of relevance to the context Segre’s theory seems to me to have the 

advantage. To stipulate when making a general grant of citizenship that existing 
attachments were not thereby affected—that the Roman remained a Roman, the 
Alexandrian an Alexandrian, and the Alexandrian Jew a member of his xoAtTtvfia—is 
a natural, perhaps even an essential, proviso; but to enact that persons hitherto 
excluded from citizenship of the various cities should ‘be enrolled in the local citizen 
registers’ is an independent measure, having no necessary connexion with the grant of 
Roman citizenship; and to insert this casually, as a kind of parenthesis, is a somewhat 
strange proceeding. This seems to me a grave objection to Jones’s Wew.' 

I come now to Segre’s last point, that the ‘Aurelii’ or new citizens under the C,A. 
■were citizens This, combined with his theory as to the meaning of iroAi- 
Tfu/ia, might account for the continued payment of poll-tax in Egypt after the C.A. and 
for the issue, even after this enactment, of diplomata honestae missionis in the old form. 
No doubt many of these veterans were barbarians who had been taken into the Roman 
army, but this is not obvious in some cases, e.g. CIL x. 3335 (a.d. 247), T. Flfavlo) 
1*. fil. Alexandro n(ationc) Ital(ico); CIL ill. p. 893 (a.d, 230), M. Aurelio Deciani fil(io) 
Deciano colonia Maluese ex Dacia. 

Segre’s view finds some support in P. Ryl. ii. 109 (a.d. 235), w-hcre .Aurelius Hermias, 
son of Ptolemy, is described as 'Pw/iaiof 

The question of the poll-ta.\ is, however, somewhat baffling. It w'ould be fairly easy 
to find a reasonable explanation if either poll-tax had ceased to be levied after the C,A. 

or were as w^ell attested after it as before, but the actual facts are less clear-cut. I called 
attention to them in a review^ of Mile Pn^ux’s Ostrata grecs . . . WHbour in JEA xxiii 
(1937), 135-7. I there suggested that the references to poH-tax after the C.A., which 
I cited, might perhaps be supplemented. I have not undertaken any fresh search for 
instances, but the following, repeated kom jfEA itXTii, are clear: SB. 5677 (uncertain 
locality. A.D. 222), (Sp.) t/S (i2 dr, was the privileged 
rate at Oxyrhynchus); P. Rosa.-Georg. v, 20, 5 (Heracleopolite nome, A.D. 223), 
(fWT avSpo The first of these pap^Ti is a tax-receipt, the second a return; 
the first is from a metropolis, the second from a village. These were the only direct 
references to poll-tax I found in my (not exhaustive) research in 1937. Later indirect 

* A funbcT (and fatal) objeetion to this view, si>/ar m if depends <mi th^ wrdi/tg re-itoratwn^ b 
pointed out to me by Mr. C. H. Roberts; the siipplement is oertAinlji tcfo long for the avaikbk apace. 
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references were P. Oxy. 1157, 14 f. (late third cent.)» TO i.’inuTQwiv 
suming that f, = Aaoj^/jo^ui), and such Implications of poll-tax as diro ywfiinffi&ti 

(e,g. PSl [64, 14, A.D, 287); hut it Vi'as justly remarked by a critic that such honorific 

descriptions of a privileged class may have outlasted the actual levying of poll-tax. 
S. L. Wallace in his Taxation in Egypt, p, 134, docs not add seriously to the above 

evidence. He refers to three receipts for later than A.D, 213; these, specified 

on P- 4^3. are SB. 5677 cited above, O. Thch. 86 (a,d. 213), O. Strass. iiS, I had 
disregarded O. Theb. 86, as this instance, so soon after the C,A., might be due to 
delay in adapting the local arrangements to the new stale of things; O. Strass. 118 was 

dated ‘Ende dcs 2. odcr Anfang des 3, Jahrh. n. Chr.’ by its editor, and I therefore took 
no notice of it. Wallace states that Tait would date this in Gordian*s reign; but 
on p. 413, note 86, he points out a difficult)', not, I think, serious. The fact that 
the tax-payer is an Aurelius puts the ostracon after the C.A. 

It is a poor harvest in all conscience. Thus we arc faced by the fact, on the one 
hand, that the CA. did not put an end to the payment of poll-tax in Egjpt, even by 

metropolites, on the other, that the abundant stream of poll-tax receipts suddenly 
dries up, and that it is hard to muster the scantiest band of references to this tax later 

than A.D. 212, What is the e.xplanation ? The increasing rehance on extraordinarv 
levies tike the annonoy which tended to encroach on all other forms of taxation and was 

eventually made by Diocletian the foundation of his fiscal reforms, might be alleged 
as a cause were the change more gradual, but it seems too sudden to be very satisfactorily 
explained in this ivay. 

This article has grown longer and more discursive than I intended it to be, and It 
may be useful to summarize my conclusions. 

(1) Seme’s suggestion that the ino yvfuwrmv class was coextensive with the privileged 
metropolites is certainly wrong; it was an elite within the main body but assessed at 
the same (reduced) rate for poll-tax. 

(2) It is not likely, despite one apparent piece of evidence, that there was a special 
owe yviamtwv class at Alexandria. 

(3) Segre's attempt to reverse Bickermann’s theory as to the nature of the ‘Egyptians’ 

does not seem to me successful. Metropolites and nomc-inhabitants, though assessed 
for poll-tax at different rates, were probably alike ‘Egv'ptians*. 

regard to the question whether ‘Eg^-ptians’ were 
dediticii. Personally I incline to doubt it, and my doubts have been strengthened by 
the considerations to which Last has called my attention. 

(s) The C.A. gave the citizenship to all the inhabitants of the empire, No restoration 
of the clause following the grant can as yet be regarded as established. As between 

Jong's and Segre’s theories, I am inclined, though not very decidedly, to prefer Segre’s; 

but it is not free from difficulties, and in particular I do not believe his suggestion that 

the excepting clause was designed to make possible the acquisition of citizenship bv the 
‘Egyptians’- 

(6) There is a good deal to be said for Segre’s view that the Aurelii were citizens sui 

generis, but it does not clear up the asyet unsolved problems of poll-tax in the third centur)% 
l! 



NUBIANS IN THE TOMB OF AMUNEDJEH 
FROM NOTES BY N. M. DAVIES 

The here (pL V) reproduced from Tomb No. 84 Thebes forms the counter¬ 
part of the Syrians studied in the last volume of the Journal (xxsti, 96-8) and occupies 
a similar position facing them on the same w^t wall, but to the south of the central 
door. Thus the two pictures balance one another, may be seen from Porter and 
Moss, Topogr. BibL i, 114 (4), previous publications have not been completely wanting, 
but those in works generally accessible amply justify the present repetition, where, 
moreover, the description will be more complete. The surface of the wall is in very bad 
condition. Fires in the tomb have burned the yellow to red, the blue to a slaty grey, 
while the blacks have disintegrated into a mere buff stain. Hence the colours noted 
are somewhat uncertain, and the outlines may in places be those of preliminary sketches. 

The large figure of Amunedjelj standing behind the Nubian tribute-bearers has been 
completely destroyed, so that only the latter remain to be considered. These are 
distributed in three registers, of the lowest of which but little remains. At the right 
end of all the registers are gifts piled on the ground, while bearers of other gifts advance 
in procession behind them. TTie hieroglyphic headings and shorter legends are in 
solid blue, and have been collated with the copies published by Sethe.‘ 

The TOP REGISTER bears the following words as descriptive tide 
Giving praise to the Lord of the Two Lands, smelling the earth before the Good God. Coming 

on the part of <the chieftains) of Yetr,* their tribute on their backs. Prescuting it to His Majesty. 

The pile of tribute at the beginning of this row comprises the remains of a large skin, 
a multi-coloured basket with red bags upon it, and another basket with red and black 
chequer containing a substance with red spots on the pink mass—possibly incense, 
which is represented in this way in the Punt scenes at Der el-Bahri. Next comes a 
green monkey with red face and white ruff seated on a tall red stool; the circle at the 
top of the stool is really the hollow at the edge of which the monkey sits, see the stool 
carried by the fourth man in the second register. 

All the men in the top register e.\cept the last have red bodies, but hair, dress, and 
other accoutrements differ considerably and must be separately described. The leader, 
who presents in either hand a giraffe’s tail (labelled simply 'tail'), is somewhat unusually 
outlined with white, has blue hair and a red sporran to his skirt. The man next him, 
with a white necWace around his neck, has black curls on a light red scalp; in one band 
he holds a long wand or staff originally black, but now buff-coloured with red marks, 
and with the other grasps a log of black ebony resting upon his shoulder. The third 

^ UrkUitdea^ iVp 947-50. 

* Thf tninslaticmi are contributed by the tampiltr of the«e notes. 

» A not ccrcainly identihed ncsbfl of Nubia or Ethiopia; see Cauthierp 114, where this 

example ii not quoted- 
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Nubian, wnth blue hair and white neck ornament, carries a tusk over his shoulder and a 
leopard (?) skin in the crook of his front arm; in the hand behind him he holds a tail. 
The centre of the register is occupied by a giraffe (legend, mitni ‘giraffe’) with a rope 
attached to one of the forelegs, and having on its back a blue or green monkey with 
red face; the body of the giraffe shows a yellow ground covered with red leaf-like spots. 
A giraffe also with monkey, but this time climbing up its neck, is the most con¬ 
spicuous feature in the corresponding scene in the tomb of Rekhmire* (No. ioo),‘ 
where also w'e find the monkey on the stool, and further the panther and cynocepbalous 
ape seen in our second register. Thus there can be no doubt that both registers in the 
tomb of Amunedjel? have been freely imitated from the tomb of Rekhmiret, though by 
an inferior artist. The man in charge of the giraffe has dark red curls on a light red 
ground, and again a tog of ebony over his shoulder. The fifth man resembles him in 
the latter respect, but carries a wand in the other hand; that it Is a wand and once was 
black is indicated by the legend ‘wand {tiste) of ebony’, with the same word that is 
applied to gold and silver-tipped wands in the tomb of Kenamun.- The last man in 
the register differs from the rest in that he probably had a black skin and that he wears 
a skirt, not of linen, but of bull’s hide with red markings on white; the black of the 
body has turned into yellow, but traces remain of the white outlines. This man bears 
a 'tair (top red, the rest black) in one hand, while with the other he holds two elephant 
tusks that rest on his shoulder, and from the ends of w'hich dangles a fox’s skin. 

Second ttEGisTER. The band of inscription at the top of the scene reads as follow's: 

How great is thy might, victorious king, sovereign beloved of Rff, He has placed the fear [of 
thec] in all lands, and dread of thee in all foreign countries. And Jo, we are beneath thy sandals. 

Here the tribute piled up at the right end is more extensive and better preserved. 
First there are tusks, ebony logs, and a basket of *ringg of gold’*—legend to be restored 
as further on. The substance to the extreme right at bottom is solid red, unlike that 
conjectured above to be incense which here recurs below the gold ingots and rings in 
the blue and red chequered basket at the top of the second row. Beneath this we see 
again the red substance on another chequered basket, and lastly six white sacks. 

As in the top register all the men except the last have red bodies, The first in the 
row has dark red curls on a light red scalp. He holds a chequer-patterned basket (blue 
and red on yellow) heaped with 'rings of gold', as the label describes them, and a skin 
bangs over his bent arm. The legend in front of him appears to read: ‘Chieftain(s) of 
the land of Nubia’s and must apply to all persons in the proce^ion. The second man, 
with blue hair, carries ostrich 'eggs’ in a blue and red chequered basket, and leads a 
peen monkey w'lth red hands, feet, and face, and standing on its hind-legs (legend gif 

'monkey'). Green also is the large c)mocephalous ape striding alongside of the third man, 
but restrained by means of a rope in the hand of the fourth. As in the tomb of Rekbmiref| 
the ap’s green locks are of thicker paint, this doubtless intended to give the effect 
of relief; feet, face, and hinder quarti^Me.^ed. The third man, dark red with blue 

a, pi. 6; l^YieSp Pa Set Vircy, Tamhemt de Rfkhnbzn^_ _ ^ _^__ 

Davin, Tanj^ o/ pi. Leps.^ Dcnkm. tii, 64^ a. 
The j of mifisiAg; for ti N^y ace Wb. llp 303P 8, 

Paintings from fJu tomb af Rekh-m-ri^^ pk. b, 7. 
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hair and ox-hide skirt, holds a basket with oval pieces of a light red substance probably 
described as nature of which has not been determined.' 
The man in charge of the ape carries for its use the stool with the hollow abeady 
commented on in connexion with the top register; this man has dark red curls. The 
fifth Nubian (blue hair) is heavily loaded w ith white tusks {ibw ‘b'ory’), a panther skin, 
and an apparently white wand. The next person, bearing a lai^e white sack on his 
shoulder, has red cork on a yellowish scalp which probably once was black. The very 
sketchily drawn last man, w’hose differently shaped hair is blue and the colour of whose 
flesh appears to have been light yellow—his skirt has a red tie hanging down in front— 
holds a long cord attached to the collar of a fine leopard {iby); on the yellow skin only 
the red spots have remained, the black spots usually surrounding these having perished. 

Third register, mostly destroyed. The words of the long descriptive legend are 
identical with those of the top register save for the concluding phrase, here replaced 
by They present ihclr children,.. At the right end are the remains of leopard skins, 
labelled ‘leopards’, and beside them on the left a basket "with ‘gold rings’ and below it 
a basket of the same pink and red substance as was noted in the two top registers and is 
seen again at the opposite end of this one. The men in this row again have a compre¬ 
hensive label, here reading: 

Coming of the chieftains of Miu with their tribute. 

Miu is an often named region of Nubia or the Sudan that cannot be exactly located. 
The first chieftain kneels with hands uplifted in adoration, and behind him was another 
also kneeling, but with a basket of gold rings in the similarly uplifted hands. Further 
along a man advances with an ebony log, and then another bringing what looks singularly 
like the upper part of a harp, though such an object would be most unusual amid tribute 
of the South. Here again blue hair is the rule, but that of the man with the log is 
reddish. 

Not reproduced In the plate are the vertical lines of large hlcrogh'phs w'hich border 
the scene on the left and accompanied the large figure of .4munedjeh. This is the 
translation of the text given by Sethe: 

Bringing forward the wondrous products of vile Cush, of gold, ivory, ebony, and [all manner of] 
precious stones (by the chieftains of every land (?). They say: How great is thy] might, [O victorious 

king, beloved of Amen R(?t (?)* who set] thee upon the throne of Atum; he delivered over all lands 

and all countries to the place where thou art, and they enter to Thy Majesty with their tribute of the 
beginning of the year, and say . , . Menkhcpcrrct (i.e. Tuthmosis III). , . . 

This inscription shows that the designer of this scene had an annual tribute in mind- 

* For not elsewbcrc apparently m scenes, see Ji» 132^ 4» where the words ‘{mii ruler FarbeV)* are 

added, thdLi|j[h die references mcnlkm no pbec where colour could have been seen. Doubtless to be diatin- 

fished from [mml ^red jasper'^ Sethe (op. dt. iVj. 949) has mi^redd ihh name as that of the ape (^Jiy). 

* Sethe curioualy rrttores ir tifr between AffA’in and which, ss of course he knew a$ well as 

any onen is contrary to the usual law of word-order. How the space is to bt edtplained is uncertain—hardly by 

a feather on the head of the man below—but we may be confident that no word or words have been lost. 

* Resiored from the hi?fldin|f over the top register. 
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A BILINGUAL DEDICATION FROM ALEXANDRIA 
By MARCUS N. TOD 

Captoin D. W. Stather Hunt wrote to me from the Head-quarters of 
e W^tem Desert force, telling me ol a bilingual inscription which he had seen in 

Alexandria and suggesting that, as he himself was likely for some time to lack both the 
leisure and the brmks needed for its adequate study, I should publish it on the basis of 

kttef'"Thr^r^'t d*" descnptbn and notes contained in his 
letter. The text, 1 find, has been repeatedly published; nevertheless, in view of its 
interest, its perfect pr^n-ation, and the fact that no previous publication gives even a 

si^Ie of rt. I reproduce here (pi VI, top) the photograph supplied to cfptain Hunt 
by the courtesy of Messrs, Horowitz, jewellers, of Alexandria, in whose custody the 

available information about ita discovciy. To theii and to Captain 
Hunt rny than^ are due for a targe part of what foDows. ^ 

The inscription is on an oblong leaf of gold (pure gold, according to Mr. Horowitz) 
measuring 11^5 x 3*3 cm., and consists of three lines of Greek followed b^^o o; 
hieroglyphs. The average height of the Greek letters is 0-3 to 0-35 cm., of te lLZ 

bifrfthel^. ^ instrument on the 

The Greek text runs thus; 

ZufidiTiSos <Jc>ai 7(F<t>aQr 

Ktt* ^(tat^ws rijo^^uiMv Mu 

Apmvmjs 6€tuy ^^tXamiTOpdiiy, 

To the fault of the engraver are due the substitution of ym' for -ca/ and the _r 
the accond . of ^ in 1.,. Tha writing aa a wheJe isTomLra'^”17 
1« j. « matkadly amalier than the other fcttom, /J are ligatured in 1. , L /df in |T 

The plaque was discovered in 1885 by the architect and contractor M G LumbrL 
m the course of excavations made in connexion with the reconstruction of L 
and IS now the property^ of his son. It was hidden in a cavity under one of the com ' 
a^ca of a Greeo-Egyptian building, no doubt a temple, wtr™ * hroThm 
plaqi^-of a,her bronze, and greenish porceiain reapeaively-bearing the ale In 
scnption; these other three were in a poor state of DresJ^rt>t;,x„ ^ me same m- 

aubaequently loat.. The fe. actounrof rdllovTand^"^^^^^ 
appeared in an article dated July 6, 1885 {Rec. Trav m 140 fV bv C M 

conclude that the temple in q^rion „aa ‘dedicated to’ f^rii^if toiL^?„d°'o"he 
rivo Wur goda, by the two goda Philometor, King Ptolemy It aid Queen L“«' 
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On this edition were based the observations of A. Wiedemann (PMhIogus, xLVii, 345), 
N^routsos-Bey {L’ancienne Alexandrie, 21 f,), who accidentally amitted from the text 
the words Utin^ptnv and mistakenly asserted that Maspero attributed the dedication 
to Ptolemy V and Arsboe, and H. Brugseh (Thesaurus Insariptionum Aegyptiacarutfi, v, 
917)1 who speaks of the plaque as found ‘in the foundations of an ancient temple close to 
the modem Bourse’. In 1895 J. P. Mahaffy gave an account (The Empire of ike Ptolemies, 
73 f.), derived directly from M. Lumbroso, of the place and circumstances of the dis¬ 
covery, together with a transcript of the Greek inscription made by M. Wilbour; he 
could neither see the plaque itself, 'which is now, I hear, in Paris’, nor secure a photo¬ 
graph of it. He corrected the interpretation given by Maspero, pointing out that the 
phrase iTwnJpwv relates to Sarapis and Isis, not to Ptolemy I Soter and Berenice I,‘ 
and that the Ptolemy and Arsboe of 11. z, 3 were Ptolemy IV Philopator and Arsinoe 
III j but he mistakenly attributed to Maspero the view that our inscription contains ‘the 
dedication of the temple to Sarapis by the first Ptolemy’. Two years later M. L. St rack 
republished the Greek text (Die D}'nastie der Piolemdert 239, No. 66), which, he said, 
had been ‘offered to the Louvre for purchase, according to a statement of Botti b the 
Pivisia egiziana of November, 1S94’. Still more recently the inscription has appeared in 
F. Preisigke’s Sammelbueh, 2136, as ‘found on the site of the old temple of Serapis’, with 
a translation^ by Spiegel berg of the hieroglyphic text, and in H. Gauthier, Le Uvre des 
rots d'Egypte, iv, 271, No. xxxiii. 

The place of discovery leaves us in no doubt that the four plaques, of 'which that 
before ua is the sole survivor, formed the foundation-deposit of some building. That 
may have been the celebrated Sarapeum,* but this seems improbable since the accession 
of Ptolemy IV falls in 222 b.c. whereas the foundation of the temple is assigned to 
Ptolemy I or even to Alexander the Great and the chronographeis date the coming of 
Sarapis from Smope to Alexandria b 286 B.c. Nevertheless, the site on which the 
plaque came to light, reported to Captain Hunt by the discoverer's son to be that of the 
Cercle Mohammed Ali and Cook’s Office in the Rue Rosette, recently renamed the Rue 
Fouad, is usually held to be, or at least to lie close to, that of the Sarapeum, so that 
Captain Hunt’s conjecture that the plaque commemorates the construction and dedica¬ 
tion of some part of the imposing complex which formed the Sarapeum, perhaps the 
‘Daughter Library’ Ijing withm the temple-precinct,* though incapable of demonstra¬ 
tion, demands careful consideration, even though Tzetzes assigns the foundation of the 
'Daughter Library' to Ptolemy II Philadelphus, In his discussion of the large and 

« The phrase flwl i* frequently used denote Piolemy 1 and Berenice I, e.g, in Samjwihueti, 

6z6i.7, 17,6*83 fl 4. iS. 6 8.6sB6.i. 6*87.2,6289.2,7i7i-55> 37,7f88.2, but if this Were ta reference here the 
conjunednn itof would be added after For examples of the use of fitat in relstion to Sarapis 

and see below. 
^ Thh njnsT 'CchSrig dem OslrW-Hapi und tier Uh, den Gotter-Rettem, und dtm von Ober- itnd 

Untenw^ypeen FtuJmifl, ewSg lebend, von Isis gdiebt, und dcr FQratin Aninn, den beiden ^’^terlicbenden 
CfiltemV A translation by i^ofessor Baltkcarnbe Cuim will be found at the close of this article. Preiaigkc 
mistakenly aaserts ihal the hieitiglyphjc imeripticn stands above the Greek. 

J See A. Calderini, Dizittnarti^ dti n&mgtografid* ff-j a of ancient references to 

the Sarapeum and a bibLiDgraphy of modem discussions of it, 
* Sec Caldeiifti, op. cit+i t4Js E. Breccia> od Oalatzko m Pauly-Wissowa, Rfo!- 

fticydopddti, till 410 h 
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varied foundation deposits found in the Great Temenos at Naucratis, Professor W. M. 
Flinders Petrie, besides mentioning the present example and ‘a literary record of a 
foundation deposit by Amenhotep III, when he placed a stone with the cycle of the 
twelve Theban gods engraved on it, beneath a temple at Thebes', cites a gold plate 
found between two vitrified opaque tiles, blue and green, in the ruins of Canopus and 
sent in iSiS by Mehemet Ali to Sir Sydney Smith; it bore the inscription 
nroXfimlos nroXfiiiuoti tttu 'Apmy^s 9fi^v #rai jSa<h^i»ou Btpevuttf ^ aSc^ Kid 
TO rifuvos ’Otrtpei, recording the foundation of a precinct sacred to Osiris by Ptolemy III 

Euergetes (247-222 B,C.). • 
The closest parallels I have found to the formula of our inscription are a dedication 

from Alexandria, *Ynfp nnXffimov ital («V) Bfmtf (Pdermnopatv 
iTnpiiicSi K<H '/mSi /l«ia«TWf {Sammelhucfi, 597), and another 
from Philae, 'Yrtip iwl ;3d<7iA«nn7r 'Afiaa>^s Sewv Jrtii TlTtiAietuutiH 

Tui* iPtwi (u^TOw Eafiiin& VenS* S^uirripm iTwK/wn)? ’j4TOAAo&i;f»u Aofif/wj {OGI 87). Another 
inscription from Philae opens with the phrase [J7]a^ni[St fleets ii’cirijpabJk (Saiumel- 
bu£h, 4076), and a third-century votive from Abu-el-Matamir runs Zopd^tSi ^ttuniao^ ‘/criSi 
’A^po&irrii fleoiT lo/r^pei xai HoXv^fnot^ Nittay4paf ’ApumviKov ’AXf^aiSptik {SommeIbuch, 5S63). 
We also possess a dedication by five Alexandrians inrip ^*Xao5 nrQ\epaa»i ^aotAHwijs 
‘Apaavtif 9twv *Pd^Ttptiiv (sic) lAtpdirt&i VmSi (Strack, op. cit.. 237, No. 55), one by an 
Acamanian ^aatXt i riToXep^aiitK ko! ^SowAumnji Apmv^ji Stoif 0tXo7ntTQp<ti <0* .^otpttiTtSi #Hii laiSi 

{0GI 82), and a third by an ■mSi' kOito NawwpaTH' set up [forep jSJmTitA/wy nnAfpmoi/ 
flt[ou pJtyaAou ^friAoiraTOpor ZlinTjpor kb* Nuerfifi^v *fai v!o» /7TOA*f«iij[tp] 'Itrt&i Sapdm&i 

{OGI 89), but in these Sarapis and Isis lack the title Otoi Sarr^pts.^ 
Professor Battiacombe Gunn, to whom I submitted the photograph, kindly sends me 

the revised copy of the hieroglyphic text reproduced below, together with the following 
notes and translation. 

'My copy of the hieroglyphic text, made from Mr. Tod's photograph, differs in details 
from those of Maspero {Rec. Trav., vii, 141), Brugsch {Thesaurus, 917), and Gauthier 

(LiVe des Rois, iv, 271). 

e 

Notes 

a. M., B., G. but 1 seems clear on photograph. 
M. {jjtrwi mji/w/p as though — 6€uv wepyenSic); f|f| rightly B. (without com¬ 

ment) and G. (emending M.*s copy from Greek text). 
» Kaukratu, I, ja; cf. W. H. D. Rouse, Cretk Volivt Offeringt, 78. 
* As 1 pointed out in 3EG vitt, 364, the dediation SiluTTpai-ot At^v^thfotis Kvi&ios flEOtf Ztur^ptji to<p 

T*uv wXwiitipmiw(St»nmefbueh, 7332) is not an extant ioKdpnon.but that which u alleged by Lucian (,Qut»nodo 
hittoria iotiieribtHtia lit, 6x) to have been engraved on the Alexandiian Fhaitia by its architect. Dedications 
Addressed flrotf i^uirypm recur in Roman Imperial times {Sammilbuch, 1013, ArtAiv, ll, 436, No. 32). 
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c. Looks in photograph like but either is or is meant for given by M., B„ G, 
d. So photograph and G,; M,, B. wrongly 
e. So M., B., G., doubtless rightly; not dear on photograph. 
My translation is: 
“It belongs to Osiris-Apis and Isis, the two saviour-gods, and the King of Upper and 

Lower Egypt Ptolcmalos, ever-living,* beloved of Isis, and Queen Arsinoe, the two 
father-loving gods.” 

This agrees substantially with the translation of Spiegelberg ap. Preisigke, Samm^lb., 
No. 2136.’ 

* For the Ptolcnri&ic period a better translation than -may he live for everl* since rn^ iff tramlated oZoivp- 

art the Rcflfitta Stone {Gfc teittp 4p 8p gp 3^p 38, 4g> and in Hcrmaplon's tramlations of obelisk texts (ed. 

Ermanp a56p 261, 263), showing that Wa* taken in late timeSp as by Egyptologists foimeriy, to be a 

participle. 
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AN OCCURRENCE OF IRON IN THE FOURTH 
DYNASTY 

By DOWS DUNHAM W ^VILLIAM J. VOUNG 

In Prof. G. A. Reisner’s report on his excavations at the Third Pyramid' the diarv 
enm' for July 19, 1908, reads in part as follows: ‘On the southern side of this room 

[room 8 in the Valley Temple], about the middle, in debris resting on the dividing 
wall, about 40 cm, above the floor, was a decayed shallow pan of copper upside down 
(pi. 61, e, f). On removing this, a deposit (oft-y-jo) was found of copper and stone 
vessels, together tviih a fine flint wand inscribed with the names of Cheops, and a 
mass of yellow coloring matter. Underneath were traces of decayed wood, and an 
oxidized red mineral not unlike iron rust; probably red oxide of copper (it was not 

attracted by a magnet). These had evidently been in the pan which, with its contents, 
had been throwm out of the room (8) by plunderers and had fallen upside down. 

The objects included the wand, two model basins of slate,‘bne of haematite, and one 
of crystal, a model ^^ase of alabaster and one of slate, a model Ae^-vase of copper, 
two model shoulder jars of copper, and a stack of six model basins of copper (o8-7“3i 
to 08-7-44). * 

The flint wand {pH-kf) referred to is in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston (No. 11.765), 
and was bng disfigured by a reddish-brown scaley deposit which partially obscured 
the fine incised inscription giving the names of Cheops.^ This deposit has recently 

been removed and subjected to chemical and spectrographic analysis by Mr. W, j. 
Young of the museum staff. He soon obtained evidence that the material in question 

was iron and, having in mind G. A. Wainwright’s studies on the occurrence of this 
metal in Egypt,^ 1 then asked him to tryvand determine w hether or not it was of meteoric 

origin. The specimen available was minute, and the spectrographic method alone 
was practicable, but the definitely negative r^ults obtained in the attempt to identify 

nickel in two spearograms lead to the conclusion that the metal is non-meteoric. 

The association of the substance int (iron) with the ceremony of ‘opening the 

mouth*, to which Wainwright calls attention,** is interestingly confirmed by this occurs 

fence of iron ivith a ‘magical set’ and a pii-kf of the Fourth Dynasty. It seems clear 

that the set found by Reisner originally included an implement, or perhaps a block, 
of this metal, and that it was not of meteoric origin. 

I append Mr. Young’s report on his investigations of this sample, together with 
a photograph (pi. vi, bottom) of the second spectrogram referred to by him. 

‘ C. A- Betsner, Myctrimut London, Humphry Milford, 1931, p. 36, 
* Op. «it., pi. 63, ». 
> C. A. WftinwRght, Inn in ^'pt, xixJEA xviti, 3. 
* Ibid., 6 ff. 

1 
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Report on Iron Deposit on Flint Wand from the Mycerinus Valley Temple 

A deposit which was found on a flint waitd e^tcavated at the site of the Temple of 

Mycerinus at Giza was submitted for chemical analysis. 
A small fragment of the deposit was taken and a microchcmical test for iron made 

by the ferrocyanide method. This proved to be positive. 
The remainder of the deposit was removed from the wand and submitted to a 

spectrographic analysis in order to ascertain if the element nickel was present. Two 
spectrographically pure carbons were prepared and used as electrodes. The lower 

positive (+) electrode was drilled and the deposit embedded in it. This was exposed 

for 20 seconds in a 220-volt direct current arc. From the spectrogram strong iron 

lines were noted, and very weak copper lines at wave-lengths of 3^47 3^74 
Angstroms, No trace of nickel could be found in the spectrogram. The remains 

of this deposit were then removed from the lower electrode and w'ere found to be 

magnetic. 
In order to obtain a more simplified spectrum two spectrographically pure copper 

electrodes were prepared. The positive (+) electrode was drilled and the sample 

embedded in it and exposed for 64 seconds. Nickel was again sought for, but w'as 

found to be absent. 
The oxidized red mineAl which Dr. Rcisner refers to in the passage quoted above 

by Mr, Dunham must have been the iron in its ferric state, which is not magnetic. 
\^en ferric oxide is subjected to very' high temperature it is converted into ferrous 

oxide, which is magnetic. This explains why the sample, after being removed from 

the bored electrode of the carbon arc in the above spectrographic analysis, was readily 

attracted by a magnet. 
As meteoric iron invariably contains a fairly high percentage of nickel, and as any 

evidence of nickel was absent in the spectrograms, it must be assumed that the iron 

was not of meteoric origin. 
The weak copper lines observed in the first spectrogram were due, in all probability, 

to the presence of the oxidized copper pan under ’which the w'and was found. The 

wooden covering protected (to a degree) the iron deposit on the wand from greater 

contamination by the copper. 
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NORMAN DE GARIS DAVIES 
By ALAN H. GARDINER 

English Egj’ptology, which has sustained such heavy tosses during the last few years, 

received yet another irreparable blow in the death of Norman de Gaiis Davies on 
November 5, 1941. To his many friends his sudden passing, characteristically the 

result of over-strenuous activity in his garden, came as a most unexpected shock; it 
seemed impossible that so vivid and lovable a personality could thus without warning 

be tom from our midst. Small of stature, but great of heart; apt to be contrary of 

speech, but in action invariably kind and compliant—these characters, together with 
a boundless vitality and an irrepressible humour, were so marked that the image of 
him will remain more living than that of other men. Two recollections of his tireless 

energy stand fonh particularly clearly. First, one of him, not more than four years 
ago, tennis racket in hand, eye-shade askew on his brow, prowling around on the 

hottest of summer dap in search of some youthful combatant whom he had not 

already tired out. And then again on an equally hot day, his arrival by bicycle after 
a ride of nearly sLvty miles, when only with difliculty could he be restrained from 

continuing for another forty—this at the age of seventy-threel As a summer guest 

he was ready for all fun, throwing into it the same zest that he gave to more serious 

avocations. The thought of the latter carries my mind back to many w-ecks spent 
in his hospitable house in the midst of the Theban tombs. Here life was always 

strenuous, full dap of industrious recording shared equally by husband and wife. 
Absorbed as he was in his own undertakings, he was never too busy (though perhaps 

with a few mildly blustering complaints, not seriously meant) to lend a generous hand 
to the work of myself and others. Lastly, his superabundant humour. At the end of 

the last war a prominent German Egyptologist, with whom Davies had been on 

exceptionally friendly terms, wrote to various English colleagues calling upon them 

to repudiate the charges of war-guilt on pain of a complete rupture. Some of us were 
ill advised enough to answer seriously; Norman merely sent back a drawing of him¬ 

self squatting on the ground and pulling the petals from a daisy with the w'ords, 
*Er liebt mich’, 'Er liebt mich nicht*. A reply w'hich worked like magic. 

From personal memories I must turn to the facts of his career. Bom on September 

Jiis father was the Rev, J. D. Davies, while his mother belonged to the old 
Guernsey family of de Garis. In iS8g he w'cnt to Glasgow University with a scholar¬ 

ship from the foundation of Dr. William’s Library in Gordon Square, London. After 

taking his M„\. and B-D, degrees he passed on with a post-graduate scholarship to 

Marburg University. Returning thence he took up work at a Congregational Church 

at Ashton-under-Lync. Here he became acquainted with Miss Kate Bradbury, latter 

to become the first wife of F. LI. Griffith, For her gifts and character he conceived 
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a great admiration, and by her influence became interested in Egj'ptology, though 

some years were to pass before he adopted it as his career. From Lancashire he went 

to Australia, there to assist Dr. Strong, who was in chaise of the Unitarian Church 
in Melbourne. Here he received through Miss Bradbury an invitation, which he 
accepted, to join Flinders Petrie in Egypt. It w^as primarily as a copyist of sculptures 

and paintings that he sought to qualify, and this remained his principal function 

thenceforward. But in course of time he acquired a profound knowledge of Egyptian 

archaeology, to which was gradually added a competent familiarity with the language 
of the hieroglyphs. These accomplishments, coupled with a facile, though unequal, 

pen which at times could rise to a considerable literary level, give to his commentaries 

on the tombs he published a quality hitherto unsurpassed and likely to remain so. 

From the work with Petrie at Denderah (i8gS) he turned to singte“handed labour 

on behalf of the Archaeological Survey' of our Society, and most of the twelve volumes 

thus produced represent self-sacrificing drudgery on remote sites where he could 

but seldom meet with any of his kind. Thus it is that he has preserved for us a full 
record of the tombs of Sheikh Said (1901), of Der el-Gebrawi (190a), and above all 

of £]-^Amamah (1903-8). The last-named achievement won for him the Leibniz 

medal of the Prussian Academy of Science, rarefy accorded to a foreigner. For one 

season (1906-7) he accompani^ Breasted on his estpedition to Nubia, and between 

whiles he assisted Dr, Reisner at the Pyramids, a co-operation which he always re¬ 

called with great pleasure. After his marriage to Miss Anna M. Cummings in 19^7 
settled down to epigraphic work at Thebes on behalf of the Metropolitan Museum of 

Art in New York, in the service of w hich the rest of his life was spent. He was excep¬ 

tionally fortunate in that his marriage brought him a talented partner who, though 

often working separately, also frequently assisted him and received assistance from him 

in turn. Thus originated the magnificent volumes of the Tytus series and of the 

M.M.A,, and to him is due at least some part in my own humbler Theban Tombs 

Series. Alas that he should have died before all his achievement had seen the light 1 
Many records which he accounted among his best still await publication, and it is 

devoutly to be hoped that those who commanded his tireless activity wrill speedily 

set this indispensable coping-stone upon his life’s work. 
The years will only enhance the importance of that work, for whereas pure scholar¬ 

ship dates rapidly, faithful copies grow in value according as d^truction exacts its 

relentless toll. It is comforting to know that Davies received some measure of recogni¬ 

tion during his lifetime; in 1928 he was made a member of the Archaeological Institute 

of the German Reich, while the University of Oxford conferred upon him an Honorary 

M.A. degree. 
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J, D. S. PENDLEBURY' 
By S. R. K. GLANVILLE 

All who knew John Pendlebuty jtiu$i have taken it for granted that he w^ould be in the thick of the 

fight during the Battle of Crete. When^ after the evacuation^ no news of him was heard from Eg^pt, 
and it was learnt that a number of our troops were still holding out in the mountains, there seemed 

every justification for hoping that PendJebury was amongst them, for there can have been few^i even 

of the Cretans, who knew the country so intimately^ But the hope proved fabe; in November he was 
reported as ^killed in action^ on or about May 24^ 1941. Me was in his thirty-seventh year, hia 

scientific reputation fintdy establishedv and fully equipped to make an outstanding contribution to 
archaeology had he lived longer. Even so, he has left, in the twelve years of work allowed to him 
after coming down from Cambridge^ permanent records of first-class field work in Crete and Egypt, 

as w'ell as more general publicationsp two at least of which are likely to remain standard for his 
generation. The vibrant humanity, by virtue of which he achieved so much in so short a ume^ has 

found 30 occasional echo in his own writings, though its impulse has been more widely dispersed 

among those who knew him* both within and without his profession, than hia writings are ever 
likely to be. Members of our Society will therefore wish that any tribute to one who served its 

interests with such devotion as a scientist should also be a permanent memorva], however inadequate, 
of the maii> 

John Devitt Stringfellow Pendleburywas bom in London on October ta, 1904. He was the only 
surviving child of his parents, Herbert Stringfellow Pendlebury and LULin Dorothea Devitt. He 

was sent to Winchester in May igiS. Of his time there his former housemaster writes: 

*John Pendlebury^'s years at Winchester, May 191S to July 1923* leave a very clear remembrance of 
aJJ-rourtd vigour. It ts com|mativdy rare for hoj-s at that age to make their mark in moie than one or two 
directions; but it was charactcnstic of John from the start that he went 'all aut** at everything. He gave an 
impression of energy directed at each objective in rum; but an encigy always under the control of mtncL 

Vim temperatam dl quoque provehunt 
In irtajua. 

*The fact is he had a keen sense of the \-alue of right technique; and his successes, whether athletic or 
intellectual, w hether as a small boy in gymnasium or as head of his house in his last year, were due as much 
to thoroughness of method as to sheer determination to succeed. Watching turn with others in all normal 
activities, nobody would have guessed that he hod lost the sight of an eye. But k wits his dose application to 
detail that enabled him, for instance, to take catches on the boundary with the same certainty with which he 
cleared hurdles or the high jump bar. It was this, too, that gave distmetion to his intellectuai interests at an 
early stage of his development. He vraa not in the stricteat sense a classical scholar, though he arriv^ at 
Cambridge with an exhibkion; but it was always the life and the arts buried in successive strata of ancient 
civilizations which attracted him most; and the excellent essay which won him the Leslie Hunter PfiK 
confirmed the rightness of his choioc. tlow^ richly early promise was fulfilled in later years k for others to 
relate; but in Winchester records there can have been few whose Hfe work in any academic field has reached 
and maintained a higher level of public distinction.'^ 

* It 13 much regretted that owing to the many eLaitm on our limited space it hit$ been found necessary to use 
smaller type for this memoir on our distinguished and deeply regretted former cKcavaior.^-Q). 

^ Omtefui acknowledgement is made of the help given to the writer by Mis, Pendlcbury and Ml H. S. 
Pendlcbury, and by a number of John Pendlcbury's friends. Among the latter espedal ihanks arc due to the 
Rev. F, P* David, his housennisler at Wincheiter, and lo Mr. P. J. Dixon, who has contributed paragraphs three 
and four below as they stand. 
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His mother died while he was still at school, and father and son were drawn Into a mutual devotion 

which was one of the main sources of John Pendlebur^ 'a strength during the remainder of his life. 

In 1923 Pendlebury went up to Pembroke College, Cambridge, with a dual object—to perfect the 

classical knowledge required for hU destined career of archarologist and to equal the University 
record for the high jump. He ^ined a First Class in Part II of the classical tripos, with distinction 

in Archaeology, and jumped six feet against Oxfurdn His intellectual and athletic prowess found a 

natural fusion in the evocation of the Heroic Age: at Cambridge, tvhile reading the classical authors 
and laying the foundatjons of his excellent knowledge of the archaeology' of the Classical Age, it w'as to 

Homer and the great field of pre-Hellenic archaeology that he was instinctively drat™* His tempera¬ 
ment was romantic as well as epic, and side by side with Scbhemannj Maurice Hewlett's Forest 

Levers had its place on his shelves. His love of medieval romanticism found expression In a private 

society which he created at Pembroke and named 'The joyouse companie of Saint PoP, It held 
regular meetings under a rule of chivalry drawn up and administered by Pendlebury* 

Pendlebury^ paid his first visit to the Aegaean during an Easter vacation while sdll at Winchester. 

In the autumn of 1927 he travelled through the Balkans and Constantinople as Cambridge Univer- 
sit)' student of the British School of Archaeology at Athens. After making the routine tours In the 

Greek mainland he set his sails for Crete, and was at once recognized by Sir Arthur Evans, then at 
the consummation of his Cnossian reign, as the heir apparent to the archaeological kingdom of Crete. 

It w'as in Crete, where he lived and died, that much of his beat work was done and written and where 
his namCj already a password, will assuredly take its place in the sagas of that heroic folk. 

The next two years were full of de%^eiopment and decided the main lines of Pendlebury"s life and 
work up to the outbreak of the present war. In 1928 he marrJed Miss Hilda White, a fellow student 
of the British School in Athen$, and from then onwards much of his output, whether written or in 

the fields was a joint undertaking by them both. She shared with him the authorship of two reports 

on their work in Crete^ and a^bted him Ln all his excavations in the Aegaean and in Egypt until the 

last t^vo or three years before the war, when the care of their two children required her to stay at 

home. 
Pendlebury had spent the spring of 1928 digging with Heufticy in Macedonkp and in October of 

that year paid his first visit to Egypt on joining the Egypt Exploration Society's staff at Arman t under 

Dr. Frankfort. In the second half of the season Frankfort re-opened the Society's work at Tell el- 
^Amamah and Pendlebury went with him. The spell w'hich tliat place casts on aU who have lived 

there held him from the first, and when to his delighted surprise he found himself appointed in 1930 
to direct the Societ)''s excavations there, he brought to the wort not only the scientific enthusiasm of 

the young scholar but an imaginative and almost reverential devotion. 

In the meantime, between his first and second visits to Tell el-^Amamah, he had been appointed 

Curator of Knoasos and had published his first book, Aegyptfuca, a catalogue of Egyptian objects 
found in the Aegaean area (exclusive of Rhodes). The need of such a catelugue had been long felt, 
and the book received a number of distinguished reviews on the Continent, in which minor criti¬ 

cisms ser^'cd only to emphasire their authors'judgement that here tvas a standard work; and such it 

has remained. It was closely followed by an article In the Journal^ in which Pendlebury' sketched 
some of the historical implications of the material assembled in his Catalogue. 

Thus both in his appointmeitts in the field and in hU writing his dual but indivisible interest in 
Egypt and Crete was already clearly Indicated. He was determined to desert neither country' for the 

other; and until the Society felt compelled to close down its expedition to Tdl el-^Amarnah at the end 

^ Tiw PT^iop€^!atm^ at Knoss&s in the Annual oj ihf British School at Atfs^ns^ No. XXX, 
30, and (with M. B. Mnnty-Coum) Kveavations in the Plain cf Lmrthi /, 77ie Cate of Trape^sa, op. cir, No. 
XXXVI, i9j6* 

* Egypt and the Aegas&n m the lau Bronze Age, xvi (19J0), 75-92. 
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of 1936, Pendlebuty contmued every year to spend the Egyptian excavation season at ^Amamah and 
a part of the remainder of the year, either digging, or on archaeologi^ reconnaissance, in Crete. 

The results of Pcndlebuty's seven years* direction of the Society’s work at Tell cl-tAmarnah are 

familiar to members from his annua] reports in the Journal.^ I'hc second volume of Tht City f}f 
Akhenaten appeared in 1933 under the joint authorship of Frankfort and himself t but for the war, 

the final volume, for which he had completed his material, w'ould now be available, and the defini¬ 

tive publication of the Society’s excavations on the site be complete. When he relinquished the 
concession in 1937, in spite of his own ardent desire to continue digging until the site was cleared, he 
had laid bare the essential features of Akhenaten's capital. 

Two years remained for increased activity in Crete. He had published his Hantlbwk to the Palace 
of Minos in 1933. Two reports of excavations in the island have already been referred to. In 1939 he 
brought out The Archaeob^y of Crete., which is likely to be the chief witness to his scientific reputa¬ 

tion in years to come. It was a remarkable achievement, more especially when it is remembered that 
Pendlebury never took a season off from field wrork, and w'as concurrently occupied wirh the pre¬ 
paration of Egyptian material for publication. 

At the end of July 1939 he returned from Crete on the completion of bis dig at Karphi Lasithi. He 

was placed on die list of the Reserve of Officera in August and was called up in December for pre¬ 
liminary training before going into the Intelligence Corps. After a four months* Cai-alry Course 

at Weedon (in which he was in his element), he summoned to the W*ar Office and in less than 
3 month had left by air for Crete to take up the post of British Vice-Consul at Candia. On the out¬ 

break of war between Greece and Italy he reverted to military rank as Captain on the General Staff 
(18th Infantry Brigade). It is reported that, as Liaison Officer with the Cretan troops, he had already 
done gallant work in destroying the first sivarm of parachutists which descended on Candia before he 
was killed a few days later. 

John Pendlebury had a singularly sclf-consbtent character and t he picture of him at Cambridge in 
an earlier paragraph is precisely true of ten years later. Chii'alry and romanticism were of hU essence. 

Those who knew him w'ell could instance a hundred examples of these qualities. To them were 

added a fine mind, a splendid physique, a capacity for hard, swift, and concentrated w'ork, and a 
power of self-discipline. He could do with less sleep than most of his contemporanes, as he could 

outwalk almost all. The combination of these qualities enabled him on the one hand to produce the 

remarkable output of work here recorded, which had placed him among the leading archaeologists 

of his day at the age of thirty-five; on the other to find time for re]a.xation of all kinds, above all 

in the enjoyment of his friends. Among them, as in his w'ork, he was felt to be a leader—not by 
reason of any wish on his part to dominate, but from the sheer colour of his personality and sn 

inexhaustible zest for life. But for him it had to be a full life, li%^d according to the rules of chivalry; 
and the greatest of these he fulfilled by his death in Crete. 

' In ro35 he publuhed Tfll-el^Amorjia, an admirable account, written for the genen] reader, of the history 
of the place under the Atenist regime, for which he drew upon all the evidence availabtc at that date. 
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS 

Notes on Seag^oing Ships 

Ls his paper on 'Egyptian Seagoing Ships' {JBA xjnri, 3-9), Mr. Faulkner saya that on the voyages 
to Pi.venct in the XVIIIth dynasty 'there was no question as so the Old Kingdom of building ships 

on the shores of the Red Sea; the vessels started direct from 'I'hebes and reached the Red Sea by a 
canal through the Wadi Tumilat’. Faulkner gives as his authority for this statement *Breasted, 

Hiitory, 276’, and here the Chicago Professor asserted that 'this canal, as the reader will recall 

(see p* iSS) was already in regular use in the Middle Kingdom'. On turning to Breasted's own 
reference I find that he says This Suez region and likewise the Gulf of Suez were already connected 

A^ith the eastern arm of the Nile by a canal, the earliest known connection between the Mediter¬ 
ranean and the Red Sea.' No authoriQr is there given for this statement, but in Ancient Rcc^rds^ ii, 

103, Breasted refers to Strabo, xvii, i, 26, where the Greek geographer says that the canal from the 

Kile to the Red Sea was 'first cut by Scsostris before Trojan times'', adding immediately, ‘according 

to other w riters by [Necho, Herodotus ll, 158,] the son of Psammetichus, who only began the work, 
and aftenvards died; lastly Darius the First succeeded to the completion of the undertaking, but 
desisted from continuing the work, when it was nearly finished, influenced by the erroneous opinion 
that the level of the Red Sea was higher than Egypt, and that if the whole of the inten'ening isthmus 

were cut through, the country w^ould be overflowed by the sea. The Ptolemaic king^, however, did 
cut it through, and placed locks upon the canal, so that they sailed when they pleased, without 

obstruction into the outer sea and back again.' If a canal had been cut by Scsostris and was still in 

use at the time of the XVIIIth dynasty, it Is very difficult to believe that 'the erroneous opinion’ 

about the levels of Egypt and the Red Sea could have been current in the lime of Darius. Until 

some contemporary evidence is forthcoming about the existence of a Middle Kingdom canal 

through the W4dy Tumilat. I prefer to place Strabo’s statement to a ‘suspenac account'. 

Rut even if there had been a canal connecting the Nile with the Red Sea in the time of Hatshepsiit, 
earlier and later evidence supports the vietv that her ships ivere transported in sections overland 

from the Nile valley to a port on the Red Sea where they were rebuilt. This appears to have been 
the usual practice in antiquity before iron nails Avere invented. Semiramis is reported by Diodorus 

Siculus (li, i) to have sent for shipwrights from Phoenicia, Syria, Cyprus, and other places bordering 
on the sea-coasts, and to haA'e ordered them to 'build vessels that might be taken asunder and con- 

veyed from place to place AvhcreA*er she pleased’. It is w'cll knoAA'n that some of Alexander s ships 
on the Euphrates were brought in sections from the Mediterranean and rebuilt on that river (Arrian, 

Anab, V, S; vu, 19; Diod. ii, 16; Strabo, xvi, 1.11; Quintus Curtius, x, 1-19), John Wood {Persmtat 
Narrative af a Journey to the Source of the River Oxta, London, 1841, 42) says that ‘the method of 

building boats cm the Indus is illustrative of a circumstance in Alexander’s memorable expedition— 

that of transporting his vessels by land from the Indus to the Jalum (Hydaspes). In this country the 
sides and bottom of a boat are completed apart, and then brought together to form the vessel. The 

labour of carrying the largest boat may thus be much lightened, and is an operation of common 

occurrence in the present day on the banks of the Indus.’ It is not a century and a half ago that 
Mohammed All had some gun-boats, two brigs, and a small cortxlle, built at .Alexandria, and Avhen 

finished, they were 'taken to pieces, conveyed up the Nile to Cairo, and being there placed on the 
backs of camels, were carried to Suez. By this means the Pasha had soon a very respectable fleet 

acting in the Red Sea’ (T. Legh, Narrative of a Journey in Egypt, 1816, 30), 
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In the first century A.D. the unknown author of T/it Peripluf of the Erythraean Sea (ed- \V. H. 
Schof!, I9IZ, §§ 16, 36, cf. p. 154) describes vessels built without naib, whose planks were sewed 
together by cords in precisely the same way as in many boats now' navigating the Red Sea, the 
Persian Gulf, and the east coast of Africa. The Greek author records that from Omniatia boati^ 
‘sew'ed together after the fashion of the place’ were exported to Arabia, and he further mentions 

Rhapta, a port on the east coast of Africa, 'which had its name from the sewed boats seen there'. 
Gemelli Carreri auiauT du nietide, Paris, 1727, qu. from Geogr. Journ, Xlit, 1899, p. 296) 
travelled between 1693 and 1699, from ShiraK to Lar and describes ship-buildlng at Bahrein; he 

writes: 'Instead of nails, which they are without, they use “clievilles” (pegs) of bamboo or cane, 

and further Join the planks with "ficelles” (strings) made of rushes’. Poncet {Voyage to Aethiopia, 

London, 1709, 120), on his return journey to Europe from the Abyssinian capital to the port of 
Massowa, says: *I had no mind to hazard myself in the Ships of the Country, which appeared to 

be very alight and unsafe; the Planks, altho’ pitch'd and tarr'd, being only f^ten’d together with 
pitiful Cords.... Notwithstanding, these Vessels, allho’ so ill rigg’d out, and w orse govern’d, carry 
a great Weight, and altho’ they have not above seven or eight Men to manage them, they are of 
great Use in all that Sea.' James Bruce {Travels to Diianer the Source of the Nile, 2nd edn., Edin¬ 
burgh, 1805, If. 107) describes the vessel he sailed in from Rosscir on the Red Sea; it had one 
sail ’like a straw mattress’, made of the leaves of the dom-palm. The sail was ‘fixed above and drew 

up like a curtain, but did not lower with a yard like a sail; so that, upon stress of weather, if the sail 
was furled, it was so top-heavy, that the ship must founder, or the mast be carried away. But, by 

way of indemnification, the planks of the vessel were sewed together, and there was not a nail, nor 
a piece of iron, in the w'hole ship; so that, when you stnicfc upon a rock, seldom any damage ensued.* 

Another boat that Bruce (11, 236) sailed in on the Red Sea ran on to a shoal, and it was only after 
much exertion that the sailors were able to refloat it, 'I had always some fears a plank might have 

started; but we saw the advantage of a vessel being sewed, rather than nailed together, as she was 
not only unhurt, but made very- little waiter.’ In 1896. on my first visit to Kosscir, I saw several 

similar ’sewm’ boats In the harbour; and in 1926, when exploring the region between Suakin and 
Ilalaib, ‘sewn’ vessels were seen sailing along the coast through the coral reefs. In 1930 Bertram 

Thomas {Arahia Felix, 193^1' 2) sailed from Muscat to Rlsut in an Arab dhoiv and describes how 
a ground swell, even in the mildest weather, runs vigorously along these gentle shelving beaches, 

and sends huge rollers crashing inshore. A whaler or other English-built boat would surely capsize 

and break up, but the local banush (of sewn timbers), craftily handled by the fisherfolk, com« riding 
safely through, despite moments w hen it seems to stand giddily on end and one looks on appre¬ 
hensively, knowing that the sea, a boiling cauldron in the vicinity, would show small merev to 
a swimmer/ 

The Egyptian word for ‘ship-building* U p°a in a scene of boat-building at Dcr el- 
Gebrawi (Davies, D. elC., tt, pL 10) this w'ord is determined with a cord-sign t. In the Inscription 

of Pepi-nakht (Dyn. VI; Urk. 1, 134) mention is made of a kbut-ship being built (.^f) *in the 

country of the Asiatics’ for PwEnet. A'Arrf-ships were seagoing vessels built at Kbn (Byblos) on 

the coast of Syria where the necessary timber was felled, and although Pepi-nakht does not name the 

place where the boat was being built, it was certainly Byblos: the vessel, therefore, would have 

had to be transported overland to the Red Sea in sections, flenu (Dvn. XI; Goldnischeff, Ifam- 

mamat. xv-xvii) and Hatshepsut (Navillc, D. el B. Ixxn) employed Wf-ships for their expeditions 

to Pwffnet. These vessels were of a special type built at Kbn and not necessarily ‘employed on the 

Byblos run’ as Faulkner states in JEA xxv'i, 3; they were also used on the Nile in funeral 

processions (Wilkinson. AL £f C.. edn. Birch, in, btvii), and in Dyn. XXVI under Amasis and 

P^mmedchus III, there was a fleet of Ai/r/-ships at Sais under the command of the Admiral 
Uza-hor-rsn.t (Piehl, Inscr. Aicrqjf/. I, 32)* 
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Students interested in Ancient Egyptian sbip-building should refer to General Pitt-Rivers, The 

Evolution of Culture, edited by J. L. Myres, Oxford, 1906,196 fF„ where they will find many refer¬ 

ences to ‘seW boats from all over the world. The examples that 1 have given above are not included 

in Pitt-Rivers's work. 

p_g,_Dr. Gardiner has Ittndly reminded me that the latest careful and well-informed atudy on 

the Canal between the Nile and the Red Sea before the Ptolemies is that of Dr. Posener in 

Chromque d’tgypte. No. 26, Juillet 1938, ^59^73. which should be read in connexion with the 

first paragraph of the above communication. Pehcv E. Newberry 

The Inverted Use of ‘Imy 

ER.MArj, Ag, Gt., § 231 b, claims that fwy X in Egyptian means not only ‘he who is in X‘, but 
also, occasionally, ‘he m whom X U‘. He quotes a number of examples, including the expression 

hny rfl/'that in which hb name is‘, i.e, 'the list of names’. This use of imy was fimt pointed out 
by him in the third edition of his Ag, Gr„ § 230, Anm. i. Erman’s fullest dbcuasion of it, however, 

occurs in ZAS Lii, 107-8. Among the examples cited by him are ‘Westen, lit. der, in 

dem die Grosse bt’; ‘Schiffskapitan, lit. der, dcrdie Augen hat’; ^‘Vorateher. lit. der, der 

den Mund hat’ [but sec Card., Eg. Gr., § 79, ‘ “one-who-b-in-the-mouth” (of hb suboHi- 

nates)’]^+JT the name of a store-room in O.K. mastabas, ’Spcicher, in dem das Gutc bt’. 

The following may perhaps be quoted as possible examples of this use of imyi 

(i) JV-r ™ Horus is’. The text 

of P has ^ for ([-j-. _ 
{2) JV'i "T_( which Seth b’. The 

text of P again has ^ for ^+. For the idea cf. Fyr.. 683 d: ‘K. is sound of body between you 

(Hora& and SEtK).' 

(J) SMe R 44-4S: ^ ^ 
An objection to the accepted translation (Gardiner, Notes on Sisuhe, 169, translates oug 

fear lest the watcher on the wall for the day might see’) is that imy is never, as far as 1 know sepa¬ 

rated from its antecedent. See Wh. it, 500 (20). Is it possible, then, to take imy m its inverted sei^ 

with iftb, translating: ‘through fear lest the watcher should be looking out on the wall where Jus 
day<’3 duty) was'? This would seem to be somewhat favoured by the vanattons in the version 

Dr. Gardiner, ad /«., considers that the plural teri^ for the rare amgular mrdy was the first 

faulty step taken by the scribe of B; and that ip inb was corrupted into tp fitel owing to the similanty 

of n and D in hieratic. Dr. Gardiner proceeds; 'These errors entailed another; wrSy having been 

modified into a plural and hb into a feminine fjmt, there no longer remained any masculine 

singular substantive for imy A™/ to agree with; this was therefore changed in B to mt hr^ i so 

as to suit the nearest substantive /hcJ, though it is doubtful whether the scribe can have made any 

sense of the alterations for which he was responsible,' Now Dr. Gardiner’s explanation of the 
corruption of fiiA into ktt b at once ingenious and entirely convincing. But having accepted it, 
one Is tempted to point to the inverted use of imy\ following its antecedent closely, as an explanabon 

of the further change of hay into imt. The translation of B would now be: 'thriough fe^ lest the 

w'atchers should be looking out on the fort where their day(’3 duty) was.* For the writing of the 

3rd plural suffix as p only, see Blackman, xvi, 64(5). Sup. Card. Eg. Gr., 2, and Dows Dunham, 

JEA xxjv, 6, n, 15, where an Old Egn. example is noted. In a personal communication, however. 
Dr. Gardiner shows that the inverted use is not likely in the expression imy /im/ since there is 

* The writing favouis Carduicr's interpretation. See Gardiner, loc. cit. 
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evidence that it was synonymous with imy hfie/. In Naville, Bk. Dead. 125 (Schrussrcdc), 6. 

+ occurs as a \'ariant of fitiy A™-/ in the expression "king who is in his time*. There 

remains the possibility that in the Sinuhe passage inb and /net may be the antecedents of the phrase 
beginning with imy, although the latter bears its normal meaning. One would then translate B: 
‘through fear lest the watchers should he looking out on the fort which was in its day (i.e. which 

was functioning at the time)’; and R similarly *. . . on the wall which was in its day (i,e* which 
was then being guarded)'. It will at least be admitted that this explanation provides a sense 

which could have been present in the mind of the erring scribe of B; and the change of tj> iab 
imy in R to tp htet Irat in I) suggests that the antecedents of imy and imt arc to be found in the 

words w'hich immediately precede them. This also provides the easiest expUnation of the suJtix- 
pronoun of hrws in B. • 

(4) BL Dead, td, Naville, i8, 2-3: ‘as thou didst mate m/f the voice of Osiris against his enemies 

tiefore the council in which was RC*, in 
which was Osiris, and which was in Heliopolis/ Here the two uses of imy appear to be employed 
adjacently. 

Prof. Blackman makca the interesting suggestion that imy may occasionally bear the meaning 
of the 'iff of equiii'alence’ in adjective form. He would accordingly translate ^i) ‘The right side of 
K. which is Homs* and (2) in the same way; and indeed the variant m of P seems to support the 
idea, if one is to render P; ‘The right side of K. is Horus.' This meaning seems admissible also in 

(4): *. . . the council which was RCf, which was Osiris, and which was in Heiiopolb', although I 
prefer my own translation. Prof. Blackman also caUs my attention to a usage common in late 
temple texts, according to which im with a suffix functions as a predicate, with the meaning of 

the Iff of equivalence; cf. Junker, WZKM XXII, 175 ff. Thb indirectly supports such a meaning 
for imy, but no unequivocal examples are knowm to me. 

Analogous to the inverted use of imy, as Dr. Gardiner aptly reminds me, is the use of the pre¬ 

position /it in the phrases fyr m ‘having upon it the name’, and hr /lim ‘having upon it the seal’; 
see Card., Eg. Gr,, § t65f 9. And a similar use for hnty and tpy is claimed by Erman, Ag. Cr., 

5 ^3^ li- J, Gwr>'N GRtmrHs 

Geometric Series and the Rhind Papyrus 

On page i2i of his translation of the Rhind papyrus Peer gives ^Ahmosc’s tw*o solutions of the 
problem, ‘Seven houses; in each are 7 cats; each cat kills 7 mice; each mouse would have eaten 
" cars of spelt; each car of spelt will produce 7 hekat. What is the total of all these?’ 

The first solution b set down here. An error, 2,301, has been corrected to 
2,401. The answer, 19,607, is obtained by adding the five numbers 7, 49, 343, 
2,40!, 16,807. 

^Ahmose's second solution consists in multiplying a,Sot by 7, giring no explana¬ 
tion bow 2,801 is obtained. Pcet shows that this solution may be obtained by 

substituting a = 7, r = 7, jj = in the formula for the sum of a geometric series, 
r"—1 

** shd concludes, ‘the solution of even this limited of geometric series is 

7 houses 
49 cats 

343 mice 
2,4m spelt 

16,807 hekat 

Total, 19,607 

very flattering to their mathematical intdligence*. 

There IS, however, a much simpler explanation of the second solution. The total for one house 
can be obtained by adding i. 7, 49, 343, 2,401, using the method and four of the actual numbers 

of solution I. The total b 2,80], and for seven houses the total is 2,801 x 7. It seems more likely 
that the practically minded Egyptian followed this line of reasoning. R. S. Wlu,lAMSON 
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Th^ Duration of the Pifteonth Dynasty according to the Turin Papyrus 

The definitive publication of the lists of kings in the Turin papyrus, which appeared under the 
editorship of GiuUo Farina in 1938 (// papiro dW re restaufuta [R, Museo di Tonno, Pumtcazioni 

egittolt^iehe, i (Roma)]), was an event eagerly awaited by Egyptologists; and it must be expected 

that the results of such an important and far-reaching study would be accorded wide circulation and 
general acceptance. In such manner, his translation, on p. 5 b, of line 21 of column to of the papyrus, 

to the effect that a total of six Hyksos ruled toS years, \m already been quoted by several scholats.* 
It seems advisable to point out, therefore, that this section of the papyrus, as published on plate x, 

docs not substantiate the figure loS. All of the numeral that remains, after the mp/-group, is 

which is presumably part of -j, but which, except for the improbability of sLx kings reigning 

so long, could also be port of ,_u. Presumably there is a fragment of the papyrus which wus 
unfortunately not included in the plate, but assuming such a fragment exists, is it to be placed here 

with certainty? Until these doubts are resolved, all that can be said about the duration of this 

dynasty is that it equalled or exceeded too years. Richard A. Parker 

An Epitaph from Hermopolla 
Proebssor W. G. Waddell has recently published the foUowing imeription from Tuna el-Gebel, 

the cemetery of Hermopolis Magna;* 
’AptraXov ftfil tivO? *Ap9fd^Vi 'j4pmiAov «r^* 

tov TPoAiPTiex'^raTOj'. 

^yv(DV, tZi Mo^i' iroXir^^aios <1A«to tiffin} > 

TIS TOVTtp oAAoff 
5 ofrtss o Tfix^ct 

(mJtfAff alBowatus 

TToMaXl Iftlt KOpVff>Q-$ OpCWI? UM Kapif^di KOpQt- 

T^yayf AcirmAtownt K'ttAotff* 

"ApL4>^ii^v^ oihm "Op^ik ttotc 

10 finsXTTjf 6£Xyofi^v^■9 avtV tco^iarw^'^* 

tcfflt irtti "i4/?7raAoy vtov Ktiiifvov <5Sf* 

ipjf^oripovs aopos* 

dAA’ flau/iataf* KpaTefnHnepit MoipwWj 

npos fleivaTOV t^Y €upi eto^a^v* 

The epitaph, which takes the femiliar form of a dialogue between the tomb and a passer-by, 

commemorates a local builder named Harpalos and his son Achilles. We hnow both from pap^ 

and from excavations that Hermopolis was a city of fine streets and ^verse ^y 
a broad boulevard, the ‘AvnvoniK^ 7rAa«Mi, connecting the Gate of the Sun and the Gate of the 
Moon, and flanked with temples, colonnades, fountains, and public and private buildings of aU 

kinds * From the third couplet we might infer that Harpalos had made his mark by the construction 
of temples on the Egyptian pattern, characterized by lengthy perimeter walls, adorned with reliefs 

and inscriptions, and interior colonnades. But what seems to have particularly impressed the writer 

of these verses was the mechanical ability of the architect, who, emulating Amphion and Orpheus, 
the Merlins of Hellenic mythology, moved 'mountain peaks’ with the frailest of blocks and tackle. 

' PahiM' Cltdios Liibib, Dit Hemehaft dtr Hykto$ in Jlgypttn i/Jrd ihr Stitrs (GUlckstsdt, aa; 
Albrieht i n The Sytnpotium on Archaeology and tfu Bible (Nt w Haven, 1938)t 45 J R ’ M- Engbergn e 
Hyhsoi BeeonsidfTfdiChi^, i939).7;W. F. Albright. Fr™ the Stone Age to Chri^tiamtylB^Umotn, 1940). 151- 

a Fomiles de VUmversUi Found el Atval Hermoupolu Onen ^Touna d G^l\ CaifOp i94ip PP- . 
* Cf. the intcreiting papym* accounts of aimiE eipcndeii on the construction rtpoir of public bujl^n^ 

at Hermopolis recently studied and nepublbhcd by H. Sehmiten iJie Bm-Utkunde in P, Vindob. Or. 14505 on 

Uchte der Ergibnuse der deuudien Hemtopolh Expedition, in Monehener Beitrdge zur Papyrmfor$dmftg ti. antihen 

E^isgeidiickie, 406-38. 
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Such is unduuhtcdlv the gist of IL y-iOj but at the end of L 7 b obviously corruptT ^tid the 

preceding 7&a is not very easily accounted for. Waddell, with some hesitation, quotes KovpQ^ in the 

sense of ^twig^ or * lopping'1 and proposes to read Eua Kovpou^ *Iike to splinters from a log\ 
I should like to suggest an alternative^ Just as I. S celebrates the caldes which formed one part 
of the lifting apparatus employed, so in the preceding line we should expect to find a reference to 

the other essential feature—the rigid struciure on which the ropes bore. I therefore propose to read 
l<TOKaf4^iji 'with poles thin as matchsticks*; the whole apparatus I imagine to have been 

some kind of crane or shcar-lcga, resembling perhaps that depicted in the welUkiiown relief from 
the d'ornb of the Haterii. And if we wish to know the Greek name of the machine, 1 do not think 

we have to look farther than the last line of the epitaph. Here Prof. Waddell interprets 
'charm', which is legitimate, but lacks point; the root meaning of the word, however, is instrument 
or machine^—it is in fact cognate with —and from it are derived both the medieval mangonel 
and the homely mangleJ This gives the clue to the final couplet: tn life, Harpalos could perform 

miraculous feats with his cranes and pulleys; but the web of the Fates is stronger than ropes and 

cables, and against Death the mightiest engine cannot prev^aiL 
Professor Waddell does not discuss the date of the inscription, but 1 may perhaps point out 

the significance of the apostrophe in This curious iectional sign, the purpose of which 

remains a fnyster\% is commonly found between two palatab (less often between rr and AA) in papyri 
of the third centur>^ though I have noted an in$tance in a Karanis papyrus of the bte second 
century. On the other hand» neither Harpalos nor Achillea is designated Aurelius, a fact which 

paints to a date before the Consiitutio Antammuna of a d. 212, though this is perhaps not decisive. 
However this may be, 1 feel the general tenor of the poem, with its pictures of splendid temples 
and skilled craftsmanship, is better suited to the early years of the third century than to the expiring 

paganism and the days of turbulence and terror which marked its latter end. T. C. Skeat 

Bricks ns Birth-Stool 

No. XXXV of Viktor Koptischt Zsuberi^xie (Hcid^lK SitzL^ 1933-4, pp. 23, 58) 

h a fragment of an eleventh-century MS.* all six lin^ of %vhich are printed as imperfect. In reality 

IL 1-3 (and ? 4) are complete and read^ (1) itp^u (St. vtu|mtc (for iiTiyetAtt") ti(2)Twfif 

(3) saicc (St. €^ujoy) fwn(4)p^JU^Ui (5) Mtpf.... -—| 
(fi) 11 [ 'TTie of the 3 bricks (or tiles) whereon Mary gave birth: Akramak^ Akr[^^ 
Clearly a birfh-charm, depending upon the magical tnrtue of names; efi the palindrome Saior iireto 
(so the Coptic version, for artpo), etc., as the names of the nails of Christ's Cross.* I'he bricks point to 
the £g>'ptiaii method of delivering a pregnant woman, who, squatting on one, or rather, on two super¬ 
posed, bricks, places each foot on two more. The other Coptic instances are given in Diet. 3980, 
jwp., the last iherct Mich. 136 (= Onentalia^ iv,, 21, f 76) being extremely obscure A Spiegelberg 
has dealt with the hieroglyphic evidence, connecting the bricks with of Exodus i. t6;^ H. A. 
Winkler describes the same procedure among modem felHhinJ W* E. Cfum 

* in the sense of 'pulley' occun in P. Loud. 1164 (h), 8, a sale of si boart dated A-U. 211. 
* Cf. W. Schubart, Fala^ographitf^ p. 75, and Crete Rosenfaerger m Papy^ iiindatn:te, faac, vi^ No. r oo, 1-1 a, note. 
^ Word-di%'iaioii uncertain. Akni~{-4krama~} is a frequent element in such names, but exactly this combU 

nation does not recur. 
Cf. Eg. Expl. Fund's 1897-8, 63; Lftfrp- of Arch, xiv^ 89, no. 28b ; Basset, ApiKt. 

Efht&p. V, 16; Kropp, HI, § 102. Oibliogrsphy of this palindrome by D. Atlunscn in BtAL Ry^n 
419, omitting oriental evidence. 

* Context: uiqi^xttiT uuce nooy ircoynp M€n{?ii>OYTe qnoAtr' rttTtabe (? ^to 

bring forth', or = jialu.), Gcndem seem unaccxauntiibic. Could be (IFi, rv. 34) ? The whole text is 
full of puzzles. In L 114 is a well-knowti ineantatiDn name l read ti oot Aafim^tPt6s (cf. Wtlnsch, AnL 
Ftiichl., p. 10), 

* Z, f Aiiyr. XIv^ 269; also 4*^- /btwfei’wni sum aitfn T^jiamrnt, ig. F. also Griffith in EnsycL 
&nd Eih. 11, 

7 BoHfni (1914), III; 1936),^ Mias Blaeknian,Fe//aAfffo/Lf>,^,, 63, docs not mention briefea. 
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REVIEWS OF REGENT PUBLICATIONS 
Ojfm attd His Rises, By G. D* Horn*bi.OVVER^ in Man^ 1937, Noa. i&6 and 3iw; Osiris and sAe F*rtiUsy-ritf^ 

By G. D. HoRMiLOWH?p in Man, 1941* No^ 71, 

Mr. HombLowcrp in ihis intcm-atifig study, begins hiS examinatiDn of the ongins of Oairis with the 

stat went that the classical writcis often record the beliefs of the Egyptian poptibce, and that they identify 

the god with the Xile-flood. This idcotiiication is found to have formed part also of the ofBciaJ religion 
accoidtng to the testimony of certain texts; and a natural development b seen in the further idenuhcatlon 

of Osiris \sith com. But Eg^'ptologlsts are said to be now generally agreed 'that Osiris was actually an 

ancient divine king who reigned in the Delta'. Why, then, was he identirted with the Nilc-fiood! 

Mr. Hcunblowcr suggests that this was because of the organization by Osiris, as king, of a general sy^stem 

of irrigation. (It may he noted, in coiuiexion with this, that Diodorus Siculus, r, tg, says that Osiiis taught 

his countryTnen how to control the inundation of the Nile.) In describing the prehistoric struggles of the 

followers of Horus^ Osiris, and Seth, Mr^ Homblower concurs, in the main^ with the account given in 

Sethe's Urgesikkitie* He then attempts to andy'se certain myths and ceremonies connected with Osirk, 

such as the sacred marriage of Isis and the rcsusdtaicd Osiris, the roies of Nephth>'s and Horus, the 

raising of the Zj^fd-pillar, the rites of condici, and the siory^ of the dismemberment of Osiris. \Vith Sir J4 G* 

Frazer and others^ Mr. Homblower sees Homs and Osiris playing the male role in a myth of Mother and 

Son or Mother and SpousCt in accordance with the pattern found in other oouniries. 

[n the third article reference Is made to the Egyptian prehistoric evidence, and a new theory^ is pro- 

pK>unded, albeit with diBidence, as to the origin of Osiris. Gmit antiquity Is ebimed for hb cult: 

\ . - w'hen Osiris came to be recognised as the divine promoter of fertility, the role of male wm attached 

mythologically xo him, at some rimCt seemingly, in the Gerzean period of Egyptian prehistory/ In one 

respect the author has seriously modified his fomier vie^s^sj he now claims that 'the Eiorians were settled 

originally in the district of which the capital was the city of Behdrf, severely rejecting Sethe. A full 

discussion of this difficult problem would hav^e been welcome. Oatris^ too, is assigned to Upper Egypt^ 

as an Immigrajit from Mesopotamia via the Red Sea. It is denied that he is specially attached to ^4ndjety 

in the Pyaamid TcJcts, and his head-dress is said to be Upper Egyptian. There is evidence of matcrlaL 

prosperity in the Gerzean period. This, according to Mr. Homblow'Cr, implies improved cultivation, and 

may be linked with the appearance of Osiris, the pioneer of irrigation. With regard to the connexion with 

Me^potamia, a statement of Gordon Childe h cited, suggesting the existence of an ancient wide cultural 

zone, including Asia Elinor, IVIesopotamia, and Gerzean Egypt. Detailed parallels arc found between the 

cult of Tammuz and Jshtar on the one hand and that of Isb (or Hathor), liorus, and Osiris on the other. 

The original rite. It ts thought, xvas a ceremonial mating with a view to promoting fertility in men and 

animals; but eventually the rite was connected with agriculture. Tliis view of Osiris rests on a refreshing 

exammatioiL of some prehisioric problems, but it is not supported, so far, by any strong weight of evidence- 

There arc a number of statements which need to be modified. It is said that the Greek writers identified 

Osiris with the Nile-fiood. It should be added that they gave many other explanaiidns as wcE, and that 

this was by no means the most common one. Their occasional description of Isis as the mother earth is 

clearly quite un-Egy^pdan, as the Egyptian earth-deity w-as masculine. The epithet "Bull of His Mother", 

used of Hams, is taken as evidence for "^thc conception of a mother-goddess mating with her son^. This is 

an important point in the theor}', but there is doubt whether the Egyptian phrase refers to any mythological 

episode. First used of Min, it probably gave expression to the idea of the god's pre-existcncc and self- 

generation (see Gauthier^ Let FStes du Dieu Min, 1, 137). Nor is the mother-incest of Horus oonfirmed by 

Spell 112 of the Book of She Bead, as xMr. Homblower thinks; for the father of the four sons of Honis 

who are bom of Isis is there Hr Smste^ Homs the Elder. Another doubtful point k the description of the 

mother-goddess as being, among other things, 'protectress of the dead\ With regard to the Abydos relief 

where Osiris k seen impregnating Isk as a falcon, it is bnprobahle that the falcon ai the head of the god 
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has die function of guardian, as with Chephrtn: the two falcons, one at the head and the other at the 

feet of Osiris, surely represent Igis and Nephthys as the 4ri}\ Again, it is not true to say that the king 

Wears Osirian dress at the Sed-festival. 

Mr- Homblower's ideas, especialjy in the third article, are nevertheless stimulating and suggestive, and 

it will be interesting to see whether this Me^potamian and Upper Egyptian Osiris wdl be countenanced 

by future researchers* J, GwTS. GRin-lTU^ 

Afat^rlsls Mjfd at t/ia Emhaimift^ 0/ King {Aftiropoikan Museum Papers Xo> 10). 

By H. E. WiNLOCK, New York, 194.1. PP-p half-tone and line plates^ 

This short monograph, ivriiten in the vivid style of which its author is a past master, gives the detailed 

account of a discovery made in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings some thirty-fotir years ago. The 

discoverer was Edw'ard Ayrton, then woiiing for Theodore M- Davis, and with one exception (a painted 

miniature mask of which the purpose is obscure) the objects were deemed so unimportant that \\lnloclc 

w^as allowed to carry off to New York a goodly portion. A smaU and shallow^ pit had heen cui in the rock 

some no m* to the south of the tomb of TurtankhamOn. Here, packed in a doaen or more large jars, all 

exactly alifcej liad been buried the remnants of embalming materials, together with The hones of a cow% 

nine ducks, and four geese consumed at a funerary repast^ to which also belonged ha|f-a-do:»n flower collars 

used to adorn the necks of the guests. Pots of many shapes and sizes formed, however, the great bulk of 

the find, and these had all been broken so as to find a place Iti the great oontaining jars. 

Those who have had personal experience of WinJocUs archaeological methods or who have read his 

reports with care will not need to be assured that every detail has been studied and recorded with the mintitesi 

attention, and interpreted from as wide a background of knowledge as is possessed by anyone in the 

w'orld. But indeed, though it is not possible always to distinguish between the pots used by the embnlmers 

and those that did service at the feast, the tw'o great categories of objects could not fail to be recognissed 

by anyone. To the former category' belong many bags micd with natron or chaff, three kerchiefs used 

over wigs to protect them from the dust, and scraps (in Winlock^a own words) *tom from ihe bandages 

at the time of the king's w^Ipping^ A piece of a sheet marked as made In year 8 of Tutsan khamUn’s reign 

dates the find with ocrainty, as do also some sealings. Winlock^s comment upon the embalnung materials 

is plausible enough; they w^erc too impure, he says, to be buried in the tomb, but had to be put not far 

away from the hody^ since this had been in contact with them. So too the rcmaine of the funerary^ feast 

carry their own eKplanadon. The difhculty, as I see it, lies in the combination of both categories. The 

embalming and wrapping of the mummy, the work of many months, had doubtless been carried out in the 

embalmers' w'orfcshops. Were they in the Valley? And did the funciaiy feast take place there too at 

the terminalion of the task.^ The mud impressions from seals with the name of Tut^ankhamUn "brokem 

from tomb furniture' add to the complexity of the problem. 

The book contains but little for the mere philologist. I must confess to having misled Wlnlock over one 

point on w'hkh he consulted me many years ago: the first w^ord on the jar Inscription G (p. 14) should 

have been rad “wheat'- Auvn H. GAHDiNEit 

Die religiikea Tfxie suf dent Surg der Afichnrsnefenbre. Neu herausgegeberi und erklart v-oti C. E. San^OHr- 

Haxsen- Kopenhagen, Levin & Munksgaard, 1937. Sm-faho. 11-b 158 pp. 

One of the most Striking objects In the Egy^plian Sculpture Gallery of the British Museum Is the magni¬ 

ficent basalt sarcophagus (found at Thebs in 183a) of the God's Wife, V'oiaress and God’s Hand ^Ankhnes- 

□eferibre^p daughter of Psanunetichus II and Takhawet and adopted daughter of the God's Wife Nitocris, 

but not, as has often been assumed, wife of Amasia. What gives this monument special importance, how'- 

everp is not so much its beautiful workmanship as its inscriptions, which, covering most of the external 

and intenul suifaceSp form 3 body of rdigious and magical texts found on no other sarcophagus or coffin and 

for the most part unli|uc and of great interest. Egyptologists have long been acquainted with these from 

Budge's publication The Sareaphaguj of AnMnesrane/erdb^ whkh appeared in 1885; though marred by many 

mistakes of ix>pjing, and by the fact that in several cases the texts running round Barcophagus were made 

to begin in the wrong places {see the concordance of lines given below), it gave an excellent general idea of the 

texts, and is still not wholly superseded (how few Egyplologied wor^ ever are!); it shoal's the many curious 

modificatioiiE by which a Ptolemaic male usurper of the tomb tried to ailapt some of the jnscriptioTis to hia 
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own us*, as well as tlliwtiatiotis of the sarcophagtis; both these features ar* absent frorn the new publication 

by Dr. Sander-liansen. This edition, prepared from photographs and two sets of squeezes, at last gives us a 

satisfactory tc3ti {collation with the original might, however, have improved it in a few places). His transla¬ 

tion is of Course immeasurably superior to Budge's, although, as J point out in my notes below, the older 

rendering has the advantage in some places, and in a number of others^ also it is possible to differ from Dfp 

Sander-Hansen. The commentary is very full: not only are there the usual philological notes, but the text is 

broken up into sections each furnished with a Ttt^tb^t^hmbuNg in which the content, style, sources, and age 

of the section are discussed, much as in SetheV translation and commentary^ of the Pyramid Texts, the 

publication of which is due to Dr* Sander-Harisen. A chapter dealing mth. the compilation as a whole closes 

a book which is a valuable contribution to the study of Eg^^ptian philologv' and religion. ^ 
Twti striking peculiarities of the texts, one grammatical, the other graphic, may he mentioned here. The 

first (pointed out on p. 15) is the substitution of a participle followed by the dependent pronoun z f- ag. tji 

for the Old Perfective 2 h sg.^ c.g. shm in for The use of a participle + d for the Old Perf, j f. sg^ is 

now ivell known, but this second-person use seems to be new: doubtless examples will before long turn up in 

other texts. The second (not discussed by the editor) is the use of some 28 times, and in 10 dlOerenC 

w^ords, for*^ which itself {with a few variants a, =, =) occurs about 40 times. In even^ case si occurs 

beside another sign, e,g. evidently a false transcription of in its smaller and more summary^ 

hieratic form, which at this period is identical with the hieratic form of 3j (see ^loller, Hirrat. ill, 324 

and 558B). The consistent use of it in the position referred to is remarkable* 
Those who use the new publication should be warned that the editor indicates supplement of lacunae and 

omissions in a way which is quite different from the usual conventions and may be really misleading unless 

clearly understood. Signs which are lost through damage he hatches without enclosing them in brackets;^ 

signs omitted in the text he places betw'een square brackets."* It is greatly to be wished that all editors of 

texts W'ould conform in such matters to the excellent practice of the majority, according to which 

(^i) signs dimaged but still recugnbiable are hatched tn whole or part; 

{h) signs iort are enclosed in square brackets [] and are hatched if possible; 

[c) signs omitttd in the original are enclosed in pointed brackets { ). 
The foUowdng notes on points of detail ooncem the editor's translation rather than hia commentary* I 

have compared his copy of the text in some places with the reproduction of the whole sarcophagus which 

occupies 47 laige sheets in the veiy' valuable Williams rubbings of inscriptions (teferfed to below as ^W.') in 

the Griffith 1 nstitute (cf. JEA ixvii, 7 ff.). The numbers ait tlK>se of the lins in the new edition. My excuse 

for the extent of the notes Is the importance of the texts they relate to; these will certainly be utdlxed In works 

on E.gj'ptlan religion more than before the appearance of Dr. Sander-Hansen'^s edition, and anAlliing that 

can ^ done to further the correct understanding of them seems to be well worth while, 

4_. To the bibliography add G. Nagel, Eapport sar fes Fmdlks de Deir el (AWJ) 15 ff s 

containing a full account of the tomb, which was rediscovered in 1938 by the French InstJlute.—in lines 2-3 

(as given on the page) of the usurper's inscription the text seems to be wrongly divided; surely w c must read 

hr m-k pr-kgrg^ ww w irmrr-A ^and thy name endures, thy house is peopled, thy heirs endure in 

thy city"* ™ is presumably the conjunction The statue published by Daressy in Ree. Trav. \\\ 162 

seems to belong to the usurper's family* 
L, 13. "Her ba b within her, and her might is around {hi) her'; ht, translated by the editor ■'hinter', is 

surely in antithesis to m hnw. 
51. IS used a number of times in these texts as a variant of mn/i. Here tm? mnh 

"beneficent king'* 
52. "Benehcent one of the earth'} Cf. ntr wjf n R\n 45^ 

I lo some of these (the passages refenned to in my notes bdow on lines 5ip SJp 99t r3^P i95p 199-204, 
20S, 21&, 217, 320, 34S, 378, 3S0, 384, 434) the new editor has apparently allowed himself to be unduly in- 
floenccd by his predecessor- 

^ Lines i3, z$ (twice), 26, 179* 190; less certain cases in 1S7, i So (twice), 198, 209, ^ is aUo used in place 
of the auffii in 55, 179 (twice), 196. 

^ So in lines io8-i4p 117. 217, 220, 227, 233 (collated with the Williams rubbings)* 
^ So in lines s7t 1 ^®p 269 (coDated as in preceding n.). But tn 3S3 Williams shows room for -™ after tpi^ 

and gives the O of hr quite clearly. 
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56-7^ For pti used here and in 66 of emergenet from water cf. / KhmnuaSj 4, 9^14^ 
60h Mdhi hnf f probably ^my dispiiic with him^i see my n. on 67. 
63, eertainly an abnormal writing of the phrase, regular tn such contexts as this, 

*and he tvas brought in*; the same wanting F. LeNingr. rt.+ 4, sec Gardiner in JEA toi^ n. 3, Fol¬ 

lowing sit introduce', the writing ^ is perhaps sportive. 

65. Biff *it is an excellent thing that + + 
67. Mdto 'litigate, dispute with’, as in Vrk. rV, 1114, 17? The second V doubtlt^ governs the 

following infinitive hhti, continuing an injunction (Gsrd,, Egn. Gr., § 17** 3)-'—criminal' as In 60? 
P. 35- The 'Curn’sche Rcgd’ does not conflict with n r^ f having present meaning, cf. my Syfit^x. 97-^. 
70. For the 'two ends* {tptel, lit. ‘heads'} of a host cf. lfV«amwn, 2, 38. 
74. ‘lATio are not ^orattt 0/him,' 
77- ^“ probably a resolution of which is a late writing of mwi and is 

itself doubtless derived from 
78. 'Her safety is like that of Re^ in heawn' {n for m) and not 'der dcs IZimmcls*: so also 199* 

2i0j 377* M correctly written -= in zjo. 
83. CH3 probably swf: *thou art watched ovef. 
88. W. shows the bird after hft to be more lite ^ than the fo™ given. 
93-4. Ttc^d, Late Egyptian i so also 105^ 
98. JMl m (sf) a ‘give passage to', Wh, iti. 483 (5) ; so also 120 (correctly translated by Budge}. 
99. I take as det, of ftsi *w; ntr frr-f ht can hardly be translated ‘der Gott, der das Feuer macht'. Emend 

to 'if he (Apopis) makes fire, Bitinguish it for me*. 

108. W. shows 

log^ beginning. shows thus with no room for & * 
tio, end- W. shows rooni for rather more than probably 
111-12. hardly'Gott*! I translate 'divine fra, making the morning festive with his 

divine light, onlv august divine one..divine one of heaven ...'. W, shows room for about two 
more than ^ at the end of 11 j, and a lacuna of about two ‘squares’ after at the end of 113. 

113, W, shows after £ (so also Budge). 
120, end. After ^_W. shows only thus no room for —which is only a restoration, 
iai-2i I would emend be mi'ti'l (fle) m dbtff‘\ have seen (R^i) in hiscourec', for he can hardly 

contain a relative form.—Af ^ is not' vor* but ‘in the sight of'; so also 379,430,431, 465, 
123. To translate t^-k tatrl as though hrk wen; a participle needs some defence, if defence is possible. 
126. VV. shows rTq, bounding the following spell, not the preceding one; so also in 17a, [71. 
127. = liardly ‘verehiend’, for this verb in the Old Perf, would mean rather the passive ‘verehrt’; 

1 suggest the emendation f<tt> ‘that she may venerate thee'. For *= = ftscf. = = JH in 138. 
132, Af 'saying',* i.e. RE* b to liunsinit her words, adding his own declaration of her innocence. 
135^. Af docs not express purpose to my knowledge, and is surely vetitive here, and ic^l hr-tie r-j is 

hardly ‘ein Bcfehl gegen sie gesagt'. 1 suggest ‘ "do not hill her, do not smite her’*; "among thy servants by 
command” is said about her*. 

136-8. iV, four times, surely d&dve 34id fiot gehilivt—why should 'the Lady of tho Two Lands' have a. 
plurality of htarts ? *She kills men for Bakhmet, she toasts hearts foF, ctc^ 

'if there be anyone who shall denounce /Z)her in thcDi'et, let them not' hKu-their (ric) speech, 
namely the conclave of every god, every goddess, (but) give them to the slaughterers,. .*, rather than *wennsic 
weisa^dass ihr Vater in der UnierweltHt, sie verhorcti scu lassen^ dann wirdsiedem Gdtterkollegium... sagea*^ 
etc. Here ss in 133 in is taken by the editor to hav'e final meaning 1 The constmetion in which the subject -of 
the principal sentence is anticipated by a pronoun (jrfra^jw) is evidently caused by the length of that subject. 

141, IS referred to in the conirturntary as a pronoun, but an independent pronoun as subject with 

adverbial predicate is so rare that 1 suggest we have here a writing of ri pSy similar to the common third- 

person ; this would suit the editor^s translation *wenn du bi5t\ 

■ So also Budge- 
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i47_ 7my. perrhAps parts', cf. IVk i, 75 (zi), A meaning "Eigeatum" is tiol known to Wb. 

149. 7w sti-n s suTiely a statcmciit of past fact, not *aowie ale *.. gehoben 

^ would translate 'that the fcaat of ^A. endure liie (those of) the Possessors of Food, her ‘^begm- 

mnp of the t^'o periods'^ abiding Jike (those of) the Lords of Tr^4^\ rather than 'dasa erne Fcier bkibt der 

Osiris A wie den HeiT<e>ri der Duige, und der Anfang ihrer "beiden Zeiten” dauemd ist wie die Herr<e>ri 

der 

‘S7- ^1 A is to be read tvp {it is similarly written in 90), as the editor assumes without discussion^ 

then with as object, will here have its frequent meaning "display, publish'. 

161. After the name 1 divide with the frequent late honorific inverBion of hr and a god's name 

(so also in 383, 384, 402), and translate 'In order to glorily ^A-, justified before Osiris, her mother being N., 
in the WesE', m tmftii depending on s/hL 

166. 'To make guarding (j/* written as in 163, 164) of thee and protection {mkt) of thee.* 

167, P^^^haps for 'embalm*? Or causative of zei; "to cause to be embalmed' ? 

174, m either "thou art' or 'thou belng\ not "so du ivurdest*. 

181. mitt iri begins a new passage 'thou art_in the sky, and the gods fear thee; thou ait 

likewise' in the West, thou art king there over hundreds of thousands . . .'. M mitt ig found written mitt 

as early as D)ti. 19. It U in the West that the deceased is king, as Osiris is mw ntyt^ ha. 

r^o. Mi btk nsdf'ft'f surely 'like the Falcon when he has passed away'; cf^ the falcon dying np to heaven 

as a common expression for the king's death. 

iqS- ^ ra t perhaps 'one mentions thy name". 

199-Z04. Instead of hr^tt'S, J"jiA tn 7im m Immo m hnntt *aie hat angefangen, and Arum v^on Heliopolis 

erhalt dich am Leben im Wes ten* I would divide srah-i n 7tm, ctc.^ 'she (Not) has begun to preserve 

thee for AtOm of ( ?) Heliopolis in the Wesf, and so in ten cases foMowEng. We have Irr-a-s srak ra-i 'she has 

begun to preserve thy name' earlier tn 199. 

207. "excellent buir, as in 187. 

20S. * "Hom:^e to thee!" is in the mouth of thy father seems preferable to "set gegrOsst aus dem 

Miinde deines Vaters ; similarly in a 16 (twice), 217. Compare the parallel expression tvith fn 'has said" 

in 210. 
213. The second n-t of hr n^t n't probably ethical dative. 

217, hegiruiing. W. only f, thus no room for 

2 iS. It seems most improbable that the long passage 218^27 should all be object of Ht-b Rr^ translated *R^ 

hat veranlasst, dass .. .', and I prefer to take ^ as relative, qualifying the damaged group (not shown as 

such by the editor) at the beginning of the line: ^their abode (?) which Ref has madeV All the sentences 

beginning ir ^tro a-t will then be mdependent ones^ 

221, Is not dbiw merely ^Jeaves^ rather than 'Ersatzblatter^ ?—The other ex. of Mtte it jRr Ja [n 243, not 226, 

223, Ms H Ato 'a day old' ? 
224, In the lacuna restore, probably, J 

225, The first word discussed is not W£^orinj^/but the god of the oil-press.—ForAfr-r-^in connexion 

with oil or unguent cf, Champolliofi, Deicr. 11, 624: "I give thee the unguent of thy mother Meresger/ 

229. The sixe of the lacuna suits ^rulcr (fern.) of gocis and men'. 

230. Mktt m drt't m she nbts] 'the ^f-sceptfc is in thy hand* in all picture* {referring to the deceased as 

Osiris), and not "der du durch deine Hand hemchest in jeder Inschrift'. If were participle it would be 

followed by a resumptive pronoun in the third person.—possibly a mistake for 

33 r* Pi m nbze not *der flimmcl aus Cold' but (as explained in the commentary) 'a golden canopy'.—^f 

m sp ^3 canopy with suppons" ? 

334* W. shows a lacuna only large enough for 'as the decree of R€« enacted [for thee]*. Cf. t/rk. z, 

i[9p 9, "as a decree has enacted for me\ 

239» Probably hsb n'ttc*t 'thou hast been assigned'. 

244. A (A®) •‘“'g'l cf* Jii. 245 (5-io>, 

^ So abo Budge. 
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249, Perhaps '^the gods, they say weeping* “Where (iii) ifi Osiris ? She has gone to another land/^' 

ago. certaiiily = fire m5 ^evcry^Qne\ 

255, S^iih probably participle: 'thou art he who makes com,, who presents. < .. 

z6o. ’ThoA attaches himself to him* ^'atchtng over his bier^ rather than "Thoth 

geseht sich (?) sodaim 2U dem “Wachsamen aiif seiner Bahre” \ 
zbz. Some emendation is necessary here^ as the editor sees, f propose: *as to that plant which has grown 

with thee, “com'' is its name j it has (come into being) to nourish men,' For^ before rn^cf. 3 ig, 322, 354. 

i suggest that the text should have and that fell out through haplography. 

265. The m after nb is the partide which frequently follows an imperative. Close paiaUels Dsstru^iion dei 

hommes (Sethos 1), 3; Kahdn Sula^ 11* 

26S. The ^ of parudple {cf. Erman, Cr., § 370 for verb caus. 3 

lit,): *Lord of com, who nourishest mankind? 
269. "Thou art like the divine falcon upon the throne (wM).' CL i, 3S4 {8). 

275, Bik dfmil hardly *goldene Falke*, for one would expect the "adjeetivaF fomri from to be d^mL 

Perhaps 'bearer of a drm-soeptre^ cf. Wh. v, 537 (la),—At end, ‘Orion and the Great Bear 

281, "Living, beneficent (.fflwA) god in the West"? 
291. Sf-t mnh 'the elfcctual protection of thee' ? Follows 'he (ITioth) has placed himself * * * behind thee** 

292-3- perhaps for *ii is placed*^ 

294. ^It being placed In thy hand to be a protection for Osiris 
304. M spt^ smely 'all together'? as usually, not 'the first dmc\ althoitgh foOowed later by ‘the secondr 

thi^ -. - time*. It would be highly artHiciaJ to make the gods speak ‘the first time'. 

308-10. 'They say. wceping-for Osiris *A.* '^Osiris, he sleeps upon his bier/‘ Every god', etc? 

315, It seems Incredible that here and in 318, 322, 323-+* 3^8^ should mean 'sich {auf der 

Bahrc) begeben" f If r be taken to mean *at', 'in' (cf. Card-, Gr., § 163, i: Junker, Gramm, d. Dend^a- 

texte^ \ 191, d, c) no such desperate resort is necessary^ we can render 'she has gone to sleep in another 

land, house, etc.^ 
320. omnot mean "die Gottcr haben djeh beweint** '(O all people who are on earth,) weep 

for your god (i.e. 
322. etc^ belongs to the next section (f* 5); *the goddesses, they weep very greatly, and say, “Osiris 

*A,,. * etc* The gods having spoken four timea, it is the turn of the goddesses. 
325, Ji-r im m t/ ‘the rule belonging to her is on eaith^ rather than "sic hat dort auf Erdeit gchcrrschc'. 

345. It seems preferable to translate ‘let all gods and goddesses * - ^ know that (^e) the Majesty of Osina 

^A. has passed away\ and so also in 347, 350* 35^- 
37S. Niro; nfrti^l fir /rw n hr-t cannot mean "die Gotter und Gi^ttinnen preisen dein Gesicht\ for is not 

a verb. 'The gods and goddesses say "'Praise be to thy face!“/ 

3S0. is here tuir, not skm; 'thy shinJng docs not fail', not ^dein Strahlen hat kein Eiidc\ 

383 (p. i2r). Why read ^ tm-tfi? It ta surely Old Perfective used optadvely: 'be 

non-existent i' like Ar-^ftpnl'pfocul eslote**-—After the first W. shows clearly 

384, 'Osiris *A., justified before Osiris (see n. on 161) has hidden herself behind Re*\ and not 'Osirb A. 

hat sich bet Osiris hinter verborgen\ 

3$$, end- W. shovi's no | after 

394. Nn Mtc r-f *there is none who beholds her'* not 'so dass man ste nicht sieht'* 

395-6. A'lffm St 'she is gathered into a place' rather than 'sie ist mit einer Stelle versehen', see Gardiner 

in xxij, 179. 
408. A' mt si ^ nh, hn(-ti} m /;/jw 'no one has seen her, she having passed from their eight' rather than 

'niemand sicht sie, wenn aie vor sie britt'. 

41 r. looks like "lord of fices, of many uraei', as epithets of Ptah or of ^A- 

424, A word ifcK meaning perhaps ‘multitude' or the like is discussed in Dows Dunham^ Noga-ed-Dir 

Striae, 44. 

^ So also Budge* Belief mtti? Note ihc writing in 318, 
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432. she pr^be$ th«\ 
434- “Few (jpttj) it is she who will open to th« in thy pMslng'* 
443. {Nyk^ytn “Nubians* rsther than “Neger'i without n abo 453, 462. 
449. Ditos^ nameof isSlucly “he Avhosets-intheDret"^—Wkni^ 191 (5)—ratherthan ^2ufriedcii 

Lst die 
450. ~ ^ uncomnioii^see WL n, 3S (t?)—^ certainly not comipt. 
453. There is no need to treat the writing hir Sityw ^Asiatics' as a “Horfehler^ for the 

word is also written with from the JVliddle Kingdom onwards, cf. Wbr tv^ 348 (6). 

458, for f the is not wrong for this period, cf. Wh. v, 283. 

464-5, “She has engendeted vvonder and awe in the sight of men^P 

466. *aiiy biting (Le., venomous) seipent'“If^J. Jt, 393 (8)—and not “stechender Mund*; 

so also in 467. 
471* JA in texts of this kind has more probably the MiddJe-Egyptian meanuig (Card,* Egn. Cr., 

f 228) thaxi the Late-Egn. optative one. 
476. ^ probably merely for ntr^ by confusion with nsrsr^ rather than dual; this and the following nouns 

seem clearly to refer to the Eye of Homs. 
478. It is noteworthy chat the goddess of the West (the figure to which this text refers) describes herself as 

*thy mother Nut\ 

In conclusion I give a concordance of line-numbers in the editions of Sander-Hansen and Budge, beUeving 
that it w'UI be usehii to future students of ^AnkhnesneferibrE^'s inscriptions, as it has been to myself. In ihe 
present conditions it would have been impossible to complete it without the invaluable WtUianis rubbings. 

EXTERIOR 

Cover 
Sand^^ 
ffawreir 

Upper Surface; 
Right^ of Headdress * i 

Budg€ 

1 
Left „ 4 z 2 
Left of Figure p 3 22 
Right * 4 23 
Above Figure * * 5-^3 3^11 
Below ,, 14-Z3 12-21 

Descending Surfaces^ 
Head end * ^”39 ^-39 

Backa * 4 * 4&-90 
p. xvi^ n. 2 

6s-U4^ 
Foot end * 1 91-M4 40-64" 
Front . p ■ 115^ iiS“6o 

Head end 

Coffer 

. 161-77 259-75 
Front * ijS-alg 161-202 
Foot end m * *10-36 203-19 
Back « 1 m a3MS 220^5® 
(Usutper^s inscriptiDn * PP^ 4'5 pp. xvii-xri) 

INTERIOR 
COV'SR 

Sandtr- 
Hansen 

Left of Figure * h 276-321 =88-333 
Vertical surface at foot end 323 334 
Right of Figure . J23-70* 335-82* 
Above Figure 371-6 276-SI 
Below p, 

Coffer 

377-8= 282-7 

Vertical Surfaces: 

Horizontal line at top » 383 383 

Vertical lines: 
Front. , * 384-5 430-1 
Head end * » 386-406 432-52 
Back , ■ - 407-37 453-77 

384-9 
Foot end A 438-4S 390-400 
Front ^ ■ ■F 449-^7 401-29 

Elottom: 

Right of Figure k * 473 47B 
Left pp 11 p * 479 479 
Below' Figure * ■ 48^ 480^ 

Battiscombe Gukn 

> So aUo Budge. 
^ 'Right^j ^left' are those of the spectator throughout. - 
» 'Front% 'badt' as used by De Buck in Cqgin Ttx£^ (tuiuruiny's left and right respectively)* 
* B. numbers two consecutive lirws 103. 
’ B. has DO line 63, 
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